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ABSTRACT 
  
Dinar Kiranthi, 2019. AN ANALYSIS OF TEACHER-STUDENTS 
CLASSROOM VERBAL INTERACTION AT THE ELEVENTH GRADE 
STUDENTS OF MA AL-ISLAM JAMSAREN IN THE ACADEMIC YEARS 
OF 2019/2020. Thesis. English Language Education. Cultures and Languages 
Faculty. State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
 
Advisor       : Fithriyah Nurul Hidayati, M.Pd 
Keywords    : Classroom Verbal Interaction, Teacher Talk, Student Talk 
  
         Classroom verbal interaction is communication between people for example 
teacher and students to get new knowledge and share ideas by using appropriate 
teacher style to improve students’ participation through speaking and conversation. 
The objective of this research was to describe how the classroom verbal interaction 
at the eleventh grade students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren in the academic years of 
2019/2020.  
         The method used in this research was descriptive qualitative research. The 
source data in this research were in the form of information about the teacher-
student classroom verbal interaction during the teaching-learning process in the 
classroom. The researcher conducted this research in the eleventh grade student of 
MA Al-Islam Jamsaren, especially in MIA class which consists of 21 students. The 
technique of collecting data was observation and interview. The data analysis 
method was done by using the technique of applying the procedures by Miles and 
Huberman, covering data reduction, data display and drawing a conclusion. The 
trustworthiness of the data using the triangulation technique by using 
methodological triangulation.  
         The result of the research is the researcher found the classroom verbal 
interaction in the classroom was Initiation, Response, Feedback doing by the 
teacher and students. The researcher also found 16 categories aspect of teacher talk 
and student talk based on FLINT theory. The 10 categories aspect of teacher talk 
are: deal with feeling, praises or encourages, jokes, uses ideas of students, repeats 
student response verbatim, ask a question, give information, correct without 
rejection, give directions, and criticizes students response. While the 6 categories 
of student talk are: student response specific, student response open-ended or 
student-initiated, silence, confusion, work-oriented, laughter, and uses the native 
language. The researcher also found 5 patterns of classroom verbal interaction 
during the teaching-learning process they are close-ended teacher questioning, 
individual work, choral response, teacher talk, and full class interaction. Then, the 
researcher also found 2 types of classroom verbal interaction between the teacher 
and students, they are teacher-whole class and students-teacher.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In this chapter, the researcher explains about the background of the study, the 
identification of the study, the limitation of the study, the problem statements, the 
objectives of the study, the benefit of the study, and the definition of key terms. 
A. Background of the Study 
Learning English is very useful for students because English is one of the 
international languages. Harmer (2007:11), states that many people learn 
English because they thought it useful in some way for international 
communication, wish to learn to speak, read, listen and write the language 
effectively for wherever and whenever things might be useful for them. In 
Indonesia, English is one of a lesson in junior high school and senior high 
school. There are four skills must mastered by the students to get success in 
learning English, there are speaking, listening, reading, writing. There are some 
factors make students master four skills in English, one of them is if the 
classroom has good communication between teachers and students. Students 
will master four skills in English if the classroom has good communication 
between teachers and students. 
Communication is very important for human because human is a society 
that needs to make communication with others. Communication also important 
in the learning process because through communication students will get 
information, knowledge, and experiences. Language is very important in the 
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communication process. Freeman (2000), states that language is a means of 
interaction between and among people. The use of language is also important 
in the teaching and learning process because language is the basic to make 
communication in the classroom and also to deliver the material from teacher 
to students using language.      
Communication in the classroom can be seen through classroom 
interaction. Based on Brown (2000), said that said that classroom interaction is 
at the heart of communicative competence. Classroom interaction is one of the 
important points in the learning process. From interaction in the classroom 
during the learning process, teachers and students deliver their thought, feeling, 
and ideas. Interaction in the classroom also can stimulate students to speak, and 
understand the material and give a response to the teacher. Interaction means 
teachers and students are acting reciprocally. 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) said that classroom interaction generally 
happen called IRF (Initiation, Response Feddback). The teacher make initiation 
when the teacher teaches the material, ask a question, give direction, give 
information and student give response when students receive the material, 
answer the question, ask question, and share their idea. After the students give 
response, the teacher give feedback from the students’s response through praise 
or encourage and other ways. The interaction in the classroom involves the 
students’ response and some initiations in the classroom, because of that, 
interaction is important during the learning process.  
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There are two kinds of classroom interaction, there are verbal interaction 
and non-verbal interaction. Verbal interaction is interaction in oral, transferring 
the message through spoken words such as speaking, answering, asking 
question, comment, taking part discussion. Non-verbal interaction is 
interaction by use expression, symbol, a gesture such as a hand raising, body 
gestures, eyes contact. Based on the pre research that coduct by the researcher 
on the eleventh grade class during the teaching- learning process, the teacher 
give material about direct-indirect sentence, the interaction happen in there 
between teacher and student. The verbal interaction happen when the teacher 
teach the material in front of the classroom and ask question to the students, 
(e.g. teacher ask students “how are you today?”), in verbal interaction there 
are two kinds of activities that can be seen during learning process there are in 
speaking and reading. Non-verbal interaction happen when one of student want 
to ask question to the teacher, (e.g. when student raising a hand to ask a 
question). 
Based on Moskowitz in Brown (2000:170), in his theory of Foreign 
Language Interaction (FLINT), classroom interaction has two categories there 
are teachers talk and students talk. In the teachers talk have two groups, there 
are an indirect influence and direct influence. FLINT is appropriate to analyse 
verbal interaction in this research. FLINT can give a systematic analysis of 
teacher’s classroom verbal interaction which may provide a reliable assessment 
of what happened in the English classroom in the teaching-learning process. 
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By using FLINT the researcher can find out how does teacher and students 
talking time and characteristics in classroom interaction. 
The researcher uses three theses and one journal as the previous study to 
support the study in the scope of classroom interaction. First, Warsiti through 
her research entitled “A Study on Classroom Interaction at the Eight Grade of 
SMP Al-Islam Kartasura”, focused on the interaction between the teacher and 
students when they are in the classroom and the patterns of classroom 
interaction during the teaching-learning process. This research using FLINT 
(Foreign Language Interaction) analysis by Brown. Second, Khairunnisa 
through her research entitled “The Study of Verbal Interaction between 
Teacher and Students in Classroom and Its Impact on Students’ Speaking 
Achievement”, focused in verbal interaction between teacher and students in 
the classroom on students’ speaking achievement. Third, Maya Rosa Almira 
through her research entitled “An Analysis of Classroom Interaction by Using 
Flander Interaction Analysis Categories System (FIACS) Techniques at SMPN 
28 Bandar Lampung”, focused in classroom interaction through the process of 
teaching in analyzing students’ responds toward the instruction given by the 
teacher. Fourth, Andi Rustandi and Ande Husni Mubarok through their 
research entitled, “Analysis of IRF (Initiation-Response-Feedback) on 
Classroom Interaction in EFL speaking class”, focused on analyzing the 
reflection of IRF in speaking class and investigating the dominant sequence 
among I, R, and F.  
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The focus on the previous study above is different each other, the first 
previous study focus on the interaction between the teacher and students when 
they are in the classroom and the patterns of classroom interaction during the 
teaching-learning process. The second previous study focus on the verbal 
interaction between teacher and students in the classroom on students’ 
speaking achievement. The third previous study focus classroom interaction 
through the process of teaching in analyzing students’ responds toward the 
instruction given by the teacher. The fourth previous study focused on 
analyzing the reflection of IRF in speaking class and investigating the dominant 
sequence among I, R, and F. In this research, the researcher focused this 
research in the teacher-students classroom verbal interaction, the aspect, the 
pattern, and the type at the eleventh grade students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren. 
 Classroom verbal interaction is very important during the teaching-
learning process, by using verbal interaction in the classroom during the 
teaching-learning process, students will have opportunities to ask and sharing 
to the teacher about the material or something else. Classroom interaction can 
stimulate students to make communication and share their ideas with others. 
This activity makes students use verbal interaction through speaking.  
In fact, based on the observation that has done by the researcher in MA 
AL-Islam Jamsaren especially in eleventh-grade students, a lot of students 
more silent and students have less confidence to ask the teacher and make 
verbal interaction. It happens because a lot of students feel that English is a 
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difficult lesson. During the learning process teacher still the centre and make 
more verbal interaction with students. 
The researcher conducted the research in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren. This 
school is one of an Islamic school in Surakarta. This school located in Veteran 
street no.263, Serengan, Serengan, Surakarta. MA Al-Islam Jamsaaren is one 
of an Islamic school in Surakarta that has an English lesson five times in one 
week. MA Al-Islam Jamsaren is one of good school it is proved by this school 
have A point in accreditation. The problem above makes the researcher interest 
to conduct this research in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren. The researcher chose 
eleventh-grade students. The researcher focuses on the classroom verbal 
interaction that happens between the teacher and students in eleventh grade 
during the learning process. 
The aim of this research is to analyse classroom verbal interaction during 
the teaching-learning process in learning English. The reason why the 
researcher wants to analyse the classroom verbal interaction between teacher 
and students because a lot of students in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren have less 
confidence to ask a question to the teacher and teacher still as the centre during 
the teaching-learning process. Based on the problem above the researcher 
conducted a research about the classroom verbal interaction in teaching-
learning process entitled “AN ANALYSIS OF TEACHER-STUDENTS 
CLASSROOM VERBAL INTERACTION AT THE ELEVENTH GRADE 
STUDENTS OF MA AL-ISLAM JAMSAREN IN THE ACADEMIC YEARS 
OF 2019/2020” 
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B. Identification of the Study 
1. Classroom verbal interaction is one of an important point in the learning 
process and in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren, teacher and students have difficulties 
to make interaction with teacher-students, students-teacher, and student-
student. Problem in the classroom, teacher is the center in learning process. 
2. The problem in the classroom, the teacher is the center in the learning 
process. 
3. A lot of students have less confidence to ask the teacher and make 
interaction during the learning process. 
 
C. Limitation of the Study 
To make this research focus, the researcher limited this research on 
analysing classroom verbal interaction. Classroom verbal interaction focus on 
the verbal interaction between teacher and students at eleventh-grade students 
of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren. The researcher subject is eleventh-grade students in 
the XI MIA class of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren in academic years 2019/2020. 
 
D. Problems Statements 
Based on the limitation of the study above, the problem statement in this 
research is “How are classroom verbal interaction, the aspect, the pattern, and 
the type between teacher and students at the eleventh-grade students of MA Al-
Islam Jamsaren during learning English?” 
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E. Objective of the Study 
Based on the problem statement, the objective of this research is to 
describe how the classroom verbal interaction, the aspect, the pattern, and the 
type between teacher-students at the eleventh grade students of MA Al-Islam 
Jamsaren. 
 
F. Benefit of the Study 
From this research, the researcher hope: 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
The researcher expects to provide a comprehensive description of the 
classroom verbal interaction in order to be the reference for future research.  
2. Practically 
From this research, the researcher hope: 
a. The Teacher 
The researcher expects teachers can be used as a reference for English 
teachers to improve students’ involvement in verbal interaction. The 
teacher would become more responsive to improve their teaching skills 
in terms of being more creative, innovative and skilful in conducting the 
classroom interaction 
b. The Student  
The researcher expects this research can make students have more 
motivation during the teaching-learning process and have more 
confidence. 
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G. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Classroom Interaction is interactions between the teacher and students that 
occur in the classroom during the teaching and learning process. (Dagarin, 
2004) 
2. FLINT (Foreign Language Interaction) is a taxonomy for describing the 
classroom interaction that gives some categories for observation of classes. 
(Brown, 168) 
3. Teacher talk is a major way used by the teacher to convey information, 
have discussion and negotiations and motivate his students, so he can give 
the students knowledge and control their behaviour.(Sukarni & Ulfah, 
2015) 
4. Student talk is student’s speech when he imitates his teacher’s example, 
expresses his idea or gives comments and criticism about something in the 
classroom. (Sukarni & Ulfah, 2015)  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
In this chapter, the researcher explains about the theoretical description about 
the nature of classroom interaction and explains about teaching-learning process. 
A. Theoretical Description 
In the theoretical description, the researcher describe about the nature of 
classroom interaction and teaching-learning process. The nature of classroom 
Interaction discuss about the definition of classroom verbal interaction, role of 
classroom interaction, aspect of classroom interaction, pattern of classroom 
interaction, type of classroom interaction and foreign language interaction 
(FLINT). Teaching-learning process discuss about definition of teaching-
learning process and language in teaching-learning process. 
1. The Nature of Classroom Interaction 
a. Definition of Classroom verbal Interaction 
Classroom is a place that there are more than one people that have 
same purpose to learn something. Based on Tsui (1995), said that 
classroom is a place where there are more than two people gather together 
for the purpose of learning with one having role of teacher. 
Interaction in a simple explanation is communication between two 
people. According to Brown (2000:165), interaction is the collaborative 
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exchange of thought, feeling, or ideas between two or more people, 
resulting in a reciprocal effect on each other.  
.Verbal interaction is also called verbal communication, verbal 
communication is interaction/communication between people and other 
people. Through oral and written, the communication by saying words 
basically through talk, conversation and it happens face to face. Sutiyatno 
(2018), said that, in the teaching context, verbal communication can be 
defined as a relationship that can be achieved through speaking and 
conversation between teachers and students. 
Classroom interaction is the relation in communication that happens 
between teachers and students during the teaching-learning process in the 
classroom as the place of interaction. Classroom interaction is important, 
by knowing classroom interaction, the teacher knows the most 
appropriate way to teach students. Based on Dagarin (2004), said that 
classroom interaction is two way process between the participants in the 
language process, the teacher influences the learners and vice versa. It 
means that interaction is all of the communications that occur in the 
teaching and learning process.  
Brown (2000: 167), said that classroom interaction is at the heart of 
communicative competence. It means if students make interaction with 
others they produce output and receive input through language that they 
use as their communicative competence. According to Hall (2011: 11), 
classroom interaction is a term that used to analyse what goes on among 
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people in the classroom when language is involved. From the statement 
above the classroom, interaction is all of the interaction that happens 
between teacher-students, student-students, student-student through 
spoken words during the teaching-learning process. 
According to Rustandi (2013), classroom interaction is 
communicating from teachers to students to get new knowledge and 
share their ideas. The interaction can be seen when the teacher delivers 
the material in the classroom during the teaching-learning process and 
students receive the material. So the teacher transfers her knowledge to 
students through interaction.  
Based on all of the definitions above, the definition of classroom 
verbal interaction is communication between people for example teacher 
and students to get new knowledge and share ideas by using appropriate 
teacher style to improve students’ participation through speaking and 
conversation. 
 
b. Role of Classroom Interaction 
Interaction in the classroom has a significant role in getting and 
learning the target language. These are several roles for interacting using 
the target language during the teaching and learning process in the 
classroom. 
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1. Increasing Students’ Language Store 
When interaction happen students can increase their language store by 
listen and read the authentic material and they can use their knowledge 
that they get through speak using the target language. Because the 
authentic material is not only the language output from the audio or 
video recording but also the spoken language by the teacher or 
students. 
2. Developing Communication Skill 
Interaction in the classroom not only make students get new 
knowledge and improve their language store but it can make student 
active to share their ideas through making communication with others. 
Interaction is an important role to build communication between 
teacher and students. Based on Walsh (2011) said that communication 
is a central to all classroom activity. Students make communication 
almost all of the time during the teaching and learning process, the 
communication happens by many activities in the classroom, when 
speaking activities, working in a group, discussion with others about 
the material. All of this makes students have the ability and develop 
their communication skills. 
3. Building Confidence 
According to Thapa and Lin (2013), explain “In the language 
classroom, interaction is an essential social activity for students 
through which they not only construct knowledge but also build 
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confidence and identity as competent language users”. 
Communication that students do through many activities in the 
classroom students interact with others, they not only get knowledge 
but they also build their confidence. Teacher that deliver material by 
using appropriate teacher style and give opportunities to students to 
active and practice in the classroom, it can also make students built 
their confidence. 
4. Strengthening the Social Relationship 
Teachers give students command, the teacher asks students working 
in a group, the teacher asks students to speak in front of the classroom, 
all of these activities make students have a good relationship with 
others. The difference in teaching style when teaching in the 
classroom will make students have different ways to get their 
classroom interaction and their strength in social relationships.   
 
c.  Aspect of Classroom Interaction 
1. Teacher Talk 
Teacher talk is the words or language used by the teacher to deliver 
their material during the teaching-learning process. Based on Sukarni 
& Ulfah (2015), said that Teacher talk is a major way used by the 
teacher to convey information, have discussion and negotiations and 
motivate his students, so he can give the students knowledge and 
control their behaviour. Teacher talk is important because it can 
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manage the classroom and students get language acquisition. In 
teaching, the teacher use mixing language and use simple words, 
familiar and simple vocabulary. 
Teacher talk manages both language form and language function 
in order to help communication in the classroom. Because of it, 
teacher talk is important during the teaching-learning process, teacher 
talk can convoy information, give motivation to students and give 
students knowledge and control students' behaviour. 
According to Johnson as quoted by Ricard (1992), there are three 
major aspects of teacher talk, they are: 
a. Physiological Aspect 
This aspect is about the voice of the teacher, the teacher has been 
able to control his voice during the teaching-learning process. The 
teacher able to know when he must using a loud voice, normal 
voice. It is important to make students understand the teacher talk. 
b. Interpersonal Aspect 
This aspect is about teachers speak using utterances which is 
structured appropriately with the situation to the students, so it can 
make a good classroom climate. 
c. Pedagogical Aspect 
This aspect related to how the teacher organizes the lesson, so it 
can create good interaction during the teaching-learning process. 
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According to FLINT (Foreign Language Interaction) analysis 
system from Mozkowitz in Brown (2000: 170), there are eleventh 
categories of teacher talk. Eleventh categories of teacher talk 
mentioned and described below: 
a. Deals with Feelings 
In a non-threatening way, accepting, discussing, referring to or 
communicating the understanding of past, present or future 
feelings of students. 
b. Praise or Encourages 
Praising, complimenting, telling students what they have said or 
done is valued, encouraging students to continue, trying to give 
them confidence, confirming that answers are correct. 
c. Jokes 
Intentional joking, kidding, making puns, attempting to be 
humorous, providing the joking is not at anyone’s expense 
(unintentional humor is not included in this category). 
d. Uses Ideas of Students 
Clarifying, using, interpreting, summarizing the ideas of students. 
The ideas must be rephrased by the teacher but still be recognized 
as being student contributions. 
e. Repeats Student Response Verbatim  
Repeating the exact words of students after they participate. 
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f. Asks Questions 
Asking questions to which the answer is anticipated (rhetorical 
questions are not included in this category). 
g. Give Information 
Giving information, facts, own opinion, or ideas: lecturing or 
asking rhetorical questions. 
h. Corrects without Rejection 
Telling students who have made a mistake the correct response 
without using words or intonations which communicate criticism. 
i. Gives Directions 
Giving directions, requests or commands that students are expected 
to follow; directing various drills; facilitating the whole class and 
small group activity. 
j. Criticizes Student Behavior 
Rejecting the behavior of students, trying to change the non-
acceptable behavior, communicating anger, displeasure, 
annoyance, dissatisfaction with what students are doing. 
k. Criticizes Student Response 
Telling the student his or her response is not correct or acceptable 
and communicating criticism, displeasure, annoyance, rejection by 
words or intonation. 
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According Flander (1970) in his theory Flanders Interaction 
Analysis Category System (FIACS) teacher talk has seven categories, 
there are four categories in indirect influence and three categories of 
direct influence. The explanation of the seven categories below: 
1. Indirect Influence 
a. Accepts Feelings 
In this category, the teacher accepts the feelings of the 
students. He feels that the students should not be punished for 
exhibiting his feelings. Feelings may be positive or negative.  
b. Praise or Encouragement 
Teacher praises or encourages student action or behavior. 
When a student gives an answer to the question asked by the 
teacher, the teacher gives positive reinforcement by saying 
words like ‘good’, ‘very good’, ‘better’, ‘correct’, ‘excellent’, 
‘carry on’. 
c. Accepts or Uses Ideas of Students 
It is just like the 1st category. But in this category, the student's 
ideas are accepted only and not his feelings. If a student passes 
on some suggestions, then the teacher may repeat in nutshell 
in his own style or words. The teacher can say, ‘I understand 
what you mean’ etc. Or the teacher clarifies, builds or develops 
ideas or suggestions given by a student. 
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d. Asking Questions 
Asking a question about content or procedures, based on the 
teachers’ ideas and expecting an answer from the students. 
Sometimes, the teacher asks the question but he carries on his 
lecture without receiving any answer. Such questions are not 
included in this category.  
 
2. Direct Influence 
a. Lecturing/Lecture 
Giving facts or opinions about the content or procedure 
expression of his own ideas, giving his own explanation, citing 
an authority other than students, or asking rhetorical questions. 
b. Giving Directions 
The teacher gives directions, commands or orders or initiation 
with which a student is expected to comply with: Open your 
books, Stand up on the benches, answer question number 4. 
c. Criticizing or Justifying Authority 
When the teacher asks the students not to interrupt with foolish 
questions, then this behavior is included in this category. 
Teachers ask ‘what’ and ‘why’ to the students also come under 
this category. Statements intended to change student behavior 
from unexpected to the acceptable pattern. Bawling someone 
out. Stating why the teacher is doing what he is doing. 
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Based on the explanation above, teacher talk has been able to 
balance between teacher talk and student talk. The teacher has been 
able to know the situation, contents, and interaction, evaluation of the 
contents when conducting teaching. So the teacher has been able to 
combine all of that aspect when teaching-learning process through 
teacher talk. 
 
2. Students Talk 
Student talk is when students speak words or sentence that it 
expresses their ideas, opinion during the teaching-learning process. 
According to Sukarni & Ulfah (2015), said that Student talk is 
student’s speech when he imitates his teacher’s example, expresses 
his idea or gives comments and criticism about something in the 
classroom. Through students' talk, students develop their knowledge 
and show the result of their concentration during the teaching-learning 
process.   
According to Moskowitz, FLINT in Brown (2000: 170) students 
talk has six categories and describe below: 
a. Students Response, Specific 
Responding to the teacher within a specific and limited range of 
available or previously practiced answers, reading aloud, 
dictation, drills. 
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b. Students Response, Open-Ended or Student-Initiated 
Responding to the teacher with students' ideas, opinions, 
reactions, feelings. Giving one from among many possible 
answers that have been previously practiced but from which 
students must now make a selection. Initiating participation. 
c. Silence 
Pauses in the interaction. Periods of quiet during which there is 
no verbal interaction. 
d. Silence- AV 
Silence in the interaction during which a piece of audio-visual 
equipment, e. g., a tape recorder, filmstrip projector, record 
player, etc. is being used to communicate. 
e. Confusion, Work-Oriented 
More than one person at a time talking, so the interaction cannot 
be recorded. Students calling out excitedly, eager to participate or 
respond, concerned with the task at hand. 
f. Confusion, Non-Work-Oriented 
More than one person at a time talking to the interaction cannot 
be recorded. Students out of order, not behaving as the teacher 
wishes, not concerned with the task at hand. 
g. Laughter  
Laughing and giggling by the class, individuals, and/or the 
teacher. 
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h. Uses the Native Language 
Use the native language by the teacher or the students. These 
categories are always combined with one of the categories from 
the categories of teacher talk and the categories from students 
talk. 
i. Nonverbal 
Gestures or facial expressions by the teacher of the student that 
communicate without the use of words. This category is always 
combined with one of the categories of teacher or student 
behavior. 
 
Flander (1970) in his theory Flanders Interaction Analysis 
Category System (FIACS), students talk have two categories there 
are:  
a. Student Talk Response 
It includes the students to talk in response to the teacher’s talk. 
The teacher asks a question, the student answers the question.  
b. Student Talk Initiation 
Talk by students that they initiate. Expressing own ideas; 
initiating a new topic; freedom to develop opinions and a line of 
thought like asking thoughtful questions; going beyond the 
existing structure.  
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Based on the explanation above, the student will talk in the 
classroom if student response the teachers ask questions and students 
share their idea during teaching-learning in the classroom. 
 
d. The Pattern of Classroom Interaction 
According to Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), Classroom interaction 
has a certain pattern that called IRF (Initiation Response Feedback) 
between teacher and students. Teacher initiates than students respond, 
and the teacher gives feedback. The definition of three patterns will 
explain below: 
1. Initiation 
An interaction from the teacher that initiates to move. Based on 
Dayag (2008: 5) said that initiation is the teacher who asks a question 
or action to initiate students to do interaction in the classroom. The 
teacher can make a creative classroom to force students to interact 
or make communication with others during the teaching-learning 
process. 
2. Response moves 
The effect of teacher initiation, student do an action to respond to the 
initiation. Dayag (2008: 5) said that response is represented teacher 
initiate in the response of initiation move by participant act. It means 
that students take action in interact to respond to the teacher’s 
stimuli. 
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3. Feedback 
Teacher gives the action of students’ response. According to Dayag 
(2008: 5), that feedback completes the cycle as it provides closure to 
the initiation and response. It means the teacher automatically give 
correction and evaluation for students' response. 
 
To be detailed about IRF (Initiation Response Feedback) in the 
pattern of classroom interaction, Ur (1996:227), said that classroom 
interaction has many types of pattern that can be classified into the 
various pattern of interaction there are: 
1. Group Work 
In group work activities, students work in a small group, make 
interaction with others and conveying information. Based on Meng 
and Wang (2011) said that group work activity is a good way to 
change the traditional teacher talk that dominates in the class. Through 
group work, students talk more active and the teacher only manages 
the classroom and the way of group work. 
2. Closed-Ended Teacher Questioning 
Only one ‘right’ response gets approved. Sometimes cynically called 
the Guess what the teacher wants you to say’ game. 
3. Individual Work 
Students work by themselves doing the task from the teacher. Teacher 
walks around monitoring and assisting about students’ work.  
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4. Choral Responses 
Teacher gives clue to students a model which is repeated by all the 
class in the chorus. 
5. Collaboration 
The students do the same sort of tasks as in individual work, but work 
together, usually in pairs, to try to achieve the best result they can. The 
teacher may or may not intervene. (Note that this is different from 
group work, where the task itself necessitates interaction). 
6. Student Initiates 
Teacher answers: for example, in a guessing game: the students think 
of questions and the teacher responds, but the teacher decides who 
asks. On the other example teacher ask question and students who 
know the answer said to the teacher and answer the question. 
7. Full Class Interaction 
In debate class, students debate a topic or do a language task as a class; 
the teacher may intervene occasionally, to stimulate participation or 
to monitor.  
8. Teacher Talk 
Teacher deliver material and students listen to the teacher silently, it 
may involve some kind of silent student response, such as writing 
from dictation, but there is no initiative on the part of the student. 
9. Self- Access 
Student decide their own learning task and work. 
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10. Open-Ended Teacher Questioning 
There are some possible right answers so that more students answer 
each cue (Ur, 1996: 228).  
From the explanation above, the researcher concluded that teachers 
control all of the teaching-learning processes. In the classroom 
interaction, not only teacher that can active during teaching-learning 
process but also students can act when they are work in group and 
students should be able to work alone and learn in completing the task 
from their teacher during the teaching-learning process. 
 
e. Type of Classroom Interaction 
Thurmond (2003), defines “interaction is students’ engagement with 
the course content, other learners, the instructor and the technological 
medium used in the course. True interactions with other learners, the 
instructor, and technology results in a reciprocal exchange of 
information. The exchange of information intended to enhance 
knowledge development in the learning environment”. From the 
explanation above there are two main types of classroom interaction, 
there are teacher-students interaction and student-students interaction. 
The explanation describes below: 
1. Teacher-Students Interaction 
Harmer (1998), said that how the teacher interacts with his students is 
considered an important skill used by the teacher in the learning and 
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teaching processes. Teacher-Students interaction is a type of 
interaction occur between the teacher and students in classrooms. 
Teacher in the classroom during the learning process giving lectures, 
asking a question, giving direction. Students taking note, answering 
the teacher’s question and asking some questions. During the 
teaching-learning process, the teacher as the center to direct the 
classroom interaction. 
2. Learner-Learner Interaction 
Students make interaction with other students in pairs or small groups. 
The teacher just manages and controls the classroom. In learner-
learner interaction, students in the participant. Students interact with 
each other, sharing an idea, giving an opinion to each other. 
 
Based on Dagarin (2004) said that five types of interaction occur in 
the classroom. The explanation below: 
1. Teacher-Whole Class 
Teachers control the interaction during the teaching-learning process 
and make students talk. Rivera (2010), argues that there are three types 
of teacher-whole class interaction such as giving explanations, 
praises, information, and instructions. It means that teacher-whole 
class interaction is an important interaction for making the students 
talk. 
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2. Teacher- a Group of Students 
When the teacher gives students to work in a group than the teacher 
around in each group to control the discussion, then the teacher asks 
the students about their difficulties to do the work, and students 
discuss with the teacher about their work. Here there is an interaction 
between the teacher and a group of students. 
3. Student-Student 
Rivera (2010), said that most of the interaction between student-
student in the EFL context is a dialogue where the students have 
prepared the dialogue to practice it in the classroom. Students can 
practice interacting with others through dialogue that contains in the 
student book in front of the classroom. The other activity, student ask 
her friend about the material that student do not understand. 
4. Students-Students 
Students’ activity when in a debate, students consist of several group 
and students debating about a certain topic from their teacher and 
students give their arguments to each other both of one group with 
another group. 
5. Students-Teacher 
This interaction will encourage the teacher giving information and 
feedback, and the students asking a question about material that they 
do not understand yet. Asking the question is the most common 
activity that the students do for their teacher. 
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Based on the explanation above, there are many types of classroom 
interaction, there are teacher-students interaction, learner-learner 
interaction, teacher-whole class, and teacher-a group of students, student-
student, student-students, and student-teacher. And the main type of 
classroom interaction is about the interaction between teacher-students 
and students-students. 
 
f. Foreign Language Interaction (FLINT) 
Interaction analysis system is a tool used to analyze the interaction 
process in the classroom. There are two kinds of an analysis system that 
can use to analyze the interaction process in the classroom. 
The first is the analysis system from Flander 1970, namely FIACS 
(Flanders Interaction Analysis System) in this analysis system, consist of 
11 categories, there are in teacher talk and students talk. Teacher talk has 
seven categories, there are accepts the feeling, praises or encourages, 
accepts or uses ideas of pupils, ask questions, lecturing, giving directions, 
criticizing or justifying authority. Students talk have three categories, 
there are a pupil-talk response, pupil-talk initiation, silence or confusion.  
Second, the analysis system from Moskowitz in Brown (2000: 170), 
namely FLINT (Foreign Language Interaction) in this analysis system, 
consists of 14 categories, there are in teacher talk and students talk. 
Teacher talk has seven categories, there are deal with feelings, praise or 
encourages, jokes, use ideas of students, repeat students respond 
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verbatim, ask a question, giving information, giving direction, criticizes 
students' behavior. Students talk have seven categories, there are 
students’ respond specific, students’ response open-ended or students 
initiated, silence, confusion, laughter, use the native language, nonverbal. 
The researcher uses FLINT (Foreign Language Interaction) to 
analyze the classroom interaction during the teaching-learning process in 
this research. The researcher uses FLINT because the analysis system is 
newer than the FIACS analysis system by Flanders, and FLINT is 
complete the previous analysis system by Flanders.  
Brown (2000:169), said that FLINT (Foreign Language Interaction) 
has three benefits, there are first, it gives taxonomy for observing other 
teachers. It can calculate how much classroom time devoted to each and 
can evaluate the classroom activity. Second, gives a framework for 
evaluating and improving the own teaching by using the chart of the 
analysis system. Third, the FLINT model helps to set a learning climate 
for interactive teaching. 
Table 2.1: Teacher talk in FLINT categories explained below: 
NO 
 
TEACHER TALK 
 
DIRECT INFLUENCE 
TYPE INDICATOR 
1 Deals with Feelings Non-threating way, accepting, discussing, referring 
or communicating the understanding of past, present 
or future feelings of students. 
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2 Praises or Encourages 
 
Praising, complimenting, telling students what they 
have said or done is valued, encouraging students to 
continue, trying to give them confidence, confirming 
that answers are correct. 
3 Jokes Intentional joking, kidding, making puns, attempting 
to be humorous, providing the joking is not at 
anyone’s expense (unintentional humor is not 
included in this category). 
4 Uses Ideas of Students Clarifying, using, interpreting, summarizing the 
ideas of students. The ideas must be rephrased by the 
teacher but still be recognized as being student 
contributions. 
5 Repeats Student Response 
Verbatim 
Repeating the exact words of students after they 
participate. 
6 Ask Questions 
 
Asking questions to which the answer is anticipated 
(rhetorical questions are not included in this 
category) 
  
INDIRECT INFLUENCE 
 
 TYPE INDICATOR 
1 Gives Information 
 
Giving information, facts, own opinion, or ideas: 
lecturing or asking rhetorical questions. 
2 Correct without Rejection Telling students who have made a mistake the 
correct response without using words or intonations 
which communicate criticism.  
3 Gives Directions Giving directions, requests or commands that 
students are expected to follow; directing various 
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drills; facilitating the whole class and small group 
activity. 
4 Criticizes Student 
Behavior 
 
Rejecting the behavior of students, trying to change 
the non-acceptable behavior, communicating anger, 
displeasure, annoyance, dissatisfaction with what 
students are doing. 
5 Criticizes Student 
Response 
Telling the student his or her response is not correct 
or acceptable and communicating criticism, 
displeasure, annoyance, rejection by words or 
intonation. 
e.g.: your answer is incorrect, you should pay 
attention when I teach the material, so you will 
understand and answer the question correctly 
 
Table 2.2: Students talk in FLINT categories explained below: 
NO 
 
STUDENTS TALK 
TYPE INDICATOR 
1 Student Response, 
Specific 
 
Responding to the teacher within a specific and limited 
range of available or previously practiced answers, 
reading aloud, dictation, drills. 
2 Student Response, 
Open-Ended or 
Student-Initiated 
 
Responding to the teacher with students’ ideas, opinions, 
reactions, feelings. Giving one from among many possible 
answers that have been previously practiced but from 
which student must now make a selection. Initiating 
participation 
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3 Silence 
 
Pauses in the interaction. Periods of quiet during which 
there is no verbal interaction. 
4 Silence-AV Silence in the interaction during which a piece of audio-
visual equipment, e. g., a tape recorder, filmstrip 
projector, record player, etc. is being used to 
communicate. 
5 Confusion, Work-
Oriented 
 
More than one person at a time talking, so the interaction 
cannot be recorded. Students calling out excitedly, eager 
to participate or respond, concerned with the task at hand. 
6 Confusion, Non-
Work-Oriented 
 
More than one person at a time talking to the interaction 
cannot be recorded. Students out of order, not behaving as 
the teacher wishes, not concerned with the task at hand. 
7 Laughter  
 
Laughing and giggling by the class, individuals, and/or the 
teacher. 
8 Uses the Native 
Language 
 
Use the native language by the teacher or the students. 
This category is always combined with one of the 
categories from the categories of teacher talk and the 
categories from students talk. 
9 Nonverbal 
 
Gestures or facial expressions by the teacher of the student 
that communicate without the use of words. This category 
is always combined with one of the categories of teacher 
or student behavior. 
 
2. Teaching-Learning Process 
a. Definition of Teaching-Learning Process 
Based on Brown (2007: 7), Teaching is guiding and facilitating 
learning, enabling the learners to learn, setting the condition for learning. 
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Teaching is an activity to transferring knowledge to the students or 
learners from the teacher. During the teaching-learning process, the 
teacher teaches students and makes students have a good attitude, 
experience, and knowledge. Teaching can make students solve a problem 
and find a solution. The teacher can have an appropriate method to teach 
students and make good interaction so that the teaching-learning process 
will succeed. 
In the teaching-learning process, teachers help and guide students to 
have a good attitude, experiences, creativity, and interaction. Teaching 
could help students to find a solution to their problem. The success of the 
teaching-learning process is not only about the good teacher but also the 
method used by the teacher, the media of the teaching-learning process 
and it also about the interaction between teachers and students. 
In the teaching-learning process, many problems faced by teachers 
and students. Problems could come from the internal and external 
condition. An internal condition such as teacher, student, material, 
interaction, media, technique, etc. 
Fauziati (2009: 18), defined learning is the result of external factors 
operating on and shaping the organism's behaviour. While in, Brown 
(2007: 7), stated that Learning is acquiring or getting of a subject or a 
skill by study, experience or instruction. The teaching-learning process 
could help the students to do something, providing knowledge and 
understanding some information.  
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From the definition above, it concluded that the teaching-learning 
process is done by the teacher for giving knowledge and information to 
the students in school to guide someone to obtain, change, or develop 
skill, attitude, ideas, appreciations, and knowledge. 
 
b. Language in Teaching Learning Process 
Brown (2000:165), stated that thought interaction, the student can 
increase their language store as they listen to or read authentic linguistic 
material, or even the output of their fellow students in discussion, skits, 
join problem-solving tasks, or dialogue journal. In the teaching-learning 
process, there are many important aspects such as media, materials, and 
methods. Language as a media used by the teachers and the students to 
communicate.  
Language in the teaching-learning process could help the teacher and 
the students to have communication. The success of the teaching-learning 
process is the good interaction between the teacher and the students. In 
the classroom teachers’ voice is important, because with their voice the 
teacher could manage the class.  
In the communicative language teaching, there is a set principle 
about the goals of language teaching, how learners learn a language, the 
kinds of classroom activities that best facilitate learning, and the roles of 
teacher and learners in the classroom (Richard, 2002:25).  
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The purpose of learning language is to communicate with people, so 
there are some ways for the students to use the target language: the 
teacher should speak English all of the time so that students are 
constantly exposed to how English sounds and what it feels like. For 
organizing the lesson clearly, teachers have to be able to choose simple 
words and giving clear examples. Besides, presenting the information 
more than once may increase students’ understanding of a certain topic.  
Tudor (2001: 8-9), states that language teaching is far more complex 
than producing cars: we cannot assume the technology of language 
teaching lead in a neat, deterministic manner to a predictable set of 
learning outcomes. Indeed, it had to work with people as they are in the 
context in which they find themselves at a given point in time because 
the technology of language teaching is to produce an effective result. The 
technology had to use appropriately, and deciding on what is or is not 
appropriate calls for consideration of the total context of teaching in both 
human and pragmatic terms.  
Widdowson (1990: 20), stated that learning is a process of conscious 
intervention whereby performance initiated by the natured and 
unconscious process of acquisition is monitored. Thus, learning could 
only bring into operation when the occasion allowed leisure for conscious 
thought about the language being used and its conformity to rule, when 
there is time to focus on form. When learners are cough up in 
communication, concerned with making meaning, they have neither the 
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time nor indeed the inclination to monitor their performance, which in 
consequence reveals they have acquired without artificial additives of 
learning.  
From the definition above language used in the teaching-learning 
process is the technology used by humans to produce an effective result. 
So, the language used by the teacher and the students in the classroom 
more effectively. The language used and it is conformity to rule when 
there is time to focus. 
 
B. Previous Study 
To support this research, the researcher found some research that almost 
similar titles to this research. The researcher learned the other research to prove 
the originality of this research. The first research was conducted by Khairunissa 
(2018) entitled “The Study of Verbal Interaction between Teacher and Students 
in Classroom and its Impact on Students’ Speaking Achievement”. In this 
research focus on verbal interaction between teacher and students in the 
classroom on students’ speaking achievement. The researcher found the 
similarities and differences in this research. The similarities between the 
research and the first previous study are (1) the research method in this study 
descriptive-qualitative research design. The differences of this research with 
the previous study are (1) Formulation of the research problem, (2) Research 
used Foreign Language Interaction (FLINT) strategies to analyze and classify 
the data. The result of the research from the first previous study is the teacher 
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are more active while students less active, students talking time is used largely 
for responding to the teacher’s question or lecture. And from the result of the 
research, there is no impact of verbal interaction between teacher and students 
in the classroom on students’ speaking achievement. 
The second research by Maya Rosa Almira (2016) entitled “An Analysis 
of Classroom Interaction by Using Flander Interaction Analysis Categories 
System (FIACS) Techniques at SMPN 28 Bandar Lampung”. This research 
focus on the analysis teaching-learning process and the researcher limited this 
research on the process of teaching in analyzing students’ responds toward the 
instruction given by the teacher. The researcher found the similarities and 
differences in this research. The similarities between the research and the 
second previous study are (1) the research method in this study descriptive-
qualitative research design. (2) Data collection of the previous study and this 
research are observation, recording, transcribing, coding and analyzing to 
collect the data. The differences of this research with the previous study are (1) 
Subject of the research, the subject of the previous research is students in junior 
high school and the subject of this research is students in senior high school. 
(2) Formulation of the research problem. (3) The research used Foreign 
Language Interaction (FLINT) strategies to analyze and classify the data. The 
result of the second previous study is giving direction is the most frequently 
used by the teacher talk, the percentage of giving direction from teacher talk 
(38.46%) and the percentage of students talk (27.9%) and percentage of using 
the Indonesian language (27.9%) in interaction. It could be concluded that the 
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interaction during the teaching-learning process in both classes involved the 
teacher and students. 
The third previous study by Warsiti (2017) entitled “A Study on 
Classroom Interaction at the Eight Grade of SMP Al-Islam Kartasura”. The 
research focuses on the interaction between teachers and students using FLINT 
(Foreign Language Interaction) by Brown. The researcher found the 
similarities and differences in this research. The similarities between the 
research and the third previous study are, (1) Research method of the research, 
the research method of the research is descriptive qualitative research. (2) The 
research used Foreign Language Interaction (FLINT) strategies to analyze and 
classify the data. The differences of this research with the previous study are 
(1) Subject of the research, the subject of the previous research is students in 
junior high school and the subject of this research is students in senior high 
school. (2) Formulation of the research problem. The result of the research is 
there are two kinds of communication between teachers and students, there are 
17 categories of teacher talk and students talk. And the pattern of classroom 
interaction during the teaching-learning process, they are interaction group 
work, closed-ended teacher questioning (IRF), individual work, collaboration, 
and teacher talk. 
The fourth previous study is the research journal from, Andi Rustandi 
and Ande Husni Mubarok (2017) through their research entitled, “Analysis of 
IRF (Initiation-Response-Feedback) on Classroom Interaction in EFL 
speaking class”, focused on analyzing the reflection of IRF in speaking class 
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and investigating the dominant sequence among I, R, and F. The similarities 
between the research and the fourth previous study are, (1) this research focus 
on classroom interaction during the teaching-learning process in the classroom. 
The differences of this research with the previous study are (1) the subject of 
this study is in one of a university in West Java. (2) The analysis of the data 
using the analysis of the IRF pattern proposed by Sinclair and Coulthard 
(1975). The result of this research showed that student response becomes the 
dominant sequence of IRF in speaking class.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter contains some crucial elements of research methodology related 
to the topic under discussion. In this part, the researcher gives explanation of the 
research design, the research setting, the subject of this research, the data collecting 
technique, the data and source data, the data analysing technique, and the 
trustworthiness of the data. 
A. Research Design 
This research using qualitative design with descriptive method. In this 
research, descriptive research does in the classroom at MA Al-Islam Jamsaren. 
It described the phenomena that occur in the classroom such as the interaction 
between teacher and students, the aspect of classroom verbal interaction, the 
pattern of classroom verbal interaction and the type of classroom verbal 
interaction in the teaching-learning process. Fraenkel and Wallen (2000) 
suggested that the researcher investigates the quality of relationships, activities, 
situations, or materials. It would show to the reader to understand what is 
happening in the environment during the observation, such as what the 
participants’ view and what the activity during this research occurs. 
B. Research Setting 
1. Place of research 
This research conducted in the eleventh grade of MA Al-Islam 
Jamsaren. This school located in Veteran street no.263, Serengan, 
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Serengan, Surakarta. MA Al-Islam Jamsaren is one of an Islamic school 
in Surakarta. MA Al-Islam Jamsaaren has A point in accreditation. The 
headmaster of this school is Mr. Muchammad Syafii, S.Pd. This school 
consists of three classes of first grade, three classes of second grade, and 
three classes of third grade. All of the classes are in regular classes. 
2. Time of research 
The researcher plan the research will conduct about 5 months. The 
research started from March 2019 – August 2019. This research starts with 
the researcher do pre-research, do the research, and up to the time when 
the researcher writes this research. In this research, the researcher 
conducted this research collaboration with the teacher of the eleventh-
grade classes. In the observation, the researcher observes the teaching-
learning process in learning English. This research to find out the 
classroom verbal interaction between teacher and students. 
Table 3.1 Research Schedule 
NO Activity 
Month 
March 
2019 
Apr 
2019 
May 
2019 
June 
2019 
July 
2019 
Aug 
2019 
1 Pre-Research       
2 Consulting Thesis 
Proposal 
      
3 Seminar Proposal       
4 Observation       
5 Collecting the Data       
6 Analysis the Data       
7 Writing Thesis       
8 Munaqosah       
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C. Subject of this Research 
A research subject is a person who is the object of the research being 
investigated. The main subject of this study focused on students of eleventh 
grade in MA Al Islam Jamsaren. The researcher chooses the eleventh-grade 
students in MA Al Islam Jamsaren especially in XI MIA class that consists of 
21 students. The researcher chooses this class because of the researcher interest 
with the classroom verbal interaction that active in this class. 
 
D. Data Collecting Technique 
There are some technique of collecting data in qualitative research, there 
are observation, interview, and documentation. In this research, the researcher 
uses observation and interviews as the technique of collecting data.  
The first technique is observation, observation is a method of collecting 
data which is the researcher come to the field to observe what is going on in 
the field. Cresswell (2014: 239), said that observation is the process of 
gathering open-ended, first-hand information by observing people and places 
at a research site. In this research, the researcher observed the teaching-learning 
process in the classroom. The researcher observed the verbal interaction 
between teacher and students. The observation using video recording, Video 
recording used to record teaching-learning activity in the classroom. It is used 
to make the result of classroom interaction more consistent. By using video 
recording, the researcher can get the verbal interaction record in the classroom 
between the teacher and students. It also can support the result of observation. 
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The second technique is the interview. An interview is a dialogue 
between the interviewer and interviewee which talking about the content of 
observation or a topic. In this interview, the researcher asks several questions 
to get information about the classroom verbal interaction, the importance of 
interaction in the classroom and many more. All of the questions write down 
in the paper. The researcher prepares the list of questions, paper, and pen to 
make a note during the interview. The interviewer used a tape recorder to 
record the interview process. 
  
E. Data and Source Data  
In the research, the researcher should collect the data from the 
phenomenon or subject of the research to answer the research questions. The 
data are in the form of raw information that needs to analyse and interpreted. 
For this research, the kinds of data will be the transcription of video recording 
and the interview transcription. Meanwhile, the event of the source data is the 
activities between teachers and students during the teaching-learning process 
of the eleventh-grade class. And the informant is got by the interview from the 
teacher and the interview from the students.  
 
F. Data Analysing Technique 
To analyse the data of this research, the researcher uses Foreign 
Language Interaction (FLINT) that gathered through recording and 
observation. The researcher records the classroom interaction through video 
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recorder to see the interaction that occurs in the classroom. Video recorder 
placed in the back of the class to record the verbal interaction between teacher 
and students, the aspect of classroom verbal interaction, the pattern of 
classroom verbal interaction and the type of classroom verbal interaction in the 
teaching-learning process that occurs in classroom interaction in eleventh-
grade class. Then the verbal interaction was analysed by using Foreign 
Language Interaction (FLINT) 
FLINT used to categorize the aspect of teacher talk and student talk based 
on its twenty categories. They are deals with feelings, praise of encourages, 
jokes, use ideas of students, repeats student response verbatim, asks questions, 
give information, corrects without rejection, gives directions, criticizes student 
behaviour, criticizes student response, students response specific, students 
response open-ended or student initiated, silence, silence-AV, confusion, 
work-oriented, confusion, non-work-oriented. The final activities in data 
analysis are analysing and interpreting the data collected and presenting the 
result. To analyse the data in qualitative research, the researcher used 
techniques suggested by Miles, Huberman and Saldana (2014:7). There are 
three steps to these techniques: 
1. Data Reduction 
In the first technique, the researcher choosing the data that only 
needed by the researcher. Redacting use to choose and focus on the main 
topic of the research. The researcher selecting, focusing, shortening and 
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abstracting the data collected from the research location, so that there is no 
unimportant classroom interaction included the data. 
2. Data Display 
After selecting and simplifying the data, the researcher will display 
the compilation data is organized and compressed information that will 
lead to the conclusion. The form of qualitative data display includes types 
of data is to perform accessible, compact and organized information on the 
data. The researcher classified the data about the verbal interaction 
between teacher and students, the aspect of classroom verbal interaction, 
the pattern of classroom verbal interaction and the type of classroom verbal 
interaction in the teaching-learning process that used by the teacher and 
students in eleventh-grade students in XI MIA class of MA Al-Islam 
Jamsaren. 
3. Drawing Conclusion 
After the data displayed in the table, then the researcher will be able 
to interpret the data and reaches the conclusion and verification. The 
conclusion in qualitative research is a discovery from an answer to the 
research problem. The researcher analysed and conclusion by used theory. 
After derived from the data display, the next step conducted by the 
researcher is describing and interpreting the data about the verbal 
interaction between teacher and students, the aspect of classroom verbal 
interaction, the pattern of classroom verbal interaction and the type of 
classroom verbal interaction in the teaching-learning process at the 
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eleventh grade of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren, so that the verification and 
conclusion of the verbal interaction between teacher and students, the 
aspect of classroom verbal interaction, the pattern of classroom verbal 
interaction and the type of classroom verbal interaction in the teaching-
learning process can be drawn. The researcher tries to describe the data by 
explaining and interpret in the specific description of classroom verbal 
interaction between teacher and students, the aspect of classroom verbal 
interaction, the pattern of classroom verbal interaction and the type of 
classroom verbal interaction in the teaching-learning process 
  
G. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
Trustworthiness is the appropriates, meaningfulness, the usefulness of 
the inferences that the researcher makes based on the data collected, while 
readability is the consistency of these inferences over time, (Fraenkle and 
Wallen, 2000:506). To get the trustworthiness of this research, more than one 
instrument will be used to collect the data. The researcher used the 
Triangulation technique. Triangulation is a method used to determine the 
location of a fixed point based on the laws of trigonometry.  
The purpose of triangulation is to increase the credibility and validity of 
the findings. Source of data triangulation is processed in which various sources 
of data are collected. The variety of sourced could refer to time, place, and 
person. In the present study, the sources of data referred to the teachers and 
students. Methodological triangulation is a process in which various method is 
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used to measure the same unit. Methodology triangulation was done by an 
employed different methods of collecting data.  
According to Sutopo (2002: 78), there are four techniques of 
triangulation. They are the source or triangulation of data, investigator 
triangulation, theoretical triangulation, and methodological triangulation. This 
research used one type of triangulation by using methodological triangulation. 
The researcher observed the classroom interaction between the teacher and the 
students in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren. To get the data, the researcher interviews 
the subject. After the interview data collected, checking the trustworthiness of 
data done by comparing data taken from observation and interview. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter contains research finding and discussion of the research. Result of 
the research discusses about the findings of the research and the discussion discuses 
about the data analysis to answer the research problem. 
A. Research Finding 
In this chapter, the researcher presents the result of the research that was 
done in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren in the eleventh-grade students, especially in 
the MIA class. The researcher would present the data that took in the classroom 
activity. The research finding is the result to answer the formulation of the 
research questions, there is how are classroom verbal interaction, the aspect, 
the pattern, and the type between teacher-students at the eleventh-grade 
students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren during learning English. 
The researcher observed the teaching-learning process through video 
recording and make an interview with the teacher and students. The researcher 
conducted to collect the data was done in July, the researcher conducted in four 
meetings and the topic is Narrative text. Based on the observation and 
interview, the researcher found the classroom verbal interaction during the 
teaching-learning process, the aspect of classroom verbal interaction between 
the teacher talk and the student talk during the teaching-learning process, the 
pattern of classroom verbal interaction and also the type of classroom verbal 
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interaction between the teacher and student during the teaching-learning 
process. The finding of the research described and provided with supporting 
the data. This research presented detail findings of the study and discussion as 
follow 
 
1. The Teacher-Students Classroom Verbal Interaction at the Eleventh 
Grade Students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
The observation was done in July 2019 in the eleventh grade class, 
especially in MIA class. The researcher record the teaching-learning 
process in four meeting. During the teaching-learning process, the teacher 
not always speaks up but sometimes students made interaction with the 
teacher. 
In the first meeting, the teacher open the class with greeting. Before 
teaching-learning process started, the teacher ask students to prepare 
themselves and the teacher manage the environment. After that the teacher 
recall the memories of students about all of the material that they get in 
previous. After that the teacher said to students about the material today, 
at the moment, the teacher give material about narrative text. The teacher 
using power point to support to deliver the material about narrative text. 
In mind activity the teacher give explanation about the learning 
objective of narrative text, the definition of narrative text, the function of 
narrative text, generic structure of narrative text, kinds of narrative text. 
After that the teacher give example of narrative text entitle “Smart Parrot”. 
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During learning process the teacher give some questions to students and 
students give response. The teacher explain the material about narrative 
text using simple vocabulary and mixing language. The teacher also teach 
the students how to speak word in English with correct pronunciation. 
After the learning process finish, the teacher make conclusion about the 
material that have learn today and ask to the students if there is any 
question about the material or explanation that students not understand and 
then students give response . The teacher say the material will be continue 
in the next meeting. Then, the teacher close the classroom activity with 
greeting. 
In the second observation, the teacher recall the memories of students 
about the last material about narrative text, then students open their book 
and said the last material about the example of narrative text.  
In main activity, teacher explain the material of narrative text to make 
students remember the material before and more understand about 
narrative text. After that the teacher continue the example of narrative text 
“smart Parrot”, the teacher explain the orientation, conclusion and 
resolution in that story. Then, the teacher give new example of narrative 
text entitle “Beauty and the Beast”, the teacher ask students about all of 
the element of narrative text in that story and students give response. After 
that, the teacher give homework for students to make a group and then 
choose one story about narrative text then in the next week students 
practice the story with their group in front of the class. To close the 
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meeting teacher ask to the students if there is any question about the 
material or explanation that students not understand and then students give 
response. After that, teacher close the classroom activity with greeting. 
In the third meeting the teacher recall the memories of students about 
the last material about the example of narrative text, then students open 
their book and said the last material about the example of narrative text.  
In main activity, teacher ask the students about the homework 
tomorrow, the homework is the student must choose one story about 
narrative text and present it in front of the classroom. The teacher ask about 
the title of the story that students choose, the student role play in that story, 
then the teacher also ask to the when the student ready to present the story. 
The teacher and students make a discussion about that. Then the teacher 
give new example about long story of narrative text entitled Suroboyo. The 
teacher share to the student about the kinds of question about narrative text 
in the final examination.To close the meeting teacher ask to the students if 
there is any question about the explanation that students not understand 
and then students give response. 
In fourth meeting, the teacher recall the memories of students about 
the last material about the student will present about the drama entitle 
“Joko Tarub”. In main activity, teacher ask the students to prepare the 
drama, setting   classroom, prepare the participant, then the teacher ask to 
the student when the student ready to present the drama, the student can 
start to present it. Then the student present the drama together in front of 
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the classroom. A lot of students is the participant in the drama. After the 
student finish present the drama, the teacher give comment to the student 
about their performance one by one. To close the meeting teacher ask to 
the students to study at home and prepare the next material. 
Baed on the explanation above, in the first meeting the lesson started 
with the teacher greeting to the students and then the teacher said the rules 
in the classroom during the teaching-learning process. The rules were the 
teacher will teach using English or will combine with the Indonesian 
language, if the teacher asks something then the student must answer the 
questions, during the teaching-learning process the student must be active 
in the classroom to ask a question, answer question or the others which are 
had the relation with the material. The example of data that the researcher 
found is below: 
Data 1 
 Teacher : assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
 Students : wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
 Teacher : Based on our appointment, I will teach you using 
English or I will combine it with Indonesian 
language. 
 Students : (silent) 
 Teacher : Okey gitu ya. Okey we have the role play, if I ask 
you about something, you have to answer my 
question.  Understood? 
 Students : yes 
 
Based on the observation in four meeting, the researcher found in the 
teaching and learning process, the teacher taught the material about 
narrative text and the teacher also using LCD to support to deliver material 
through PowerPoint. In the beginning, the teacher asked a question about 
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the students' understanding of a narrative text then some students gave a 
response to the question. The students shared their idea about the narrative 
text. And some students also ask a question if they did not understand the 
material. After the teacher lecturing the material, the teacher also gave an 
example of narrative text, then the teacher and students translate the text 
together and classified it into the point in narrative text. The student very 
enthusiast gave a response and shared their idea. The example of the data 
that the researcher found is below 
Data 1 
Teacher and students active in the interaction when the teacher teach the 
material about narrative text and ask question about narrative text 
 Teacher : What do you thing when we discuss about narrative 
text? 
 Students : Teks narrative 
 Teacher : What do you think? Yang kamu pikirkan tentang    
narasi itu apa? 
 Students : Story 
 Teacher : tak tulis dulu story. (writing) story yang 
bagaimana? 
 Students : fairy tale 
 
Data 1 
Students ask question to the teacher about the meaning of generic structure 
to the teacher. 
 Students : Generic structure itu apa pak? 
 Teacher : Generic structure itu susunan bacaan, susunan 
bacaannya apa, kalau narrative text itu OCRs. Kalau 
language feature berarti unsur kebahasaan. Jadi 
kelas satu belum dikasih seperti ini? Nanti kalau UN 
keluarnya itu. Seperti what the function of the text. 
This is the simple material, so I mean that it is very 
easy. 
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Data 2 
Teacher give material about narrative text through the example of narrative 
text. Teacher also give direction to the students to analyse the text.  
 Teacher : Kita masuk ke contoh berikutnya judulnya Beauty 
and the Beast. Jadi artinya di cantik dan buruk rupa. 
 Students : (silent) 
 Teacher : tak hapus ya tulisannya. (menghapus tulisan di 
papan) kalian analisa dulu. 
 
The teacher also gave direction to the students to pay attention firstly 
when the teacher taught and then the teacher would give times for students 
to write the material in their book. The teacher closes the meeting by 
asking the student, was there any question about the material, after that the 
teacher close the meeting.  
 Data 1 
Teacher give direction to the students 
 Students : (writing) 
 Teacher : Kamu jangan nulis dulu, nanti tak kasih waktu 
untuk menulis sekarang perhatikan dulu 
 Students : ya pak 
 Teacher : tak hapus ya tulisannya. (menghapus tulisan di 
papan) kalian analisa dulu. 
Data 3 
Teacher close the meting in the classroom 
 Teacher : any questions? 
 Students : no 
 Teacher : gitu ya cukup sekian untuk hari ini, 
wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
 Students : wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
 
Based on the observation and interview the researcher found the 
classroom verbal interaction between teacher and students using English 
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and Indonesian language but mostly the teacher using English when 
lecturing and ask a question when using English, the teacher used simple 
vocabulary to make students understand what the teacher means. The 
students mostly using Indonesian language when asking a question and 
share their idea but sometimes the students tried using English when 
answering the questions from the teacher. During the teaching-learning 
process students pay attention to the teacher, they did not make the 
classroom noisy and the teacher delivers the material well. Classroom 
verbal interaction was good both of the teacher and students, the teacher 
gave initiation then the students gave a response after that the teacher gave 
feedback for the students’ response. 
 
2. The aspect of  Teacher-Students Classroom Verbal Interaction at the 
Eleventh Grade of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
The result of observations described the aspect of classroom verbal 
interaction used by the teacher and student at the eleventh-grade students. 
Based on the observation, the researcher found out two aspect of classroom 
verbal interaction between the teacher and student, there are teacher talk 
and student talk. The categories aspect of teacher talk there are deal with 
feeling, praises or encourages, jokes, uses ideas of students, repeats student 
response verbatim, ask a question, give information, correct without 
rejection, give directions, and criticizes students response.  
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The categories aspect of student talk are student response specific, 
student response open-ended or student-initiated, silence, confusion, 
work-oriented, laughter, and uses the native language. The total number of 
aspect of classroom verbal interaction between teacher and students were 
770 data in four meetings. There are the table about the total number of 
teacher talk and studens talk below: 
Table 4.1. The total number of aspect classroom verbal interaction 
Number 
Data 
Aspect of Classroom Verbal Interaction Total Number 
TEACHER TALK 
1. Deal with Feeling 15 
2. Praises or Encourages 17 
3. Jokes 10 
4. Uses Ideas of Students 9 
5. Repeats Student Response Verbatim 2 
6. Ask Question 163 
7. Give Information 160 
8. Correct Without Rejection 2 
9. Give Directions 43 
10. Criticizes Students Response 5 
STUDENT TALK 
11. Student Response Specific 130 
12. Student Response Open-Ended or Student-
Initiated 
118 
13. Silence 69 
14. Confusion Work-Oriented   5 
15. Laughter 14 
16. Uses the Native Language. 2 
Total  770 
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First, the researcher explain about the aspect of teacher talk that 
consist of 10 category aspect that the researcher found based on the 
observation. The total number of teacher talk describe in the table and 
diagram below. The explanation about the categories aspect of teacher talk, 
describe after the table and the diagram. 
Table 4.2 The Total Number the Aspect of Teacher Talk  
Number 
Data 
Aspect of Classroom Verbal Interaction Total Number 
TEACHER TALK 
1. Deal with Feeling 15 
2. Praises or Encourages 17 
3. Jokes 10 
4. Uses Ideas of Students 9 
5. Repeats Student Response Verbatim 2 
6. Ask Question 163 
7. Give Information 160 
8. Correct Without Rejection 2 
9. Give Directions 43 
10. Criticizes Students Response 5 
TOTAL 436 
 
Figure 4.1. The Diagram of Teacher Talk 
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1. Deal with Feeling 
The first category aspect is deal with feeling, there were 15 data 
was found. In the first observation was found 6 data. In the second was 
found 2 data. The third observation was found 6 data and in the last 
observation only found 1 data.  The utterance asks by the teacher to 
know the feeling of students in understanding the material, for example: 
Data 1  
When the teacher gives the material to students the teacher asks the 
students about their felling to understand the material 
Teacher : gitu ya, are you get it? 
Students : yes  
 
Data 3 
The teacher discusses to the students about what the time of the drama 
present, in here the teacher wants to know the feeling of students. 
Teacher : nanti hari kamis siap enggak? Nanti jam 
pertama lho. 
Student :  enggak siap, jangan kamis pak  
 
2. Praises or Encourages 
The category aspect is praises or encourages, from 770 data that 
was found there are 17 data include in the praises or encourages 
categories aspect. From 17 data, there were 8 data found in the first 
observation. The second observation was found 6 data. The third 
observation was found 1 data. In the fourth observation was found 2 
data. The utterance used by the teacher to give praise to students and 
the other utterance used by the teacher to confirm that their answer is 
correct. The example below: 
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Data 1   
When the teacher asks students about some point in narrative text and 
one of student give their opinion 
Teacher : what are they? 
Student : generic structure 
Teacher : sangar, pinter banget kamu le. 
 
Data 1 
When the teacher ask students about the meaning of resolution, and one 
of student give correct answer 
Teacher : what is resolution? 
Student : solve problem 
Teacher : pinter sekali, solve the problem, disini adalah 
pemecahan masalah, masalah darimana? Ya 
dari cerita sebelunya tadi 
 
3. Jokes 
The category aspect is Jokes, from 770 data that was found there 
are 10 data include in the jokes. From 10 data, there were 7 data found 
in the first observation. The second observation was found 2 data. In 
the fourth observation was found 1 data. The utterance used by the 
teacher to make students not boring during the teaching-learning 
process. When the teacher lecturing the material about narrative text 
and then students give a response when answer questions after that the 
teacher make jokes and make students laughing so that the classroom 
atmosphere was cheerful. The example below: 
Data 1 
Teacher : iya bener fable ini tulisan bahasa Indonesianya 
ya, kalau Inggrisnya fable 
Students : (silent) 
Teacher : awas jangan tersinggung sama yang punya 
mulut fable 
Students : (laughing) domble pak 
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4. Uses Ideas of Students 
The category aspect is Uses Ideas of Students, from 770 data that 
was found there are 9 data include in uses ideas of students’ categories 
aspect. From 9 data, there were 3 data found in the first observation. 
The second observation was found 6 data. The utterance used by the 
teacher when the student answer questions about the meaning of a 
sentence then the teacher using and completing the student’s answer. 
The teacher also used students’ ideas when the student shares their idea 
about kinds of story in narrative text. The example below: 
Data 1 
Teacher : tak tulis dulu story, (writing) story yang 
bgaimana? 
Student : fairy tale 
Teacher : oh fairy tale, okey tak tulis dibawahnya ya 
fairy tale. (menunjuk tulisan fairy tale) 
 
Data 4 
Teacher : then he walked around the castle. 
Student : berkeliling 
Teacher : heem dia berkeliling di instana, he picked a 
rose from garden for Beauty. 
 
5. Repeat Students Response Verbatim 
 The next category aspect is Repeat Students Response Verbatim. 
From 770 data that was found in four observations, 2 data include in the 
categories aspect of repeat students' response verbatim. In this category 
aspect, the teacher repeats the students’ response by using the exact 
word. The data was found the second observation. The teacher asks a 
question to the students about the time that used in the example of 
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narrative text entitle “beauty and the beast” story and then students 
answer the question after that the teacher repeat students’ answers. The 
example below: 
Data 2 
Teacher : apa timesnya? 
Students : once upon a time 
Teacher : once upon a time, then? 
 
Data 2 
Teacher : Father, namanya siapa? Oh tidak ada 
namanya, and then sister, and then she, she refer 
to? 
Student : Beauty 
Teacher : Beauty. Enough? 
 
6. Ask Question 
The category aspect is ask question, there are 163 data include in 
the ask question categories aspect. From 163 data, there were 58 data 
found in the first observation. The second observation was found 72 
data. The third observation was found 24 data and the last observation 
was found 9 data. The teacher asks a question about the material or asks 
about the information. The example below: 
Data 1 
The teacher ask question about the meaning of word. 
Teacher : solve, apa artinya solve disitu? 
Student 2 : memecahkan  
 
Data 1 
Teacher ask students their opinion about narrative text 
Teacher : what do you think? Yang kamu pikirkan 
tentang narasi itu apa? 
Student : story  
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7. Give Information 
The next category aspect is give information, there are 160 data 
include in the category aspect give information. From 160 data, there 
were 61 data found in the first observation. The second observation was 
found 54 data. The third observation was found 31 data and the last 
observation was found 14 data. The teacher gave information about the 
material and answer question from the student or give their own opinion 
or idea so that students had new knowledge. The example below: 
Data 1 
The teacher give information about the role play during the teaching-
learning process 
Teacher : Okey gitu ya. Okey we have the role play, if I 
ask you about something, you have to answer 
my question.  Understood? 
Student : yes  
 
 
Data 1 
Teacher : By the end of the unit you should be able to the 
first, understand the features of narrative text, 
kamu paham tentang ciri-ciri atau bagian dri 
teks narasi. The second understand the 
grammatical features related to a narrative. 
And then number three solve the item problems 
in creative ways 
Student : (silent) 
 
 
Data 4 
The teacher give their opinion when comment students’ performance in 
drama. 
Teacher : Nawang wulannya juga sama dengan mbok 
rondo, bagus tetapi kurang hafalan atau 
mungkin hafalannya terlalu banyak, misalnya 
lebih focus lagi pasti jadi lebih baik lagi. Tadi 
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ceritanya bagus tetapi sepertinya ada yang 
dipotong ya? Kan aslinya panjang itu ceritanya. 
Student : kan itu disederhanakan pak 
 
8. Correct without rejection 
The category aspect is correct without rejection, there are 2 data 
include in the correct without rejection categories aspect. Data was 
found in the first observation. The teacher correct students response 
when the teacher asks to read the word but the student read with wrong 
pronunciation. The teacher also corrects the students’ wrong answer 
about the meaning of a word but without rejection and using intonation 
that not makes students feel inferior then the teacher give an explanation 
that makes student know the correct answer. The data below: 
Data 1 
Teacher : bacanya apa? 
Student : genre  
Teacher : jos bacanya itu yangre 
Student : owalah bacanya yangre 
 
Data 1 
Teacher : excited artinya apa? 
Student : sedih 
Teacher : excited itu sama seperti happy, sangat senang 
sekali. 
Student : owalah happy 
 
9. Give Direction 
The category aspect is give direction, there are 43 data include in 
the give direction categories aspect. From 43 data, there were 9 data 
found in the first observation. The second observation was found 9 data. 
The third observation was found 21 data and the last observation was 
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found 4 data. The teacher gave some directions then students followed 
the direction. The example below: 
Data 1 
Teacher : Gitu ya if I ask you about something about the 
material, answer my question. 
Student : Yes understood 
Teacher :  don’t keep silent, jadi biar kelasnya hidup 
tidak hanya saya yang bicara 
Students : yes 
 
Data 2 
Teacher : coba dibaca table, gimana cara bacanya. 
Student : table   
 
10. Criticizes Students Response 
The category aspect is criticizes students response, there are 5 data 
include in the categories aspect of criticizes students' responses. From 
5 data, there were 1 data found in the first observation. The second 
observation was found 3 data. The third observation was found 1 data. 
The teacher critic student’s answer that wrong but not using hard 
intonation and the teacher also critic students’ response when they ask 
the teacher to watch a movie then the teacher give the reasons of his 
critic. The example below: 
Data 1 
Teacher : Cocok, tidak ada beo lain yang seperti itu. Jadi 
beonya si bapak ini berbeda. The parrot could 
say every word, except one word 
Student : Burungya tidak dapat berkata 
Teacher : Bukan, tetapi burungnya bisa berkata apa 
saja, kecuali one word 
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Data 2 
Teacher : kata-kata beraturan. Kenapa very surprised itu 
verb? 
Student : verb 2 
Teacher : you are very wonderful but the answer is false 
 
The aspect of student talk consist of 6 category aspect that the 
researcher found based on the observation. The total number of student 
talk describe in the table below and the explanation about the categories 
aspect of student talk, describe after the table. 
Table 4.3. The Total Number the Aspect of Student Talk  
STUDENT TALK 
1. Student Response Specific 130 
2. Student Response Open-Ended or Student-
Initiated 
118 
3. Silence 69 
4. Confusion Work-Oriented   5 
5. Laughter 14 
6. Uses the Native Language. 2 
TOTAL 338 
 
Figure 4.2. The Diagram of Student Talk 
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1. Student Response Specific 
The category aspect is student response specific, there are 130 data 
include in the categories aspect of student response specific. From 130 
data, there were 57 data found in the first observation. The second 
observation was found 58 data. The third observation was found 13 
data. In the fourth observation, there were 2 data was found. The teacher 
asks a question about the material of narrative text and another question 
than students' responses in the specific range based on the explanation 
before. The example below: 
Data 1  
Teacher : in here learning have the same meaning with? 
Student : study 
Teacher : atau juga bisa looking for the knowledge. 
 
 
Data 2 
When the teacher review the material in the previous meeting 
Teacher : Iya L ya jadi SGL, S disini adalah? 
Student : Social function 
Teacher : G adalah? 
Student : Generic structure 
 
 
2. Student Response Open-Ended or Student-Initiated 
The category aspect is student response specific, there are 118 data 
include in the categories aspect of student response open-ended or 
student-initiated. From 118 data, there were 45 data found in the first 
observation. The second observation was found 25 data. The third 
observation was found 39 data. In the fourth observation, there were 9 
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data was found. The teacher asks questions than students' responses 
using their own idea, opinions. The example below: 
Data 1 
Teacher : Saya ulang I want to ask you about the material 
in the first grade (speaking slowely 
Student : Yes, Yes, materi, apa aja 
 
Data 3 
Teacher : burung beo ya, berarti resolusinya apa? 
Student : Beo bisa ngomong Bambang 
 
3. Silence 
The category aspect is silence, there are 69 data include in the 
categories aspect of silence. From 69 data, there were 20 data found in 
the first observation. The second observation was found 30 data. The 
third observation was found 10 data. In the fourth observation, there 
were 9 data was found. The silence happens when students pay attention 
to the teacher during the teacher delivers the material and students 
sometimes also silence when the teacher asking. The example below: 
Data 1  
Teacher : By the end of the unit you should be able to the 
first, understand the features of narrative text, 
kamu paham tentang ciri-ciri atau bagian dri 
teks narasi. The second understand the 
grammatical features related to a narrative. And 
then number three solve the item problems in 
creative ways 
Student : (Silent) 
 
Data 1 
Teacher : Then the last is language feature, in narrative 
what will we discuss in language feature? 
Students : (silent) 
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4. Confusion Work-Oriented   
The category aspect is confusion work-oriented, there are 5 data 
include in the categories aspect of confusion work-oriented. The data 
was found the third observation and fourth observation. The third 
observation was found 2 data. In the fourth observation, there were 3 
data was found. The confusion work-oriented happen when students in 
the classroom did very crowded and some students eager to participate, 
but they kept concern with their task. To prepare the drama. The 
example below: 
Data 3 
Teacher : Okey, jadi nanti disiapkan sendiri 
Student : (ngomong-ngomong sendiri) 
Teacher : Nanti pemeran utamanya siapa? 
Student : (bicara sendiri memilih pemain utama) 
Teacher : Faiq nanti kamu tulis ya 
 
Data 4 
Teacher : Sudah? Sudah siap? 
Students : (sibuk menyiapkan) 
Teacher : Yuk semua pemainnya diluar. Kamu jadi apa? 
kalau tidak main dibelakang saja 
 
5. Laughter  
The category aspect is laughter, there are 14 data include in the 
categories aspect of laughter. From 14 data, there were 9 data found in 
the first observation. The second observation was found 3 data. In the 
fourth observation, there were 2 data was found. The laughter happens 
when the teacher makes jokes and when students fell there is something 
funny. The example below: 
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Data 1 
Teacher : Tale to bukan tel, what the meaning fairy tale? 
Ini artinya apa? Tale pisang, tale goring 
Student : Sale… (Laughing) 
 
Data 2 
Teacher : because of you, oh jangan 
Student : (laughing) 
 
6. Uses the native Language 
The category aspect is uses the native language, there are both 
teacher and students sometimes using the native language that the 
researcher found, but in this explanation the researcher focus on the 
uses the native language by the students. Based on observation, there 
were 2 that include in the uses the native language categories aspect. 
The data was found in the first observation, the student uses the native 
language when they answer a question from the teacher. The example 
below: 
Data 1 
Teacher : tau? 
Student : yes understood 
 
Based on the result during observation in the classroom, not all the 
aspects of interaction were applied in the classroom during the teaching 
and learning process. In the observation, there were found 10 aspect from 
the teacher talk and 7 aspect from student talk.  
In the teacher talk, the teacher made initiation in opening the 
classroom, lecturing the students about the material, ask a question about 
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the material and to get information, give direction to the students to make 
a group to present drama, gave students homework. During the teaching-
learning English the teacher using English and Indonesian language.  
In the student talk, student interact with the teacher when the student 
responded to the teacher’s question, the students also asked question about 
the material that they did not understand, the students share their opinion 
about the time that they had to present the drama, but there were several 
students that always made an interaction with the teacher it happens 
because some student felt not confidence to interact with the teacher. 
 
3. The pattern of Classroom Verbal interaction During the Teaching-
Learning Process at the Eleventh Grade students of MA Al-Islam 
Jamsaren. 
Based on the observation the researcher found five patterns of 
classroom verbal interaction during the teaching-learning process, they are 
close-ended teacher questioning, individual work, choral response, teacher 
talk, and full class interaction. In the teaching-learning process, the teacher 
initiates to make interaction with the students through lecturing, give some 
questions and the teacher also gives feedback from the response of students 
when then the teacher asks a question. The explanation about the pattern 
of classroom verbal interaction that the researcher found below: 
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1. Close-Ended Teacher Questioning 
The first pattern that was found in classroom verbal interaction was 
close-ended teacher questioning. Based on the observation in each 
meetings, during the teaching-learning process, the teacher ask question 
to the students about the material then students only response with one 
right answer such as “yes”, “no”, “song”, “story”, “animals” etc. 
Students only response in short answer about the teacher questions. The 
example of the data that the researcher found explain below: 
Data 1 
The teacher ask to the student the meaning of fairy tale, the meaning of 
fairy tale only have 1 meaning then the student answer the question with 
correct answer the meaning of fairy tale. 
Teacher : What the meaning fairy tale? 
Student : Dongeng 
 
Data 2 
The teacher ask question to the students to recall the memory of 
previous meeting about some points in narrative text them the students 
answer the question with right answer based on the explanation in the 
previous meeting. 
Teacher : Iya L ya jadi SGL, S disini adalah? 
Student : Social function 
Teacher : G adalah? 
Student : Generic structure 
 
2. Individual work 
The second pattern that was found in classroom verbal interaction 
was individual work. The pattern of individual work was found when 
the teacher called the name of one of the students and then the teacher 
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asks a question to the student, the student answer the question by 
themselves without helping from the other students. The example of the 
data that the researcher found explain below: 
Data 2 
The teacher call Safna then ask question to Safna about the name of 
tenses that has pattern tobe + verb 3, then Safna answer the question 
from the teacher by themselves.  
Teacher : Safna, to be + verb 3 didalam bahasa Inggris 
namanya apa? 
Students : Passive voice 
Teacher : Ya betul pinter sekali, this is passive voice, 
berarti di language featurenya nanti akan ada 
passive voice  
 
3. Choral Response 
The third pattern that was found is the choral response, the pattern 
of choral response was found when the teacher lecturing the material 
and write the material in the whiteboard and then the teacher asks 
students to spell the word in the whiteboard, then the student gave a 
response by spelling the word together. The pattern also found when 
the teacher gave correction about the students answer that the student 
said a word by using wrong pronunciation and then after that the teacher 
gave the correction about the correct pronunciation, the student repeat 
what the teacher said together. The example of the data that the 
researcher found explain below: 
Data 2 
When the teacher deliver the material, the teacher give direction to the 
student to spell the word of trust, then the students give response 
through spell the word trust together.  
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Teacher : Trust, tulisannya can you spell it? 
Students : T-R-U-S-T 
 
Data 2 
The teacher give correction about the students wrong answer after that 
the teacher give direction to students to read the word quickly, then the 
students response the teacher through read the word together quickly.  
Teacher : Jangan salah nanti kalau kamu disuruh can you 
read the word genre, kamu bacanya yangre. Jadi 
some genre of literary text, bacanya bisa cepat 
gak kalian? 
Students : (membaca cepat) some genre of literary text 
 
4. Teacher Talk 
The fourth pattern that found was teacher talk, based on the 
observation, the researcher found this pattern in every meeting when 
the teacher lecturing the material in front of the class, the teacher writes 
the material and using LCD to deliver the material and then students 
just silent response, the students pay attention and sometimes they were 
writing the material and sometimes the student ask question but there 
were not all of the students that ask question, only the active student 
that interact with the teacher. In that activity, the teacher more active 
than the student. The example of the data that the researcher found 
explain below: 
Data 1 
The teacher deliver the material about narrative text, the teacher 
lecturing about the learning objective when the students study about 
narrative text. 
Teacher : By the end of the unit you should be able to the 
first, understand the features of narrative text, 
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kamu paham tentang ciri-ciri atau bagian dri 
teks narasi. The second understand the 
grammatical features related to a narrative. And 
then number three solve the item problems in 
creative ways. 
Students : (Silent) 
 
Data 2 
The teacher give information to the students about the kinds of 
assignment in narrative text, then students ask to the teacher about what 
the means because the student confuse the meaning og sentence said by 
the teacher in English language. 
Teacher : Nanti pas saya ujian , UH 1 soalnya kyax gini 
aja, I will give you some text, I mean that the first 
paragraph, second paragrapgh, third 
paragraph, four paragraph, five paragraph, and 
etc. you have to define about the generic 
structure, don’t be confuse. 
Students : apa pak? 
Teacher : Jangan bingung. For the first paragraph is? 
 
Data 3 
The teacher explain about the example of narrative text, the teacher give 
explanation about how the student can classify the paragraph into the 
orientation, complication and resolution. The student keep silent and 
pay attention to the teacher. 
Teacher : Complication, in paragraph two, three, four. 
What the problem, lha you can conclude from the 
paragraph, jadi kamu bisa menyimpulkan dari 
paragraph dua, tiga, dan empat and then the 
resolution in the problem is Baya take it Sura bla 
bla bla bla, the resolution of the text dati sini 
sampe akhir (menunjukkan kalimat di slide ppt) 
gitu ya biasanya dibawah sendiri. 
Students : (silent) 
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Data 4 
The teacher give comment to the students’ project to practice the drama 
about narrative story in front of the classroom, then the students keep 
silent listening the teacher. 
Teacher : For seven angles, (menghitung yang berperan 
jadi angles) one, two, three, four, five, six, seven. 
Okey seven angles. Bloking, so don’t close the 
camera gitu ya 
Students : (silent) 
Teacher : Terus one of seven anglesnya suaranya kurang 
keras 
Students : (silent)  
Teacher : Terus joko tarub, bagus 
Students : (silent) 
 
 
5. Full Class Interaction 
The fifth pattern that found was full class interaction, the pattern 
found when in the first meeting the teacher asks the student to find out 
a story about narrative text and make a drama with all of the students in 
the classroom must participate. And then in the fourth meeting the 
students present the drama in front of the classroom. The teacher just 
monitoring the drama and give a comment in the of the drama 
performance. The example of the data that the researcher found explain 
below: 
Data 4 
The students practice the drama about present one of story in narrative 
text in front of the classroom. The teacher manage the drama and in the 
end the teacher give comment about the students’ drama. 
Teacher : Okey, sudah siap ya? Kita mulai ya? 
Students : (practice the drama, they working in group in 
full class students) 
Teacher : (writing some notes) 
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Students : sekian dan terimakasih (applause)  
Teacher : okey, I will give some comment 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher found that the pattern 
of teacher talk is the most pattern that the researcher found. The pattern of 
teacher talk was found in every meeting, during the teaching-learning 
process, teacher talk is dominant then student talk, the teacher deliver the 
material, ask question, give direction while the teaching-learning process. 
The pattern of full class interaction is pattern that only found in the fourth 
meeting when the student practice present the drama in front of the 
classroom.  
 
4. The type of Teacher-Student Classroom Verbal Interaction during the 
Teaching-Learning Process at the Eleventh Grade Students of MA Al-
Islam Jamsaren. 
The result of the observation described the type of classroom verbal 
interaction between the teacher and students. Based on the observation the 
researcher found two types of classroom interaction, there were teacher-
whole class and students-teacher. The explanation of the research finding 
in the teacher-whole class and student-teacher describe below:  
1. Teacher-Whole Class 
The first type that the researcher found was teacher-whole class, 
the researcher found this type when the teacher gave the instruction to 
the student in the first meeting about the rule of the teaching-learning 
process, the rule was the students must answer the question from the 
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teacher and the student must active to ask question and share their idea 
during the teaching-learning process. The researcher also found the type 
of teacher-whole class when the teacher gave the material in front of 
the classroom, the teacher also gave praise to the student when they 
answered the questions correctly. The teacher always tries to make the 
student talk and gave a response during the teaching-learning process, 
the teacher made interaction with all of the students in the classroom. 
The example of the data that the researcher found explain below: 
Data 1 
The teacher said to all of the students in the first meeting about the rule 
of the teaching-learning process in front of the classroom  
Teacher : Okey gitu ya. Okey we have the role play, if I 
ask you about something, you have to answer my 
question.  Understood? 
Students : Yes 
Teacher : Tau? 
Students : Yes understood  
Teacher : Gitu ya if I ask you about something about the 
material, answer my question. 
Students : yes understood 
Teacher : Don’t keep silent. Jadi biar kelasnya hidup 
tidak hanya saya yang bicara 
 
Data 1 
When the teacher gave the material in front of the classroom, the teacher 
also gave praise to the student when they answered the questions 
correctly  
Teacher : Gitu ya. Jadi jenisnya ada enam yang harus 
kamu pelajari disini. Tapi kita akan belajar lebih 
ke point-pointnya. Okey, narrative text have 
some points that we have learn inside. Ya, 
mudeng ya? 
Students : yes 
Teacher : what are they? 
Students : generic structure 
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Teacher : sangar pinter banget kamu le. What the first 
point when we study about narrative text? 
2. Student-Teacher 
The second type that found was student-teacher, this type was found 
when the student answer the question from the teacher about narrative text 
and other question about the students' idea and opinion when the teacher 
and students translating a story, the student said about the meaning of the 
sentence in that story to the teacher. The students also give their opinion 
to the teacher when the student asks the teacher to watch a movie that has 
related to narrative text. The students also ask a question to the teacher 
about the material that they were not understood. The example of the data 
that the researcher found explain below: 
Data 1 
The student answer the question from the teacher that ask about the 
material in the first class.  
Teacher : okey, what is the material in the first class? 
Student 1 : perkenalan 
Student 2 : narrative 
Student 3 : pengalaman itu lho pak 
Teacher : oh recond text (writing in the whiteboard) 
 
Data 2 
The student deliver their opinion when translating the example of narrative 
text entitled smart parrot  
Teacher : Pada sebuah desa kecil. Beauty was a beautiful 
girl. Beauty adalah seorang wanita atau gadis 
yang cantik. 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher : She was also hard working. Hard working 
biasanya dibalik ya, study hard, hard working, 
jadi dia juga seorang pekerja keras. She always 
helped her father on the farm. Selalu membantu 
ayahnya di kebun 
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Student  : Selalu membantu ayahnya dikebun 
Teacher : One day, suatu hari her father set out for the 
city 
Students : Bapaknya keluar kota 
Teacher : Set out sama seperti went out atau go. Suatu 
hari ayahnya pergi ke kota. He saw an old castle 
and went in. 
Students : Dia melihat istana tua 
 
Data 3 
The student ask to the teacher to watch a movie that has relation with 
narrative text. 
  
Student  : Katanya mau di tontonin film beauty and the 
beast pak 
Teacher : Tidak ada filmnya saya 
Student : Yah gimana, nonton di youtube pak, youtube 
pak 
Teacher : Nonton filmnya besok saja 
Student 1 : Nanti kalau sudah beda tema gak jadi nonton 
film pak 
Student 2 : Atau nonton dramanya yang kemaren pak 
Teacher : Ya kalian main dulu nuwh nanti. Jadi nanti 
minggu depan kalian siap ya?   
 
Based on the research finding above, the reasearher only found two 
type of classroom verbal interaction between teacher and students because 
in this researcher only focus on the teacher and student and the material of 
narrative text. 
 
A.  Discussion  
In the discussion, the researcher discussed the results and some theories 
concerning the teacher-student classroom verbal interaction during the 
teaching-learning process in learning English. The result of the researcher 
question was present in the research finding and the data that was found would 
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discuss in the discussion. The discussion would discuss the findings of the 
research questions, the researcher question was how are teacher-students 
classroom verbal interaction at the eleventh-grade students of MA Al-Islam 
Jamsaren during the teaching-learning process. In the discussion the researcher 
would present about the teacher-students classroom verbal interaction at the 
eleventh grade students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren, the aspect of teacher-
students classroom verbal interaction at the eleventh grade students of MA Al-
Islam Jamsaren, the pattern of classroom verbal interaction during the teaching-
learning process at the eleventh grade students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren, the 
type of classroom verbal interaction during the teaching-learning process at the 
eleventh grade students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren. 
 
1. The Teacher-Students Classroom Verbal Interaction at the Eleventh 
Grade Students of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Based on Sinclair and Coulthard (1995) classroom interaction has 
a certain pattern called Initiation-Response-Feedback between teacher 
and students. The teacher initiates then the students respond and the 
teacher gives feedback from the students’ responses. The researcher 
found the Initiation from the teacher during the teaching-learning 
process. When the teacher delivers the material then the teacher asks a 
question to the students to make the students did interaction in the 
classroom. The teacher also made initiation through gave directions to 
the students during the teaching-learning process, that activities were 
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initiation that used by the teacher to make students interact in the 
classroom. The response did by the student when they gave to respond to 
the teacher, answering a question and respond the direction. Then the 
teacher gave feedback from the students' response though gave praises 
that were feedback. 
 
2. The Aspect of Teacher-Students Classroom Verbal Interaction at the 
eleventh Grade of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Based on the theory by Brown (2000:170) there are two aspects of 
classroom interaction, there are teacher talk and student talk. Based on 
the research finding of this research, the researcher found ten categories 
aspect of teacher talk and six categories aspect of student talk. The 
teacher talk categories aspect are, deal with feeling, praises or 
encourages, jokes, uses ideas of students, repeats student response 
verbatim, ask a question, give information, correct without rejection, give 
directions, and criticizes students' response. While the six categories 
aspect of student talk are student response specific, student response 
open-ended or student-initiated, silence, confusion work-oriented, 
laughter, and uses the native language. 
The categories aspect of the deal with feeling when the teacher 
communicates the students’ feelings about understanding the material, 
the teacher also discussing with the student about the drama project. The 
categories aspect of praises or encourages when the students answer the 
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question with the correct answer then the teacher give praise to the 
student by saying “iya sip” and “pinter sekali”, that are the example of 
the praises from the teacher to the student. The categories aspect of jokes, 
the teacher tries to make the situation in the classroom cheerful and the 
student not boring during the teaching-learning process. The categories 
aspect of uses idea of students, the teacher using the ideas of the students 
through their answer but the teacher clarifying the idea of students. The 
categories aspect of repeats student response verbatim when the teacher 
repeat student answer using the same word with the student. The 
categories aspect of ask question, the teacher always ask a question in 
every meeting, the teacher asks a question about the material, and ask a 
question to get information. The categories aspect of give information, 
based on research finding the aspect found when the teacher lecturing the 
student, give opinion and sharing experience to the student and the 
student pay attention to the teacher. The categories aspect of correct 
without rejection is when the teacher correct the students’ wrong answer 
without rejection and using intonation that not makes students feel scared 
to answer the question again the next. The category aspect in the research 
finding was given directions, the teacher gives some direction that the 
students can follow the direction. The last categories aspect that found in 
the research finding is criticizes students’ response the teacher critic the 
students answer and the teacher communicates their reasons of his critic 
to the student, the teacher not using hard intonation.  
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The categories aspect of students’ talk that the researcher found the 
research finding are student response specific, students respond to the 
teacher question by a specific and short answer, students give a response 
about the direction by the teacher to read aloud. The categories aspect of 
student response open-ended or student-initiated, students use their own 
idea when answering the teacher question, the students deliver their idea 
to the teacher. The categories aspect of silence happens when the students 
just keep silent and not give respond to the teacher.  The categories aspect 
of confusion work-oriented the student enthusiast each other to prepare 
the task from the teacher, the student participates still pay attention to the 
task from the teacher. The categories aspect of laughter is when the 
teacher makes a joke then the students’ laughter with the other students 
or together with the teacher. The categories aspect of uses the native 
language is when the student uses English when answering the question 
from the teacher but still using the short word but the student tries to use 
the English language. 
The aspect of teacher talk and student talk, between the teacher and 
student have the same perentages when make interaction it was proven 
by the data that the researcher found, in the aspect of teacher talk, the 
category of ask question have 38% and in the aspect of student tak, the 
catery of student response specific also have 38%. It is means that both 
of the teacher and the student is active in interaction during the teaching-
learning process. 
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3. The Pattern of Classroom Verbal Interaction during the Teaching-
Learning Process at the Eleventh Grade Students of MA Al-Islam 
Jamsaren 
Based on Ur (1996:227) there are 10 patterns of classroom verbal 
interaction, there are group work, closed-ended teacher questioning, 
individual work, choral responses, collaboration, the student initiates, 
full class interaction, teacher talk, self-access, open-ended teacher 
questioning. And from the research finding the researcher found five 
patterns of classroom verbal interaction, there are close-ended teacher 
questioning, individual work, choral response, teacher talk, and full class 
interaction. 
First pattern that found was close-ended teacher questioning, the 
pattern happens when the students answer the question from the teacher 
only using one right answer, the student answer the question by short 
answer. Second pattern that was individual work, the students answer the 
teacher question by themselves and the other student did not help the 
student to answer the question, the student worked individually. The next 
pattern was the choral response the teacher give a clue then the students 
repeat the clue after the teacher. The teacher says the correct 
pronunciation of a word then the student repeat after the student said the 
word. The next pattern was teacher talk, in this pattern, the students only 
pay attention to the teacher silently and the teacher delivers the material 
to the students, the teacher more active than students during that times. 
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The last pattern was full class interaction, in the pattern the student 
practice drama in front of the classroom and the teacher manage the 
classroom occasionally to make all of the students give a contribution to 
that activity.  
There are patterns from the research finding and the finding was 
appropriate with the theory. But there are five patterns that not found in 
the observation. And the most pattern based on the research finding was 
teacher talk. The teacher always tries to make initiation to make the 
student interact with each other and make interacting with the teacher, 
the teacher delivers the material, ask a question, and give direction. 
 
4. The Type of Classroom Verbal Interaction during the Teaching-
Learning Process at the Eleventh Grade Students of MA Al-Islam 
Jamsaren 
Based on Dagarin (2004), there are five type of classroom 
interaction. The five type of classroom verbal interaction are, teacher-
whole class, teacher-a group of students, student-student, students-
students, students-teacher. In this research, the research would discuss 
about the type of classroom interaction only between the teacher and the 
student. Based on the research finding, the researcher found two type of 
classroom interaction between teacher and students, there are teacher-
whole class and student-teacher.  
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The first was the teacher-whole class, the type of teacher whole class 
was the teacher control the interaction during the teaching-learning 
process and make student talk. Based on the research finding the type of 
teacher-whole class found then the teacher type when the teacher gave 
the information to the student about the rule of the teaching-learning 
process, the teacher gave the material in front of the classroom, the 
teacher also gave praises to the student when they answered the questions 
correctly.  
The second type was student-teacher, this type was found when the 
student answers the question from the teacher about the material and 
other questions and the students give their opinion to the teacher ask a 
question to the teacher about the material that they were not understood. 
In this type answering questions is the most activity from the student. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
After all the data analysed accurately based on the research result, the 
researcher wrote some conclusion. From the result of the research finding of 
teacher-student classroom verbal interaction, the researcher found 10 
categories aspect of teacher talk and 6 categories aspect of student talk. The 
pattern of classroom verbal interaction was found in 5 patterns, there are close-
ended teacher questioning, individual work, choral response, teacher talk, and 
full class interaction. The type of classroom verbal interaction during the 
teaching-learning process is teacher-whole class and student-teacher. 
B. Suggestion  
From the findings presented in chapter four, the researcher would like to 
propose some suggestions, for the teacher the researcher suggests in the 
teaching-learning process the teacher should have creative innovation to 
manage the classroom and force the students to interact with the teacher and 
also other students. To the students, the students should more active in share 
ideas and ask a question and try using English to make interaction with the 
teacher. For the other researcher, this research study is about teacher-students 
classroom verbal interaction. It is expected for the other researcher that the 
result of this research can be used as an additional reference for the next 
research.  
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FIELD NOTE 
 
Time  : Saturday, April, 20th 2019 
Place  : MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Agenda : Meeting with English teacher of XI class  
 
On Saturday, the agenda in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren is meeting with English 
teacher of XI class. He is Mr Khoirul Mahsyur E.S.P. S.Pd. I go to MA at 11.00 
am, I meet Mr Khoirul to permit to do pre-research and make observation in MA 
Al-Islam Jamsaren especially in XI class. Then Mr Khoirul ask about the title of 
my thesis and then I and Mr Khoirul make discussion about the times of pre research 
and observation. Mr Khoirul will give information to the researcher about the time 
that the researcher can do pre research and observation. Then I am back to home 
and say thank you to Mr.Khoirul. 
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Time  : Wednesday, April, 24th 2019 
Place  : MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Agenda : pre-research 
 
On 24 April 2019, the agenda in MA Al-Islam Jamsaren is doing pre-
research. Pre-research do in XI MIA. The pre-research do at 11.00 am -11.45 am. I 
am recording all of the activity during teaching learning process in the classroom. 
When I am doing pre-research the teacher teach the material about direct-indirect 
sentence, the teacher give some example of direct and indirect sentence and teacher 
give exercise to students. Then, students do the exercise from the teacher and one 
by one the student go to in front of the classroom to write their work. During teching 
learning process, there are students that ask o the teacher about the material that 
they don’t understand. Then in the end of learning process, the teacher close with 
greeting in Arabic language. 
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Time  : Thursday, July, 25th 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
Agenda : 1st observation (meeting 1) 
 
On the first observation I am observed at XI IPA class. English lesson start 
from 06.45 am – 08.30 am. .The teacher open the class with greeting. Before 
tteaching-learning process started, the teacher ask students to prepare themselves 
and the teacher manage the environment. After that the teacher recall the memories 
of students about all of the material that they get in previous. After that the teacher 
said to students about the material today, at the moment, the teacher give material 
about narrative text. The teacher using power point to support to deliver the material 
about narrative text. 
In mind activity the teacher give explanation about the learning objective of 
narrative text, the definition of narrative text, the function of narrative text, generic 
structure of narrative text, kinds of narrative text. After that the teacher give 
example of narrative text entitle “Smart Parrot”. During learning process the teacher 
give some questions to students and students give response. The teacher explain the 
material about narrative text using simple vocabulary and mixing language. The 
teacher also teach the students how to speak word in English with correct 
pronunciation. After the learning process finish, the teacher make conclusion about 
the material that have learn today and ask to the students if there is any question 
about the material or explanation that students not understand and then students 
give response . The teacher say the material will be continue in the next meeting. 
Then, the teacher close the classroom activity with greeting. 
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Time  : Saturday, July, 27th 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
Agenda : 2st observation (meeting 2) 
 
 On the second observation I am observed at XI IPA class. English lesson 
start from 06.45 am – 08.30 am. The teacher open the class with greeting. Before 
teaching-learning process started, the teacher ask students to prepare themselves 
and the teacher manage the environment. After that the teacher recall the memories 
of students about the last material about narrative text, then students open their book 
and said the last material about the example of narrative text.  
In main activity, teacher explain the material of narrative text to make 
students remember the material before and more understand about narrative text. 
After that the teacher continue the example of narrative text “smart Parrot”, the 
teacher explain the orientation, conclusion and resolution in that story. Then, the 
teacher give new example of narrative text entitle “Beauty and the Beast”, the 
teacher ask students about all of the element of narrative text in that story and 
students give response. After that, the teacher give homework for students to make 
a group and then choose one story about narrative text then in the next week 
students practice the story with their group in front of the class. To close the meeting 
teacher ask to the students if there is any question about the material or explanation 
that students not understand and then students give response. After that, teacher 
close the classroom activity with greeting. 
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Time  : Tuesday, July, 30th 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
Agenda : 3rd observation (meeting 3) 
 
 On the third observation I am observed at XI IPA class. English lesson start 
from 08.30 am – 09.15 am. The teacher open the class with greeting. Before 
teaching-learning process started, the teacher ask students to prepare themselves 
and the teacher manage the environment. After that the teacher recall the memories 
of students about the last material about the example of narrative text, then students 
open their book and said the last material about the example of narrative text.  
In main activity, teacher ask the students about the homework tomorrow, 
the homework is the student must choose one story about narrative text and present 
it in front of the classroom. The teacher ask about the title of the story that students 
choose, the student role play in that story, then the teacher also ask to the when the 
student ready to present the story. The teacher and students make a discussion about 
that. Then the teacher give new example about long story of narrative text entitled 
Suroboyo. The teacher share to the student about the kinds of question about 
narrative text in the final examination.  
To close the meeting teacher ask to the students if there is any question about 
the explanation that students not understand and then students give response. After 
that, teacher close the classroom activity with greeting. 
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Time  : Saturday, August, 3rd 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
Agenda : 4th observation (meeting 4) 
 
On the fourth observation I am observed at XI IPA class. English lesson 
start from 06.45 am – 08.30 am. The teacher open the class with greeting. Before 
teaching-learning process started, the teacher ask students to prepare themselves 
and the teacher manage the environment. After that the teacher recall the memories 
of students about the last material about the student will present about the drama 
entitle “Joko Tarub”. 
In main activity, teacher ask the students to prepare the drama, setting   
classroom, prepare the participant, then the teacher ask to the student when the 
student ready to present the drama, the student can start to present it. Then the 
student present the drama together in front of the classroom. A lot of students is the 
participant in the drama. After the student finish present the drama, the teacher give 
comment to the student about their performance one by one. 
To close the meeting teacher ask to the students to study at home and prepare 
the next material. After that, teacher close the classroom activity with greeting. 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERACTION 
 
Explanation: 
/1/ : deal with feeling 
/2/ : praises or encourages 
/3/ : jokes 
/4/ : uses ideas of students 
/5/ : repeats student response verbatim 
/6/ : ask question 
/7/ : give information 
/8/ : correct without rejection 
/9/ : give directions 
/10/ : criticizes students response 
/11/ : student response specific 
/12/ : student response open-ended or student-initiated 
/13/ : silence 
/14/ : confusion work-oriented 
/15/ : laughter 
/16/ : uses the native language 
Font italic: the utterance of the data 
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DATA 1 (Meeting 1) 
Time  : Thursday, July, 25th 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
 
Teacher : Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb  
Students : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb  
Teacher : Based on our appointment, I will teach you using English or I will 
combine it with Indonesian language.  
Pelan-pelan ya /7/ 
Students  : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  Okey, complete?/6/ 
Students : Complete (menghitung jumlah siswa) /12/ 
Teacher : Ya, I want ask you about the first material. Okey, tau tidak? /1/ 
Student   : Tidak 
Teacher  : Saya ulang I want to ask you about the material in the first grade 
(speaking slowely)/7/ 
Student  : Yes, Yes, materi , apa ajaa/13/ 
Teacher : Heem. Is it the same with the social class?/6/ 
Students : Yes  
Teacher : Sudah tau? Kalo tidak tau namanya ndeso, belajar pelan-pelan saja. 
Mudeng ya? paham ya? /7/ 
Student  : La pak S ngomongnya cepet lho /13/ 
Teacher : Oh cepet? What are they (dengan nada pelan-pelan) 
Okey, what is the material in the first class? /6/ 
Student  : Oh apa pelajaran pertama? /13/ 
Teacher : In the first class? /7/ 
Student  : Oh first class, first class itu apa ya materinya /13/ 
Teacher : Is it the same with the social class? /6/ 
Student 1 : Perkenalan introduce /13/ 
Student 2 : Narrative /13/ 
Student 3 : Pengalaman itu lho pak /13/ 
Teacher  : Oh recond text (sambil nulis di papan) /4/ 
Students  : Song /13/ 
Teacher  : Song? (nulis) biograph (nulis) /7/ 
Student  : Oh iya biografi /13/ 
Teacher  : Terus Cuma ini aja?(menunjuk papan tulis) /6/ 
Faiq  : Iya pak /13/ 
Teacher  : Okey this are material in the first grade /7/ 
Student  : Lho tadi bilange class? /13/ 
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Teacher  : Oh tadi class, ya sama 
Jangan dilihat tulisan saya, tulisan saya jelek tapi manis /7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : La kalo sama seperti tulisannya afriq kan yo jelek to/3/ 
Students  : (laughing)/18/ 
Student  : Yo bagus punya saya pak /13/ 
Teacher  : Okey let now, I will give you the material about narrative text. I am 
sure that you have known about the material. Ya? Pelan-pelan, kalau 
ak ngomong ditangkap, known oh known, I oh I yo, have oh have ya 
nanti lama-lama kalian akan paham oh bapaknya ngomong apa to 
gitu. Bisa jawab? Enggak yaudah 7/ 
Students  : (laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : Okey gitu ya. Okey we have the role play, if I ask you about 
something, you have to answer my question.  Understood?/7/ 
Students  : Yes  
Teacher  : Tau?/1/ 
Student 1 : Yes understood/19/ 
Student 2 : Yes  
Student 3 : No 
Teacher  : Gitu ya if I ask you about something about the material, answer my 
question./9/ 
Student  : Yes understood/19/ 
Teacher : Don’t keep silent  
Jadi biar kelasnya hidup tidak hanya saya yang bicara/9/ 
Students  : Yes 
Teacher  : Okey I will teach about narrative text, I am sure you know it, in the 
first grade you get it, but in this class, in this time, the narrative text 
what is it, I use the literature utterances. Mudeng ya saya ngomong 
apa. Pelan-pelan di pahami/7/ 
Student  : Jangan cepet-cepet pak ngomongnya/13/ 
Teacher  : Jangan cepet-cepet? Yaa 
Emm what is it? (menunjuk papan tulis) 
What is it artinya apa?/7/ 
Student  : Apa ini/12/ 
Teacher  : Heem apa ini. Okey sip (menuju meja menyiapkan laptop untuk 
menyampaikan membuka materi narrative lalu menyiapkan lcd 
untuk menyampaikan materi)/2/ 
Teacher  : (menjelaskan) this is the learning objective for the first I want to 
teach you, in the end of this material we should be able to . 
………..(menjelaskankan) Paham?/7/ 
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Students  : (Silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : By the end of the unit you should be able to the first, understand the 
features of narrative text, kamu paham tentang ciri-ciri atau bagian 
dri teks narasi. The second understand the grammatical features 
related to a narrative. And then number three solve the item 
problems in creative ways./7/ 
Student 1 : (Silent)/14/ 
Teacher   Solve, apa artinya solve disitu?/6/ 
Student 2 : Memcahkan/12/ 
Teacher  : Nah memecahkan, memecahkan sebuah masalah dengan cara yang 
sangat kreatif. The next, infer the moral value from the story. /7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Infer sama dengan look for atau find out artinya apa?/7/ 
Students  : Mencari/12/ 
Teacher  : Ya betul, mencari atau menemukan. Moral value, nilai-nilai moral 
yang ada dalam cerita. And then Describe events as well as 
characters, menjelaskan atau mendeskripsikan semua kejadikan 
sesuai dengan karakter. Gitu ya, character in here consist of two, 
there are major and minor. Major I mean that utama dan minor 
berarti pembantu. Disini orangnya ya, tokohnya, partisipannya atau 
personalnya. And then compose a story so you have to make a 
composition about what? About narrative. Jadi composition itu 
berarti sebuah karangan, jadi kamu harus membuat sebuah 
karangan, karangannya tentang apa? Karangannya tentang narasi. 
And then write personal essay, jadi kamu akan membuat sebuah 
essay. Okey this is your objective. /7/ 
Students   (silent)/14/ 
Teacher   In here learning have the same meaning with? (writing dipapan) /6/ 
Student 1  : Study /12/ 
Teacher  : Atau juga bisa looking for the knowledge. (writing dipapan tulis)/7/ 
Student 2 : Apa itu?/13/ 
Teacher  : Gitu ya, are you get it?/1/  
Students  : Yes /13/ 
Teacher  : Saya dulu waktu kuliah pegangan saya kamus kecil dan selalu masuk 
saku selain Al-Quran, kadang yen Al-Quran depan kamusnya 
bawah. Kamusya isinya kosakata seperti ini (menunjuk papan tulis) 
saya pakai kamusnya inggris-inggris./7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Jadi semisal ada kata admire (writing di papan) admire tau? Admire 
artinya apa?/6/ 
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Student 1  : Mengagumi /12/ 
Teacher  : I admire you berarti artinya apa?/6/ 
Student 1 : Saya mengagumimu/12/ 
Teacher  : Jadi seperti itu ya, pak apa kamusnya masih? Masih dan itu sudah 
jelek yak arena sering saya pakai. Okey this is the beginning of 
narrative text. Then I will write down about the narrative text /7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : What do you thing when we discuss about narrative text?/6/ 
Student  : Teks narrative /13/ 
Teacher  : What do you think? Yang kamu pikirkan tentang narasi itu apa?/6/ 
Student  : Story/12/ 
Teacher  : Tak tulis dulu story. (writing) 
Story yang bagaimana?/6/ 
Student  : Fairy tale/12/ 
Teacher  : Oh fairy tale, okey tak tulis bawahnya ya fairy tale. (menunjuk 
tulisan fairy tale) /4/ 
Student  : Fairy tale /12/ 
Teacher  : Tale to bukan tel, what the meaning fairy tale? Ini artinya apa? Tale 
pisang, tale goring /3/ 
Student  : Sale…(laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : What the meaning fairy tale?/6/ 
Student  : Dongeng/12/ 
Teacher  : Okey, lainnya what do tou think about narrative text?/6/ 
Student  : Animal/12/ 
Teacher  : Animalnya gimananya? namanya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Fable /12/ 
Teacher  : (Writing fabel) begini tulisannya?/7/ 
Student  : Bukan, tapi tulisannya fable,/13/ 
Teacher  : Iya bener fabel ini tulisan bahasa Indonesianya ya. Inggrisnya fable. 
/7/ 
Students  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Awas jangan tersinggung sama yang punya mulut fable./3/ 
Student  : (laughing) domble pak /18/ 
Teacher  : Apa lagi?/6/ 
Student  : Legend pak/12/ 
Teacher  : Pintar , legend/2/ 
Student  : Myth/12/ 
Teacher  : Sangar,pintar sekali, myth (writing mite)/2/ 
Student  : Myth pak/13/ 
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Teacher  : Oh saya salah ya, (writing lagi myth) jos tenan, sip luar biasa. 
Then/2/ 
Student  : Folklore/12/ 
Teacher  : Terus dari atas ini artinya apa satu persatu. Fairytale? /6/ 
Student  : Dongeng/12/ 
Teacher  : Fable apa artinya?/6/ 
Student  : Hewan/12/ 
Teacher  : Legendapa artinya?/6/ 
Student  : Legenda/12/ 
Teacher  : Ya legenda. Ini temennya rx king ini /3/ 
Student  : (Laughing) itu motor pak. /18/ 
Teacher  : Myth misteri. 
Then folklore?/6/ 
Student  : Cerita rakyat/12/ 
Teacher  : Gitu ya. Than what is the differences about 1 until 6?  
Fable this is about animal, tokohnya animals 
Dongeng this is cerita yang fantasi 
Kalo legenda?/6/ 
Student  : Legenda pak, asal usul /12/ 
Teacher  : Ya asal usul suatu tempat  
Kalau mitos?/6/ 
Student  : Setan /12/ 
Teacher  : Afriq mandi kembang setiap malam jum’at kliwon itu contohnya 
mitos. Mudeng ya? 
Terus folklore apa?/6/ 
Student : Cerita turun temurun yang masih diragukan kebenarannya /13/ 
Teacher  : Gitu ya. Jadi jenisnya ada enam yang harus kamu pelajari disini. 
Tapi kita akan belajar lebih ke point-pointnya. Okey, narrative text 
have some points that we have learn inside. Ya, mudeng ya? /7/ 
Students : Yes  
Teacher : What are they?/6/ 
Student  : Generic structure /13/ 
Teacher  : Sangar pinter banget kamu le /2/ 
Teacher : What the first point when we study about narrative text? /6/ 
Student : Orientasi /13/ 
Teacher  : For the first apa?/7/ 
Student  : Purpose /13/ 
Teacher  : Purpose? Tak tulis sini. Dibuka catatan kelas satu gapapa. Purpose 
itu sama dengan apa?/6/ 
Student : Tujuan /12/ 
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Teacher   : Atau? 
Student  : Goal/12/ 
Teacher  : Atau? 
student  : Aim /12/ 
Teacher  : Atau? 
Student : Objective /12/ 
Teacher  : Okey the purpose of narrative text is?/6/ 
Student 1  : To persuade /13/ 
Student 2 : To entertain or to amuse /13/ 
Teacher  : Ya jawaban keduanya benar. Okey selanjutnya disini tak kasih social 
function. This is I mean y. for the first point is social function and the 
social function is the same with the purpose. Purpose what? Purpose 
of narrative text. Narrative text have the social function to entertain 
or amuse. Yang menghibur apanya ini?/7/ 
Students : Ceritanya /12/ 
Teacher  : Ceritanya, la yang dihibur siapa?/6/ 
Student  : Pembaca /12/ 
Teacher  : (writing) the reader about the story. I think enough. Are you get it?/1/ 
Students : Yes  
Teacher  : To entertain or amuse the reader about the story. Untuk menghibur 
atau menghibur lagi pembaca tentang sebuah cerita. And then 
number two is? /7/ 
Student  : Generic structure /12/ 
Teacher  : Ya generic structure. In the generic structure kita punya OCR. O 
adalah Orientation, Complication, Resplution? Okey, enough ya? 
/7/ 
Student : Yes  
Teacher  : We have three point, baru kelas satu lho lupa, pak S yang kelas satu 
dua tiga tidak belajar aja masih ingat kok. Recond, report. 
Terus selanjutnya orientation, what is the meaning of orientation?/6/ 
Student  : Pengawalan /13/ 
Teacher  : Pengawalan, oh berarti patwal, polantas. /3/ 
Student  : (laughing) /18/ 
Teacher  : La tadi katanya pengawalan. La orientation apa?/6/ 
Student  : Pengawalan, perkenalan /13/ 
Teacher  : Iya, in English please /9/ 
Student  : Introduction/12/ 
Teacher  : Introduction, biasanya kamu kalo perkenalan gimana? Hai may I 
introduce myself. Gitukan kalian kalau introduction. Jadi disini 
introducting. Yang dikenalkan apanya ini?/6/ 
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Students  : Tokoh, suasana, /12/ 
Teacher  : Bahasa Inggrisnya tokoh apa?/6/ 
Student  : Character/12/ 
Teacher  : Character, bahasa Inggrisnya tokoh?/6/ 
Student  : Actor/12/ 
Teacher  : Iya pinter tk tulis, actor (writing participant)/2/ 
Student  : Partisipan 
Teacher  : Okey orientation is introducting about participant, place and time. 
Participant diini berarti saya bilangnya adalah karakternya atau 
tokoh. Place disini berarti where is the story take place./7/ 
Stuents  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Did you know the meaning of take place?/6/ 
Student  : Latar /12/ 
Teacher  : Latar berarti teras/3/ 
Student  : (laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : Take place berarti place when the story take/7/ 
Student  : Kok place lagi pak?/13/ 
Teacher  : Iya kan take place/7/ 
Student  : (writing) 
Teacher  : Kamu jangan nulis dulu, nanti tak kasih waktu untuk writing 
sekarang perhatikan dulu./9/ 
Student  : Ya pak 
Teacher  : Selanjutnya complication. Complication itu apa?/6/ 
Student  : Komplikasi/13/ 
Student 1 : Problem mulai muncul /13/ 
Student 2 : Klimaks /13/ 
Teacher  : Berarti bahasa Inggrisnya puncak masalah itu climax kata lainnya 
raising of problem. Jadi masalahnya meningkat. Suatu hari seekor 
kera berbicara dengan semut, mereka berbicara tentang 
rumahtangganya. Keranya nikah dengan semut. Kemudian 
datangnya seekor kecoa sebagai orang ketiga yang selalu menikung. 
Pasti akan terjadi masalah selanjutnya, kecoa suka sama semutnya. 
Gitu ya nanti terus menerus ya nanti terus sampai pada 
resolution./7/ 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : What is resolution? /6/ 
Student  : Solve problem /12/ 
Teacher  : Pinter sekali, solve the problem, disini adalah pemecahan masalah, 
masalah darimana? Ya dari cerita sebelunya tadi./2/ 
Student 1 : Paham sampai sini?/1/ 
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Student 2 : Ya paham/13/ 
Teacher  : Then there are social function, generic structure and then apalagi? 
Disini cara menghafalnya mudah kalau ada teks there are three 
point the first is S, number two G, number three L. or we can said 
SeGeL. Segel is social function and then generic structure and then 
L nya adalah? /7/ 
Student  : Language/12/ 
Teacher  : Pinter, language apa?/6/ 
Student  : Unsur/13/ 
Teacher  : Feature, language feature. Jadi cara hafalinnyakalau ada teks pasti 
tiga point yaitu Segel, nanti pointnya yang beda di generic structure. 
Gitu ya cara hafalinnya biar mudah. This is the material in the third 
grade when you take a final examination.  
Paham ya ini?/7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Then the last is language feature, in narrative what will we discuss 
in language feature?/6/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : What tense will we use in narrative text?/6/ 
Student  : Past tense/12/  
Teacher  : (writing) past tense, for the verb is V two, and then action verb, I 
mean that action verb here in on the text. Paham?/7/ 
Student  : Ya 
Teacher  : Jadi ada past tense, verb two, action verb dan satu lagi./7/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Apa satu lagi?/6/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Okey saya tulis etc  
Student  : Lho kok etc pak. /13/ 
Teacher  : Nanti supaya kamu belajar sendiri. Kalau yang kelas IPS sudah tak 
kasih juga kalia yang kelas IPA kalian cari sendiri ya. 
Mau dicatat dulu enggak, kalau enggak mau tak hapus?/7/ 
Student  : Mau 
Teacher  : Ya saya beri waktu dicatat dulu/9/ 
Student  : Ya pak  
Teacher  : Jadi how many point that we have learn? Understand the feature of 
a narrative Understand the grammatical features related to a 
narrative /7/ 
Student  : Yes  
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Teacher  : Ya kita sudah dapat dua poin ya, ini nanti yang terakhir kamu buat 
personal essay, tapi nanti personal essaynya saya ganti jadi drama, 
kita main bareng nanti./7/ 
Student  : (writing) 
Teacher  : Okey please ask me about some questions/9/ 
Student  : (silent writing) 
Teacher  : Kalau tidak ada pertanyaan berarti sudah paham semuanya./1/ 
Student  : Generic structure itu apa pak?/13/ 
Teacher  : Generic structure itu susunan bacaan, susunan bacaannya apa, 
kalau narrative text itu OCRs. Kalau language feature berarti unsur 
kebahasaan. Jadi kelas satu belum dikasih seperti ini? Nanti kalau 
UN keluarnya itu. Seperti what the function of the text. This is the 
simple material, so I mean that it is very easy 7/ 
Teacher  : Sudah belum nulisnya?/6/ 
Student  : Belum pak  
Teacher  : (membuka materi slide lain di ppt) this is definition of narrative, 
definition same with social function./7/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Then this is my material in powerpoint, this is some genres. Can you 
spell genre? /9/ 
Student  : g-e-n-r-e/12/ 
Teacher  : Abc in English kamu sudah tau ya, genre ini bacanya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Genre/12/ 
Teacher  : Bacanya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Genre/12/ 
Teacher  : Jos bacanya itu yangre /8/ 
Student  : Owalah bacanya yangre/13/ 
Teacher  : Genre itu bacanya yangre/7/ 
Student  : Yangre/12/ 
Teacher  : Jangan salah nanti kalau kamu disuruh can you read the word genre, 
kamu bacanya yangre. Jadi some genre of literary text, bacanya bisa 
cepat gak kalian? /9/ 
Student  : (membaca cepat) some genre of literary text/12/ 
Teacher  : (membaca materi ppt) Some genre of they are, beberapa genre dari 
mereka adalah folktale, legend, fantacy, fiction, fable.tadi sudah 
disebutkan semuanya ya. /7/ 
Student  : Ya pak /13/ 
Teacher  : Tidak usah dicatat ini mudah./9/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
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Teacher  : Jadi nanti di narrative text itu akhir ceritanya ada dua yaitu hsppy 
ending dan apa?/7/ 
Student  : Sad ending/12/ 
Teacher  : Sad ending. 
Langsung ke contohnya ya judulnya smart parrot/7/ 
Student  : Parrot 
Teacher  : Disini sudah saya bagi ya orientation, complication sama 
resolution. Judulnya smart parrot ya./7/ 
Students  : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : Disini any different word? Ada kata yang berbeda dengan yang 
biasanya kamu pakai? Any difficult word?/6/ 
Student  : Ada/13/ 
Teacher  : What is it?/6/ 
Student  : Bambang/13/ 
Teacher  : Bambang itu temannya bawang/3/ 
Students : Brambang (laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : Okey kit abaca dulu nanti kita terjemahkan bareng-bareng ya.  
Once upon a time, upon diini berasal dari kata up dan on ya jadi 
bacanya upon (writing upon) /7/ 
Student  : Upon 
Teacher  : Once upon a time a man have wonderful parrot. Artinya apa 
sekarang aku tanya?/6/ 
Student  : Pada suatu hari/12/ 
Teacher  : Jadi once upon a time, pada suatu hari. A man have a wonderful 
parrot,/7/  
Student  : Seorang laki-laki mempunyai parrot/12/ 
Teacher  : Laki-lakinya berapa orang?/6/ 
Student  : Satu/12/ 
Teacher  : Ya satu karna ada a nya ya jdi jumlahnya satu. A man had a 
wonderful parrot. Wonderful have the same meaning amazing. 
Seorang laki-laki mempunyai beo yang sangat luar biasa gitu ya 
artinya./7/ 
Students   (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  Then there was no other parrot like it. Artinya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Tidak ada beo yang sama itu/12/ 
Teacher  : Cocok, tidak ada beo lain yang seperti itu. Jadi beonya si bapak ini 
berbeda. The parrot could say every word, except one word/4/ 
Student  : Burungya tidak dapat berkata /13/ 
Teacher  : Bukan, tetapi burungnya bisa berkata apa saja, kecuali one word/11/ 
Student  : Satu kata/13/ 
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Teacher  : Kecuali satu kata The parrot could not say the name of its master. 
The name of its master was bambang. Jadi parrotnya itu tidak bisa 
ngomong namanya masternya. Master artinya apa? /7/ 
Student  : Yang punya/13/ 
Teacher  : Jadi burungnya tidak bisa ngomong namanya pemiliknya itu. 
Pemiliknya namanya siapa?/6/ 
Students : Bambang/12/ 
Teacher  : Burungnya tidak bisa ngomong name of his master, tidak bisa 
ngomong nama pemiliknya yaitu bambang. 
Okey, this is orientation, this is introducting about what?/6/ 
Student  : Pariticant/12/ 
Teacher  : Okey participant, placenya ada?/6/ 
Student  : No 
Teacher  : Timenya ada?/6/ 
Student  : Ada/12/ 
Teacher  : Mana timenya?/6/ 
Student  : Once upon a time/12/ 
Teacher  : Jos, gitu ya/2/ 
Students : Ya pak 
Teacher  : Selanjutnya the man felt excited having the smartest parrot but he 
could not understand why the parrot would not say his name 
bambang. /7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Excited artinya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Sedih/13/ 
Teacher  : Excited itu sama seperti happy, sangat senang sekali/8/ 
Student  : Owalah happy 
Teacher  : Jadi disini masternya itu gak habis piker kenapa burungnya ini tidak 
bisa ngomong Bambang. Next, and then the man tried to teach the 
bird to say bambang. Jadi laki-laki itu selalu mencoba untuk 
mengajarkan burungnya untuk berkata bambang/7/ 
Student  : Untuk berkata bambang/13/ 
Teacher  : Jadi disini burungnya dipaksa ya. Burunya dipaksa ngomong 
bambang. However, ini bacanya gimana?/6/ 
Student  : However/12/ 
Teacher  : However the bird kept not saying the word, bagaimanapun burungya 
tetap tidak bisa ngomong Bambang. Terus permasalahan datang 
disini./7/ 
Student  : Permasalahan pertama 
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Teacher  : Pinter, the first, yang pertama the man was very nice to the bird but 
then he got very angry. Jadi pada awalnya the man ini seneng banget 
sama burungnya tapi tiba-tiba the man langsung marah./7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Ini diarahkan kepada birdnya. Bahasa indonesianya eh kamu 
burung yang bodoh, wah ini bahasanya kasar sekali ya. Terus 
selanjutnya why can’t you say the word? Say Bambang or I will kill 
you, the man said angrily. Kenapa kamu tidak bisa ngomong kata 
Bambang tadi, itu artinya. Lalu si bambang said angrily, bambang 
ini marah. Selanjutnya although he tried hard to teach, meskipun 
bambang sudah bersungguh-sungguh untuk membuat burungya 
ngomong bambang, the parrot would not say it. Parrotnya tetep gak 
bisa ngomong bambang. Kan kasian ya?/7/ 
Student  : (laughing) /18/ 
Teacher  : Ini yang salah burungnya apa Bambangnya. Then the man got so 
angry and shouted to the bird over and over; “Say Bambang or I’ll 
kill you”. The bird kept not to say the word of Bambang. Kemudian 
bambang ini marah banget, kemudian teriak-teriak. Teriak 
gimana?/7/ 
Student  : Said bambang or I will kill you/12/ 
Teacher  : Okey, disini udah ada complicationnya ya. Selanjutnya one day, 
suatu hari/7/ 
Student  : Lho burunya gak jadi dibunuh pak?/13/ 
Teacher  : Sebentar, ceritanya belum slesai. One day, after he had been trying 
so many times to make the bird say Bambang, the man really got very 
angry./7/ 
Student  : Suatu hari 
Teacher  : Setelah dia mencoba/7/ 
Student  : Beberapa kali 
Teacher  : Bebrapa kali telah mencoba untuk membuat burungnya berkata 
Bambang, tetapi burungnya tidak bisa lalu bambang marah  
He could not bear it. He picked the parrot, picced artinya apa?/7/ 
Student  : Mengambil/12/ 
Teacher  : Melemparkan, jadi burungnya tadi dilemparkan kedalam chicken 
house/7/ 
Student  : Rumah ayam 
Teacher  : Ayam aja punya house lho ini, there were four old chicken for next 
dinner /7/ 
Student  : Ada ayam buat makan malam/13/ 
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Teacher  : Chicken for the next dinner. You are You are as stupid as the 
chickens. Just stay with them” Said the man angrily. Yang dimarahi 
siapa ini? /6/ 
Student  : Burung/12/ 
Teacher  : Berkata laki-laki itu dengan marahnya. Yang dimarahi siapa?/6/ 
Student  : Parrotnya/12/ 
Teacher  : You are as stupid as the chickens. Jadi kamu itu sama bodohnya 
dengan ayam/7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Terus, Then he continued to humble humble artinya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Rendah hati /12/ 
Teacher  : Iya betul, kemudian dia itu dengan hati. “You know, I will cut the 
chicken for my meal. Kamu tau aku akan memnyembelihmu untuk 
makan malamku Next it will be your turn, I will eat you too, stupid 
idiot parrot”. Selanjutnya adalah giliranmu, saya akan memakanmu 
juga, burng beo yang idiot After that he left the chicken house. Dan 
ditinggalkan di kandang ayam. /7/ 
Student  : Owalah mau disembelih  
Teacher  : Gitu ya sudah habis waktunya ya. Dilanjut minggu depan ya./7/ 
Student  : Yah, lanjutannya pak  
Teacher  : Saya tutup dulu wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Student  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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DATA 2 
Time  : Saturday, July, 27th 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
 
Teacher  : (masuk kelas)  
Students : (menyiapkan alat tulis) 
Teacher  : Disiapkan dulu sebelum pelajaran dimulai/9/ 
Students : (menyiapkan) 
Teacher  : Okey, before we start our lesson, I say Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Teacher  : I would like to repeat about our lesson that I has tought Yesterday. 
Paham ya, nanti narrative Cuma dua sampai tiga kali ayau tiga 
sampai empat kali. Nanti kita juga ada praktek ya./7/ 
Student  : Pak melanjutkan Bambang pak /13/ 
Teacher  : I will repeat the material terus nanti lanjut yang kemaren ya. Okey, 
narrative text, there are some points in narrative text, what are they? 
/6/ 
Students  : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : In narrative text there are three point that I said SGO /7/ 
Student  : L /13/ 
Teacher  : Iya L ya jadi SGL, S disini adalah? /6/ 
Student : Social function /12/ 
Teacher : G adalah? /6/ 
Student : Generic structure /12/ 
Teacher : And L is Language feature. 
Okey narrative text consist of the story, so the social function is based 
on the story, gitu ya. 
Next, what is the social function of narrative text? /7/ 
Students  : (open the book) 
Teacher  : Don’t open your book, close your book please /9/ 
Students : To entertain or amuse /12/ 
Teacher  : Because this is story, so you must define the meaning, the story that 
based on fiction, I mean that imaginary, khayalan aja. So you know 
the social function, social function in here is the purpose or the goal, 
the first is? /7/ 
Students : To entertain /12/ 
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Teacher  : (writing) ya jadi biasanya dia mengibur. To entertain, choose one of 
them you can write down entertain or amuse. Yang di amuse siapa, 
the? /7/  
Student  : The reader /12/ 
Teacher : The reader.  
Tentang apa? /6/ 
Student : About the story /12/ 
Teacher : About the story, 
Paham ya? Nanti disini menyesuaikan based on the story 
You can be change. Ini artinya apa dulu? Kamu dapat/6/ 
Students  : Kamu dapat dirubah/12/ 
Teacher  : Berarti ini nulisnya you can change it.  
Lalu selanjutnya generic structure, generic structure in here consist 
of three, for the first is?/7/ 
Student  : Orientation/12/ 
Teacher  : (writing) orientation, what the meaning of orientation/6/ 
Student  : Introducting/12/ 
Teacher  : Introducting the participant, place and time. Gitu ya. Participant ini 
here concsist of two, there are?/7/ 
Students : Major and minor/12/ 
Teacher : From the example Yesterday, what is the participant? Jadi teks 
kemaren itu partisipannya siapa?/6/ 
Students  : Bambang dan burung/12/ 
Teacher : Sip, partisipannya Bambang, parrot. Bambang is? /6/ 
Student : Master/12/ 
Teacher  : Pinter, bambang is a man/2/ 
Student  : (laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : Lalu parrot sama Bambang termauk dalam apa?/6/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Termasuk dalam major atau minor?/6/ 
Students  : Major/12/ 
Teacher  : La kalo major lalu minornya siapa?/6/ 
Student : Chicken /12/ 
Teacher  : Chicken, berarti minornya adalah chicken. Gitu ya, chicken nanti 
ada dua kalo cewek namanya hen kalau laki-laki cock./7/ 
Student  : Cock 
Teacher  : Okey tau ya, this is major, this is minor, kok majornya ada dua, 
gapap nanti tergantung dari ceritannya bisa ada satu bisa ada 
dua./7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
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Teacher  : Terus selanjutnya complication, complication is the?/6/ 
Students : Raising problem/12/ 
Teacher  : Raising of problem, this is climax, kamu gak usah nulis yak karena 
ini kemarin sudah. Berarti disini nanti ada permasalahan, 
permasalahannya apa? Parrotnya kenapa?/6/ 
Students  : Tidak bisa ngomong Bambang/12/ 
Teacher  : It cannot say Bambang/4/ 
Students : Cannot say Bambang  
Teacher  : Then resolution, resolutionnya apa?/6/ 
Student : Belum selesai pak/13/ 
Teacher : Kemaren sudah selesai ya contohnya?/6/ 
Students : Belum pak/12/ 
Teacher  : Baru orientasi aja kemaren? 
Jadi disini resolution itu solve the problem. 
Understood?/6/ 
Students  : Yes  
Teacher  : Nanti pas saya ujian , UH 1 soalnya kyax gini aja, I will give you 
some text, I mean that the first paragraph, second paragrapgh, third 
paragraph, four paragraph, five paragraph, and etc. you have to 
define about the generic structure, don’t be confuse./7/ 
Students  : Apa pak? 
Teacher  : Jangan bingung. For the first paragraph is?/6/ 
Students  : Orientation/12/ 
Teacher  : And then bla bla bla, this is for example /7/ 
Students  : Complication/12/ 
Teacher  : Complication (memulis) and then the last is?/6/ 
Students  : Resolution/12/ 
Teacher  : Gitu ya, jadi nanti kamu tak suruh seperti ini. What is the orientation 
of the text, kamu tulis saja the first paragraph, dijawab gitu aja cukup 
tapi kalau ulangan semester harus ditulis semua isi paragrafnya. 
Nanti biasanya tak suruh menganalisis lagi, in the text, what is the 
language feature that use. Makanya nanti di orientasi kamu tulis 
semuanya./7/  
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Gitu ya jadi itu contoh soal saya ketika ulangan. Jadi nanti 
paragraftnya Cuma tiga kok, itu mudah nanti tinggal menjawab 
saja./7/ 
Student : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Seperi itu jadi ini kita belajarnya pelan-pelan dulu ya, paham ya 
sampai sini ya?/1/ 
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Students : Ya 
Teacher  : Kalau nanti complication, complicationnya apa saja, kalian tidak 
perlu writing semua paragrafnya cukup intinya saja masalahnya apa 
saja kalian tuliskan contohnya ini tadi it cannot said Bambang, it nya 
ini siapa? Parrot, it cannot say Bambang. Komplikasi enakknya 
disini tidak perlu ditulis semua tetapi langsung dicari 
permasalahannya  dan ini yang akan membuat kamu susah nanti 
karena you have to conclude the text to know the complication, 
conclude itu menyimpulkan/7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : And then resolution, resolution sama jawabnya seperti komplikasi, 
pemecahan masalahnya apa, ini tadi tidak bisa ngomong Bambang 
terus pemecahan masalahnya dimasukkan kedalam kandang 
ayam./7/ 
Students  : Ayam 
Teacher  : Apakah setelah dikandang ayam bisa ngomong Bambang? Nanti kita 
lihat bareng-bareng akhir ceritanya. Gitu ya?/7/ 
Student  : Ya pak 
Teacher  : Lalu selanjutnya adalah language feature, using past tense, V2 /7/ 
Student  : V 2 
Teacher  : Lalu action verb lalu time conjuction, kemaren tak kasih belum? /6/ 
Students : Belum pak   
Teacher  : Kemaren saya tulis etc ya? Jadi disini time conjuction. Time 
conjuction here is after, before and etc/7/ 
Students : Kok etc pak?/13/ 
Teacher  : Ini nanti tergantung dengan ceritanya, apa yang ada didalam 
ceritanya. Kalau kamu kemaren sudah menemukan apa?/6/ 
Student : Although /12/ 
Teacher  : Although, meskipun. Gitu ya misalnya seperti itu. Sampai sini 
paham? Ada yang ditanyakan? Kalau saya mengajar terlalu cepat 
kalian bilang nanti I will teach you slowly. Sudah? Atau mau dicatat 
dulu? /6/ 
Student  : Dicatat /13/ 
Teacher : Yang kemaren belum silahkan dicatat dulu/9/ 
Students : (mencatat) 
Teacher  : Kemaren contohnya baru sampai orientasi ya?/6/ 
Student : Sampai komplikasi pak/12/ 
Teacher  : (preparing LCD) 
Student  : (mencatat) 
Teacher : Sudah ya? 
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Kemaren sampai mana?/6/ 
Student : Kemaren sampai masuk di kandang ayam pak/12/ 
Teacher  : Sampai ini?(menunjuk ke ppt) /6/ 
Student : Iya ini pak  
Teacher  : (menunjuk ppt) this is time conjuction, ini ada after. /7/ 
Students : Ya pak  
Teacher  : Lalu ini ada apalagi?/6/ 
Student : Oneday/12/ 
Teacher : Tak tulis sini (writing dipapan tulis). Lanjut ya? Sip/2/ 
Student : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Resolutionnya, the next day, pada hari?/6/ 
Students  : Berikutnya/12/ 
Teacher  : Pada hari berikutnya, the man come back to the chicken house/7/ 
Student : Kembali ke kandang ayam /13/ 
Teacher : Pada hari berikutnya, laki-laki kembali ke kandang?/6/ 
Students : Ayam/12/ 
Teacher : He opened the dorr, yang dia lakuk an adalah membuka pintu. And 
was very suprized. Dan sangat terkejut.  
Sekarang saya tanya why the word using ed?/6/ 
Students  : Karena menggunakan verb 2/13/ 
Teacher  : Was very surprised. Ini bacanya very kalau kalian baca fery itu 
namanya kapal. /7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Was very surprised itu verb berapa?/6/ 
Student  : Verb 2/12/ 
Teacher  : Verb 2, kenapa kok pakai ed?/6/ 
Students  : Karena regular verb/12/ 
Teacher  : Karena regular verb ya. What the meaning of regular verb?/6/ 
Student  : Kata-kata beraturan/12/ 
Teacher  : Kata-kata beraturan. Kenapa was very surprised itu verb?/6/ 
Student  : Verb 2/13/ 
Teacher  : You are very wonderful but the answer is false./11/ 
Student  : Verb 3/13/ 
Teacher  : Verb 3? What is your reason?/6/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Jawabannya verb 3. What is your reason, alasannya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Because 
Teacher  : Because of you, oh jangan /3/ 
Student  : (laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : Ini verb 3 atau verb 2?/6/ 
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Student  : Verb 3/13/ 
Teacher : Alasannya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Karena tidak 2 
Teacher  : He was very surprise. Oh ada was nya. Jadi gini in the text kenapa 
kok ditulis was very surprised ada alasannya, was itu adalah? To be 
kan? /7/ 
Student  : To be  
Teacher  : Iya to be, kalau very itu tidak ada kedudukannya dia hanya untuk 
penekanan saja. To be, setelah tobe itu pasti ada verb. Tobe plus verb 
3 namanya apa? Kamu kelas 1sudah diajari ini, what is the 
material?/6/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Aku kan tanya cuma to be plus verb 3, namanya apa?/6/ 
Student : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : To be plus verb 3 apa namanya?/6/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Jadi was very surprised ini termasuk dalam apa?/6/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Safna, to be + verb 3 didalam bahasa Inggris namanya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Passive voice/12/ 
Teacher  : Ya betul pinter sekali, this is passive voice, berarti di language 
featurenya nanti aka nada passive voice /2/ 
Student  : Owalah 
Teacher  : Ya jadi was very surprised itu passive voice. 
Surprised itu verb 1 nya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Surprise /12/ 
Teacher  : Ya betul, pinter, surprise. Gitu ya/2/ 
Student  : Ya 
Teacher  : Okey selanjutnya the next day the man come back to the chicken 
house. He opened the door and was very surprised. Jadi dia 
membuka pintu dan akhirnya dia terkejut/7/ 
Student  : ((silent) mendengarkan)/14/ 
Teacher  : He could not believe what he saw in the chicken house. Arti kata 
belive is?/6/ 
Students : Percaya/12/ 
Teacher  : Percaya have same meaning with?/6/ 
Students  : Trust12/ 
Teacher  : Trust, tulisannya can you spell it?/9/ 
Students  : T-R-U-S-T/12/ 
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Teacher  : Jangan dikasih i lho ya nanti I trasi you, saya memberi trasi kepada 
kamu /3/ 
Students  : (laughing) /18/ 
Teacher  : He could not believe what he saw in the chicken house. Dia tidak 
percaya apa yang dia lihat dikandang ayam. There were three death 
chickens on the floor. Jadi dia melhat tiga?/7/ 
Student : Tiga ayam yang mati/12/ 
Teacher : Dia melihat tiga ayam yang mati, iya kan? Matinya dimana? Oh 
matinya dilantai lalu matinya karena apa? 
At the moment, the parrot was standing proudly and screaming at the 
last old chicken; “Say Bambang or I’ll kill you”. 
Berarti yang membunuh adalah? Si parrot bukan? /7/ 
Student : Parrot/12/ 
Teacher : Iya parrotnya. At the moment disini berarti masuk pada apa?/6/ 
Student  : Time conjuction/12/ 
Teacher  : Jadi seperti ini ya , nanti yang akan saya suruh seperti ini kamu 
menganalisa time conjuctionnya apa nanti kamu tulis semua ya, 
terus participantnya apa major sama minor ditulis semua gitu ya./7/ 
Students : Iya pak 
Teacher  : Terus at the moment pada saat itu, the parrot was standing proudly 
and screaming at the last old chicken, beonya beridir dengan 
bangganya dan berteriak kepada ayam terakhir “Say Bambang or 
I’ll kill you”. Kamu ngomong Bambang atau aku akan 
membunuhmu./7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Kalimat ini biasanya diucapkan oleh siapa?/6/ 
Students : Bambang/12/ 
Teacher : Jadi kalimat Bambang ini ditirukan oleh?/6/ 
Student : Beo/12/ 
Teacher  : Burung beo ya, berarti resolusinya apa?/6/ 
Student  : Beo bisa ngomong Bambang/13/ 
Teacher  : Jadi ketika saya Tanya resolusinya apa kamu jawab satu persatu, 
parrotnya gimana?/6/ 
Student : Kill chicken/13/ 
Teacher : Parrot kill the chicken, jadi nanti jawabannya gitu lho ya kamu harus 
mampumenghubungkan dan mencari tahu resolusinya itu apa, make 
a conclusion /7/ 
Student : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : Jadi parrot kill chicken because they, kenapa they?/6/ 
Student : Karena lebih dari 1 pak chickennya/13/ 
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Teacher  : Iya betul, pinter sekali. Nanti begitu ya jawabnya/2/ 
Students  : Ya pak 
Teacher  : Okey ditulis dulu/9/ 
Students  : (writing) 
Teacher  : Bahasa inggris mudah kan? Ulangan juga mudah, yang suah itu 
yang buat soalnya./7/ 
Students  : ((silent) nulis) 
Teacher : Any questions?/6/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Aulia sudah?/6/ 
Aulia  : Sudah pak/12/ 
Teacher  : Kita masuk ke contoh berikutnya judulnya Beauty and the Beast. Jadi 
artinya di cantik dan buruk rupa/7/ 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Tak hapus ya tulisannya. (menghapus tulisan dippan) kalian analisa 
dulu./9/ 
Students  : (menganalisa teks di ppt) 
Teacher  : Okey, I will ask you what is the title of the text?/6/ 
Students : Beauty and the Beast/12/ 
Teacher  : Sudah jelas ya judulnya, narrative text tanpa judul itu biasanya 
jarang./7/ 
Student  : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : Terus selanjutnya orientation paragraph 1, didalam paragraph 1 we 
analyse the language feature that is participant, what are they? /6/ 
Students  : Beauty /12/ 
Teacher : Beauty, berarti disini a girl/4/ 
Student : A girl  
Teacher  : And then?/6/ 
Student  : Father/12/ 
Teacher  : Father, namanya siapa? Oh tidak ada namanya, and then sister, and 
then she, she refer to?/7/  
Students  : Beauty/12/ 
Teacher  : Beauty. Enough?/5/ 
Student  : Enough 
Teacher  : Terus times nya ada tidak?/6/ 
Students : Ada/12/ 
Teacher : Apa timesnya?/6/ 
Students  : Once upon a time/12/ 
Teacher : Once upon a time, then?/5/ 
Student : One day/12/ 
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Teacher  : One day? saya tanyanya in the first paragraph lho, one daynya gak 
ada ya,/11/ 
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : terus selajutnya placenya apa?/6/ 
Student : Villages/12/ 
Teacher  : Small village/4/ 
Students : Farm/12/ 
Teacher  : (writing dipapan) oh jadi ada dua small village dan farm. Paham?/1/ 
Students : ((silent) mendengarkan) 
Teacher  : Okey, once upon a time there was a girl named Beauty. She lived with 
her father and her isters in a small village. 
Beauty was a beautiful girl. She was also hard-working. She always 
helped her father on the farm. /7/ 
Students : ((silent) mendengarkan) 
Teacher  : Suatu hari ada seorang perempuan yang bernama?/7/ 
Students : Beauty/12/ 
Teacher  : Perempuanya namanya Beauty atau sicantik. Dia hidup bersama?/6/ 
Student  : Ayahnya/12/ 
Teacher : Ayahnya dan kedua saudara permpuan, in a small village/7/ 
Student : Didesa yang kecil/12/ 
Teacher  : Pada sebuah desa kecil. Beauty was a beautiful girl. Beauty adalah 
seorang wanita atau gadis yang cantik. /7/ 
Student : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : She was also hard working. Hard working biasanya dibalik ya, study 
hard, hard working, jadi dia juga seorang pekerja keras. She always 
helped her father on the farm. Selalu membantu ayahnya di kebun/7/ 
Students : Selalu membantu ayahnya dikebun 
Teacher  : Paragraph dua, apakah ini masuk orientation atau complication?/6/ 
Students : complication /13/ 
Teacher : One day, suatu hari her father set out for the city/7/ 
Students : Bapaknya keluar kota/13/ 
Teacher  : Set out sama seperti went out atau go. 
Suatu hari ayahnya pergi ke kota  
He saw an old castle and went in./7/ 
Students : Dia melihat istana tua/13/ 
Teacher : Dia melihat sebuah istana yang sudah tua, dan tidak seorangpun 
yang ada didalam istana tersebut, but there was food on the table. 
/7/ 
Teacher  : Coba dibaca table, gimana cara bacanya. /9/ 
Students : Table/12/ 
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Teacher  : Terus jadi, but there was food on the table. Tetapi ada makanan 
diatas meja/7/ 
Student  : Makanan diatas meja 
Teacher  : Bahasanya gampang yang ini atau yang tadi?/6/ 
Students : Ini 
Teacher  : Sama 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Then he walked around the castle. /7/ 
Student : Berkeliling/13/ 
Teacher : Heem, dia  berkeliling di istana, he picked a rose from garden for 
Beauty./4/ 
Students : Dia memetik bunga/13/ 
Teacher  : Dia memeteik bunga dari taman untuk dibawa pulang. Suddenly, 
mak bedunduk an angry Beast appeared, muncullah /7/ 
Student : Si buruk rupa/13/ 
Teacher  : Jadi appear itu muncul, jadi tiba-tiba muncullah si buruk rupa /7/ 
Students : Yang marah 
Teacher : Buruk rupa yang sangat marah  
He wanted to kill Beauty’s father unless Beauty was brought to him. 
Dia ingin membunuh ayahnya beauty, unless?/7/ 
Students : Kecuali/13/ 
Teacher  : Kecuali, unless itu bukan kecuali, unless itu materi di conditional 
sentes sama dengan kata if. Unless itu if jika blab la bla maka blab 
la bla. /11/ 
Student  : Jadi jika tidak anu maka anu to pak?/13/ 
Teacher  : Iya, unless Beauty was brought to him. Jika tidak dibawa ke rumah 
maka ayahnya akan dibunuh oleh beast./7/ 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Sekarang saya mau tanya ini adalah orientation atau 
complication?/6/  
Student  : Complication/12/ 
Teacher  : Is there any problem?/6/ 
Student : Yes  
Teacher : What the probem?/6/ 
Student : Bapaknya memeitik bunga/12/ 
Teacher  : Oh masalahnya Cuma satu saja, ayahnya masuk di bunuh karena 
memetik bunga. Okey jadi complicationnya ada satu./4/  
Students : (silent) /14/ 
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Teacher : Terus, Beauty’s father told her daughters what had happened. 
Bapaknya bilang ke anaknya tentang apa yang terjadi. Beauty’s 
sisters ordered her to see the Beast /7/ 
Students : (silent)  
Teacher  : Ordered apa artinya? /6/ 
Student : Pesen /14/ 
Teacher  : Seperti gojek saja. Beauty’s sisters ordered her to see the Beast. 
Adeknya si beauty ini menyuruh dia, dia siapa? /6/ 
Student : Beauty/12/ 
Teacher  : To see the beast. Untuk meliht the beast Beauty went to see the Beast 
and had to stay at the castle. Beauty pergi untuk melihat the Beast 
tadi dan tinggal disana. She felt scared, lonely and sad. Merasa 
kesepian dan sedih. She tried to run away but was stopped by the 
Beast. Dia mencoba untuk pergi tetapi dihentikan oleh the beast. /7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Passive voicenya ada enggak? /6/ 
Students : Was stopped/13/ 
Teacher  : Iya bener pinter./2/ 
Students : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : Selanjutnya The Beast treated Beauty well.  Si buruk rupa tadi 
memperlakukan beauty dengan baik  
Soon, Beauty began to like the Beast. Kemudian beauty menyukai the 
beast /7/ 
Student : Malahan suka sama si buruk rupa/13/ 
Teacher  : One day, through the Beast’s magic mirror, dengan memakai kaca 
ajaib. Beauty saw that her father was sick.  Beauty bisa melihat 
ayahnya sedang sakit. /7/ 
Students : (silent) 
Teacher  : The Beast allowed her to go home. Membolehkan dia untuk pulang, 
yang dibolehkan pulang siapa?/6/ 
Students : Beauty /12/ 
Teacher  : Her father was happy to see her. Ayahnya sangat bahagia ketika 
bertemu dengan beauty. Tau kan ini tadi komplikasinya. /7/ 
Students : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : One night, Beauty had a dream. Beauty mempunyai sebuah mimpi  
A fairly, fairly artinya apa?/6/ 
Students : Peri/12/ 
Teacher  : Pinter, A fairly, told her that the Beast was sick. Peri mengatakan 
kepadanya bahwa buuk rupa sedang sakit Beauty hurried back, 
beauty cepet-cepet pulang and saw the Beast dying. /7/ 
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Student   : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Dan melihat the beast dying, what is dying?  /6/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Terkapar 
She began to cry. Dia mulai menangis. 
Tears fell onto the Beast. Air matanya jatuh ke si buruk rupa 
Jadi air matanya jatuh mengenai si the beast tadi./7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Suddenly, the Beast changed into handsome prince. Lalu si buruk 
rupa berubah menjadi seorang pangeran tampan. Jadi dia berubah. 
Dan akhirnya Beauty and the Beast got married and lived happily 
ever after. Beauty dan the beast menikah dan hidup bahagia 
selamanya./7/ 
Students : Jadi berubah ganteng/13/ 
Teacher  : Jadi ini sad ending apa happy ending?/6/ 
Students : Happy ending/12/ 
Teacher : Cocok, happy ending. Klimaksnya dimana?/6/ 
Student : Air matanya jatuh/13/ 
Teacher : Air matanya jatuh dan mengenai si buruk rupa/4/  
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Okey I think enough for this meeting. I will give you homework, find 
one story to present in front of class, and I will give you 1 weeks to 
prepare it /9/ 
Students : Bebas pak? 
Teacher  : Iya bebas, narrative text silahkan kamu pilih ya/9/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Enough for today, tahnk you wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb  
Students : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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DATA 3 
Time  : Tuesday, July, 30th 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
 
Teacher  : Sebelumnya Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Teacher  : Disiapkan dulu /9/ 
Students  : (menyiapkan buku dan alat tulis) 
Teacher  : Kemaren contohnya sudah selesai? Bambang sudah selesai?/6/ 
Students  : Kemaren beauty and the beast pak/12/ 
Teacher  : Beauty and the beast sudah selesai?/6/ 
Students  : Belum/12/ 
Student  : Katanya mau di tontonin film beauty and the beast pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Tidak ada filmnya saya/7/ 
Students  : Yah gimana, nonton di youtube pak, youtube pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Nonton filmnya besok saja /7/ 
Student 1  : Nanti kalau sudah beda tema gak jadi nonton film pak /13/ 
Student 2 : Atau nonton dramanya yang kemaren pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Ya kalian main dulu nuwh nanti. Jadi nanti minggu depan kalian siap 
ya?/2/ 
Student 3  : Astaughfirullah pak 
Student 4 : Pakai drama yang dulu boleh pak?/13/ 
Teacher  : Boleh gapapa, yang penting kalian berani dan maju untuk 
menampilkan dramanya disini/7/ 
Student : Ya pak 
Teacher  : Hari rabu ya dramanya gimana? /1/ 
Students : Jangan rabu pak sabtu aja /13/ 
Teacher  : Pilih yang dua jam pelajaran ya /9/ 
Students  : Sabtu pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Okey sabtu ya kalau gitu dramanya /1/ 
Students : Ya pak 
Teacher  : Kita mulai sekarang ya pelajarannya /7/ 
Students  : (diam memperhatikan guru) 
Teacher : Apa kemarin contohnya ini sudah? (menunjuk ke ppt)/6/ 
Students  : Sudah/12/ 
Teacher  : Yang ini sudah? (menunjukkan cerita beauty and the beast)/6/ 
Students  : Sudah /12/ 
Teacher  : Silahkan ini dibaca dulu (menunjuk slide di lcd)/9/ 
Students  : Lho pak S iw kok gak nonton film aja to pak/13/ 
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Teacher  : (tersenyum)ini dulu dibaca./9/ 
Student  : Drama aja pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Kalian sudah siap?/6/ 
Nasrul  : Asiap 
Student  : Drama kehidupan pak/12/ 
Teacher  : (membuka sebuah narrative text panjang) 
Students  : Gak kelihatan pak terlalu kecil tulisannya/13/ 
Teacher  : Okey, kita ketemu lagi hari kamis ya?/7/ 
Student  : Kamis nonton film /13/ 
Teacher  : Kamis itu nanti kalian main drama ya?/1/ 
Student  : Gak mau 
Teacher  : Nanti dinilai /7/ 
Student 1 : Nonton film dulu pak/13/  
Student 2 : Pak kamis nonton film dulu pak/13/  
Teacher  : Ya nanti nontonnya besok /11/  
Students  : Besok pak? Besok berarti hari rabu pak ? 
Teacher  : Kamu praktek dulu hari kamisnya itu yang main nanti siapa? Nanti 
kalau dari kalian ada yang main langsung laporkan saja nama-
namanya. Gitu ya?/9/ 
Student : Satu kelas kan pak? 
Teacher  : Iya satu kelompok satu kelas. Atau dibagi dua? Atau three group?/1/ 
Student 1 : Gak usah pak/13/ 
Student 2 : Satu kelas aja pak/13/  
Student 3 : Satu kelas aja pak langsung pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Okey, what the story that you choose? Ha?/6/ 
Students  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Ceritanya apa yang mau dipakai?/6/ 
Student  : Suroboyo 
Teacher  : Nanti hari kamis siap gak? Nanti jam pertama lho/1/ 
Students : Enggak siap, jangan kamis pak/13/ 
Student  : Sing dua jam ki mesti jam pertama ya/13/  
Student  : Sabtu saja pak/13/ 
Student  : Sabtu pak sabtu/13/ 
Teacher  : Kalian siap Sabtu?/6/ 
Student  : Kamis nonton film, sabtu main drama pak/13/ 
Student  : Okey, masuk, cocok /13/ 
Student  : Kamisnya belum siap pak /13/ 
Teacher  : Kalian udah siap ya? Teksnya sudah siap ya?/6/ 
Students  : Belum 
Teacher  : Narasinya sudah ada?/6/ 
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Students  : Belum /13/ 
Teacher  : Udah gini we make an appointment, Saturday ya, Saturday you will 
present about I mean about drama then you have to prepare about 
the material so on Saturday I will no say kalau belum siap, saya gak 
mau denger lagi./9/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Sabtu itu berarti tangagal 2 berarti? (diam) tanggal empat?/6/ 
Students  : Tanggal tiga/12/ 
Teacher  : Ya oke ya Sabtu ya, you have to prepare about the material./9/ 
Nasrul  : All right 
Teacher  : Saturday, when I enter the class you are ready, gitu ya? Jadi nanti 
sudah siap semuanya./7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Pemainnya siapa saja, how many actor, how many actress sudah 
siap semua. For setting class up to you, terserah kamu/7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Kamu mau setting gimana kelasnya, mau di belakang semua mejanya 
atau gimana?/6/ 
Nasrul  : Gampang pak, nanti bisa kita urus/13/ 
Teacher  : Nanti saya lihat transkripnya dulu /7/ 
Nasrul  : Nanti konsepnya pkoknya ya seperti itu pak/13/  
Teacher  : Yang main ada 7 ya?/6/ 
Nasrul  : Ya lebih nuwh pak, la nanti ibuknya joko tarub, 7 itu baru 
bidadarinya/13/ 
Teacher  : Berarti menghafal ya? You have to remember?/6/ 
Students  : Iya 
Student  : 10 orang pak /12/ 
Teacher  : 10 berarti nanti yang lain figuran 
Student : Berarti bawa ember cat 
Teacher  : Berarti kalian mau bawa properti?/6/ 
Student  : Kalau pakai kostum nanti dari drama sampe pulang sekolah gak 
ganti /13/ 
Teacher  : Gak usah pakai kostum, biasa saja.tapi propertinya mialnya kamu 
bawa tenggok berarti kalian bawa tenggok gitu ya /9/ 
Student  : Ya enggak pak  
Teacher  : La ya makanya, makanya gak usah pakai property aja yang 
sekiranya besar-besar/9/  
Student : Ya nanti gampang pak bisa diatur/13/  
Teacher  : Okey, jadi nanti disiapkan sendiri./9/ 
Students : (ngomong-ngomong sendiri)/16/ 
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Teacher  : Nanti pemeran utamanya siapa? /6/ 
Students  : (bicara sendiri memilih pemain utama)/16/ 
Teacher  : Faiq nanti kamu tulis ya/9/ 
Student 1 : Iya pak  
Teacher  : Write down about the actor and the actress and then give it to me. 
About the actor and the actress dan teksnya juga kalau sudah ada/9/ 
Student 1 : Iya, teksnya sudah ada pak /12/ 
Teacher  : Iya nanti terus what is it the narration you have to print out! /9/ 
Student 1 : Yes  
Teacher  : Print out the material and that collect it to me the actor and the 
actress. Gitu ya/9/ 
Student 1 : Ya siap  
Teacher  : Terus (menunjuk slide ppt) ini tak kasih, I give you the example about 
the original of Surabaya, this is one of the example about the 
narrative text/7/  
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Ini yang banyak, saya kasih contoh yang paragrafnya banyak. What 
is the meaning of the original of Surabaya?/6/ 
Student  : Asal mula/12/ 
Teacher  : Asal mula..?/7/ 
Student  : Kota Surabaya /12/ 
Teacher  : Asal mula kota Surabaya ya. Ini biasanya di pakai untuk ujian 
semester atau bahkan di ujian nasional. Nanti akan ada paragraph 
banyak, beberapa paragraph dan soalnya Cuma dua/7/ 
Student  : Ngajain rebut itu pak kalau soalnya Cuma dua /13/ 
Teacher  : Jadi diujian nasional, this is the text and then only two question /7/ 
Student  : Dua saja pak soalnya?/13/ 
Teacher  : Iya pilihannya abc tapi nanti soalnya beda, bukan what is the social 
function, gak gitu tapi soalnya nanti what the main idea./7/ 
 Student : Apa itu ide pokok/13/ 
Teacher  : Ya ide pokok paragraph dan itu semua jadi dua pertanyaan itu 
adalah pertanyaan yang berbobot /7/ 
Student : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : The text use a simple word, once upon a time, selalu pakai once upon 
a time. For the first paragraph there are participant, place and time 
/7/ 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Semunya komplit disini, kalau kemaren timenya ada? place nya?/6/ 
Student  : Gak ada/12/ 
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Teacher  : Gak ada, terus yang disini, the origin of Surabaya, in orientation 
there are participant, place sama time./7/ 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Complication, in paragraph two, three, four. What the problem, lha 
you can conclude from the paragraph, jadi kamu bisa menyimpulkan 
dari paragraph dua, tiga, dan empat and then the resolution in the 
problem is Baya take it Sura bla bla bla bla, the resolution of the text 
dati sini sampe akhir (menunjukkan kalimat di slide ppt) gitu ya 
biasanya dibawah sendiri./7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Resolutionnya ada di bawah sendiri,biasanya dikalimat terakhir, 
jadi kalau ulangan nanti disimpulkan sendiri, what is the 
complication dari mulai paragraph dua,tiga,empat, nanti 
resolusinya apa disimpukan sendiri/7/ 
Students : (silent) 
Teacher  : Atau bahkan nanti saya bisa ulangan dalam bentuk video, kalau 
pakai video nanti kamu kalau gak tau bahasanya kamu nanti gak bisa 
nulis, ini pernah saya alami ketika saya di kuliah, ujian narasi using 
video, ujian discussion using video, kalau kuliah kan tingkatannya 
udah advance/7/ 
Students  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Nanti tak kembangkan dulu saja, ujiannya seperti ini, saya pakai 
yang panjang, biasane nanti langsung I give you a paper, I mean that 
the text is print out, so you have to answer my question and then 
define about the generic structure and find out the language feature. 
There are only five question in my examination /7/ 
Student : Examination 
Teacher  : Hanya ada lima nanti tapi bahasanya saja yang akan saya rubah, 
what is the social function biasanya, mention about the generic 
structure, what is the generic structure, what is the language feature, 
mention all of the language feature, nanti di tuliskan semuanya. Gitu 
ya, nanti inysaallah/7/  
Students  : (silent memperhatikan) 
Teacher  : Insyaallah bisa, kelasmu tak bagi jadi 1 group saja, kalau dikelas 
yang lain saya bagi jadi 3 group, so they have three theme that must 
present, jadi ada tiga tema yang harus di tampilkan nanti, kalau 
kelas ini mintanya satu tapi nanti melibatkan banyak actor ya gak 
masalah. /7/ 
Students  : (silent) 
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Teacher  : La yang lainnya jadi apa? Jadi nanti kamu yang jadi pembantu, oh 
teksnya ketinggalan dibawah kamu ambil gitu ya /9/ 
Students   (silent) 
Teacher  : Terus for actor and actress you have to ready, I mean that about the 
utterances that you will talk, jadi untuk actor dan actrisnya gak boleh 
ada kata lupa kalau saya bilang. Atau gini when you forget about the 
utterances, you can change the utterncess with the other word. Tau 
ya?/7/ 
Students : Apa pak 
Teacher  : Jadi kalau kalian lupa nanti bisa diganti dengan kata yang lain. 
Paham ya?/7/ 
Students  : (silent) /14/ 
Teacher  : Insyaallah udah siap ya anak IPA. Kalau anak IPS kemaren kelas 
satu drama juga?/6/ 
Students  : Iya/12/ 
Teacher  : Ya nanti saya tanya yang siap siapa. Kalau pemainnya kalian boleh 
acak ya jadi misalnya ada yang kurang lagi kalian bisa tambahi 
ambil sana ambil sini gitu, paham ya?/7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Okey berarti kamu majunya besok sabtu ya/1/  
Student  : Yes sabtu Yes /13/ 
Teacher  : You will present about the drama. And you have to print out the 
narration and collect to me. And then actor and actress dan 
dikumpulkan ke saya semua jadi saya bisa tau ini jadi kurcaci, ini 
jadi kurcaci satu. Gitu ya/9/ 
Students  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Terus judulnya jadi apa?/6/ 
Student  : Joko tarub/12/ 
Teacher  : Joko tarub itu, ya silahkan nanti prepare about the drama. Nanti 
dikasih prolog jadi ada yang baca prolog narasinya /9/ 
Students : Ya pak  
Teacher  : Gitu ya, any question?/6/  
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Nanti kalau prolognya sudah masuk, kamu mau pakai music boleh, 
kasih instrument. Nanti saya sesuaikan kamu ngomong apa sama 
narasi yang saya pegang, jadi nanti saya tau kalau ada yang diganti 
saya tau. /7/ 
Students : (silent) 
Teacher  : Paham ya?/7/ 
Students : Paham insyallah/13/ 
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Teacher  : Yang main ada setengah dari kelas ini?/6/ 
Student  : Kira-kira ya 2/3 main/13/ 
Teacher  : 2/3 main oke sip berarti yang gak main kira-kira 7 orang /7/ 
Students  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Gitu ya, Nanti prolognya siapa silahkan dipilih sendiri ya, silahkan 
dimusyawarahkan sendiri. Kalau saya maunya sudah jadi, gitu ya./7/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Any questions?/6/ 
Students  : No 
Teacher  : Terus bahasa yang digunakan di drama apa? Mau pakai sastra atau 
biasa?/6/ 
Students  : Biasa pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Oke kalau begitu, yang penting saya ada teksnya dulu /9/ 
Student : Print out?/13/ 
Teacher  : Print out, teksnya di print out sama name of actor and actress. 
Misalnya yang main faiq, nanti ditulis faiq as apa gitu/7/  
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Terus nanti anak-anak yang gak main silahkan nanti bantu-bantu/9/ 
Student  : Nanti videoin/13/ 
Teacher  : Ya nanti di videoin bawa peralatannya sendiri ya/9/ 
Student  : Saya aja yang videoin/13/ 
Teacher  : Jadi silahkan dipersiapkan dramanya, gak usah iri-irinan nanti saya 
yang menilai./9/ 
Student  : (silent) 
Teacher  : Gitu ya cukup sekian untuk hari ini, wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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DATA 4 
Time  : Saturday, August, 3rd 2019 
Place  : XI IPA class 
 
Teacher  : Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Teacher  : Hari ini kita praktek drama ya/1/ 
Students  : Iya pak /13/ 
Teacher  : Ada berapa pemainnya?/6/ 
Students : Banyak pak, ada yang jadi bidadari-idadari, terus juga jaka tarub, 
ada yang jadi ibunya jaka, ibu ratu./13/ 
Teacher  : Ini hadir semua? (memegang buku absen)/6/ 
Students : Afriq sakit pak /12/ 
Teacher  : (writing absen) 
Students  : (antusias menyiapkan drama)/16/ 
Student 1 : Guys tetep focus ya soalnya gak pakai cut  
Students  : Okey  
Teacher  : Kamu main?/6/ 
Student 1 : Enggak pak, saya bantu menyiapkan property/13/ 
Teacher  : Toying kamu jadi apa? /6/ 
Toying  : Narrator pak /12/ 
Teacher  : Oh oke 
Students : (sibuk menyiapkan drama) 
Teacher  : Sudah? Sudah siap?/6/ 
Students  : (sibuk menyiapkan)/16/ 
Teacher  : Yuk semua pemainnya diluar 
Kamu jadi apa?kalau tidak main dibelakang saja /9/ 
Student : Penonton bayaran pak/13/ 
Teacher  : Semua pemainnya diluar saja , nanti masuk dari luar/9/ 
Nasrul : Nanti keluar lagi kesana pak? 
Teacher  : Iya 
Nasrul  : Ya enggak nuwh pak, jadi dari sini pak, kan ceritanya dari dalam 
rumah pak terus nanti keluar e kesana pak keluar/13/  
Teacher  : La tidak dibacakan narasinya dulu? Dibacakan dulu aja./7/ 
Nasrul  : Iya pak sebentar 
Teacher  : Okey, sudah siap ya? Kita mulai ya?/6/ 
Students  : (praktek drama, they working in group)/16/ 
Teacher  : (writing catatan kecil untuk evaluasi) 
Students  : Selesai (tepuk tangan)  
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Teacher  : Yuk semua masuk kekelas lagi /9/ 
Students  : (masuk ke kelas) 
Teacher  : Ayo masuk ke kelas dulu/9/ 
Student  : Sebentar pak  
Teacher  : Sudah semua ya?/6/ 
Student  : Sudah 
Teacher  : Okey I will give some comment/7/  
Student  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher : For seven angles, (menghitung yang berperan jadi angles) one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven. Okey seven angles. Bloking, so don’t 
close the camera gitu ya/7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Terus one of seven anglesnya suaranya kurang keras./7/ 
Students : (mendengarkan diam) 
Teacher  : Terus joko tarub, bagus/7/ 
Students : (silent) 
Teacher  : Mbok rondone bagus tetapi kurang hafalannya dan kamu cocok 
memerankan mbok rondo/7/ 
Students  : (laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : Nawang wulannya juga sama dengan mbok rondo, bagus tetapi 
kurang hafalan atau mungkin hafalannya terlalu banyak, misalnya 
lebih focus lagi pasti jadi lebih baik lagi. Tadi ceritanya bagus tetapi 
sepertinya ada yang dipotong ya? Kan aslinya panjang itu 
ceritanya./7/ 
Student  : Kan itu disederhanakan pak /13/ 
Teacher  : Ya gitu ya, this is just the example of narrative text, kalau kemaren 
kalian tak kasih teori dan contohnya sekarang kalian praktek main 
drama dengan drama yang sederhana. /7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Jadi when you present about the drama you will remember about the 
material, you can do your work, yang penting sudah berani maju 
dulu, you can express your imagine karena susah dan tidak mudah 
menghafal bahasa Inggris. I think it is very very?/7/ 
Student : Easy/13/ 
Student : Difficult/13/ 
Teacher  : I mean when we are imagine about the utterances I think mudah 
bahasa Arab kalo menurut saya, karena bahasa Arab saya pakai 
setiap hari/7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Joko tarubnya bagus, tetapi itu seharusnya yang main toying kan?/6/ 
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Student : Iya pak, bagus kalau toying pak/13/  
Teacher  : Tapi toying mengundurkan diri, terus digantikan Faiq ya, Faiq itu 
emang tidak tau malu (nada bercanda)/3/ 
Student : (laughing)/18/ 
Teacher  : Kalau Faiq besok kuliah terus dilatih lagi jadi dia, berani berbicara 
di depan umum, public speakingnya. 
Gitu ya?/7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Terus nawang wulannya siapa tadi?/6/ 
Student : Saya pak 
Teacher  : Oh ya ini Annisa Fadila, kurang hafalannya saja. Jadi in English 
you have emphasize about the pronunciation. Apalagi didalam 
drama pronunciationnya harus bener /7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Ini tidak saya jadikan main drama yang besar, biasanya saya jadikan 
main drama yang besar, saya jadikan satu dan tampil di aula, 
biasanya itu diakhir semester dua. Nanti dibuat panggung terus 
ditonton gitu. Jadi kamu harus penguasaan panggung, mastery the 
material, gak oleh ada yang lupa./7/ 
Students : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : (menunjuk seorang ssiwa) bagus ini inisiatifnya lumayan bagus, 
bawa handout lalu biar temannya yang peran bisa baca handoutnya. 
When you forget the utterances you can read the handout./2/ 
Students  : (silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Okey applause for you (applause)/2/ 
Students  : (applause)  
Teacher  : Besok tinggal anak IPS 2, kemaren juga saya bagi kelompok dan 
insyaallah besok rabu. Kalau yang kelas IPS 1 gak tau /7/ 
Students : (Silent)/14/ 
Teacher  : Thanks for your performance 
Wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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INTERVIEW WITH THE ENGLISH TEACHER 
Time  : July, 25th 2019 
Place  : Library of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Interviewee : Mr. KM (English teacher) 
Interviewer : Researcher 
  
Researcher : Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb  
Teacher : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Researcher : Disini saya akan menanyakan terkait dengan interaksi antara 
guru dan murid yang terjadi di kelas. 
Teacher : Iya mbak 
Researcher : Bagaimana kondisi siswa ketika pembelajaran bahasa Inggris di 
dalam kelas?  
Teacher : Ini menyeluruh apa hanya yang diobservasi tadi? 
Researcher : Menyeluruh pak 
teacher : Kalau menyeluruh tak kasih bedanya dulu, untuk anak IPA lebih 
bisa terkondisikan atau lebih kondusif tapi kalau anak IPS harus 
dikasih gojekan-gojekan atau warming dulu istilahe biar lebih 
fokus terutama untuk anak XI IPS 1. Kalau untuk anak XI IPS 2 
anak-anak sudah merasa perlu. Kadang anak-anak takut dengan 
kesepakatan yang telat disepakati pertama kali.  
Researcher : Jadi waktu pertama kali dikelas itu sudah ada kesepakatannya ya 
pak? 
Teacher : Heem, jadi waktu pertama masuk ada role playnya dan itu 
berlaku selama satu tahun.   
Researcher : Itu hanya di IPS 2 atau semuanya? 
Teacher : Itu di IPS 2, IPS 1 sama IPA, kalau IPS 1 hanya role play 
pembelajaran, kalau role play masuk pagi tidak saya kasih 
karena tidak ada jadwal pagi, jadi yang ada hanya di IPS 2 dan 
IPA. Kan kalo anak telat gak boleh masuk mbak. 
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Researcher : Apakah siswa berusaha menggunakan bahasa Inggris untuk 
berkomunikasi dengan guru saat pembelajaran? 
Teacher : Ada beberapa, seperti yang di IPA tadi kan yang pintar Anindita, 
Anindita itu tak tanya pake bahasa Inggris dia juga jawab dengan 
bahasa Inggris juga. Kalau untuk yang lainnya kadang mau 
mengungkapkan vocab yang dia punya kadang malu kalau nanti 
ditanya lagi tidak bisa menjawab gitu aja. Tapi untuk beberapa 
anak di IPA ada.  
Researcher : Kalo di IPS pak? 
Teacher : IPS nya gak ada. Mereka lebih malu untuk mengungkapkan 
sesuatu pakai bahasa Inggris, kalau pakai bahasa Indonesia 
bocah-bocah teriak-teriak  
Researcher : Pernahkan anda menjelaskan materi dengan menggunakan full 
bahasa Inggris? 
Teacher : Pernah, tapi siswanya pusing. Aku biasanya prakteknya di IPA. 
Researcher : Pada saat materi apa pak? 
Teacher : Pas kemarin itu materi conditional sentence, itukan materi sudah 
saya kuasai, kalau sudah menguasai pakai bahasa apapun untuk 
menjelaskan kan bisa. 
Researcher  : Apakah bapak sering bertanya kepada siswa ketika 
pembelajaran? 
Teacher  : Iya sering bertanya kepana anak-anak tentang materinya. Karena 
dalam pembelajaran itu harus ada interaksi, kadang kalau 
anaknya aktif pasti juga pada jawab. Kadang ada yang jawab 
serius kadang Cuma asal jawab seperti itu biasanya. Aku 
biasanya seperti itu mbak, kalau pas ngajar pasti tanya tentang 
materi. Kalau tanya pakai bahasa Indonesia ya banyak yang yan 
jawab tapi kalau pakai bahasa Inggri yang jwab beberapa aj yang 
mengerti pertanyaannya artinya apa. 
Researcher  : Apabila dalam menjawab pertanyaan, siswa menjawab dengan 
jawaban yang salah apa yang bapak lakukan? 
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Teacher  : Kalau salah tak bully mbak, tapi nanti dipuji-puji dulu terus 
dijatuhkan dikasih tau jawabannya salah lalu dikasih tau benere 
tapi yen bener langusng di apresiasi. 
Researcher  : Jadi bapak juga sering memeri pujian untuk nak yang menjawab 
benar pak? 
Teacher  : Iya langsung di apresiasi, biasanya saya bilang bagus luar biasa 
gitu ke anak-anak. 
Researcher  : Apakah menegur siswa yang melakukan kesalahan didalam 
kelas? Dengan cara yang seperti apa? 
Teacher  : Langsung saya tegur karena saya orangnya to the point terus saya 
kasih tau, oh kamu kalau melakukan seperti ini tu harusnya 
begini. Kalau yang kelas tiga langsung tak kasih masukan  
Researcher : Adakah siswa yang aktif didalam kelas? 
Teacher : Aktifnya aktif gimana? Kalau aktif rame banyak. Kalau aktif 
bertanya tadi di kelas IPA ada namanya Fikri, Anindita, Usamah 
juga itu yang sering tanya. Aida biasanya juga tanya  tapi tadi 
tidak karna mungkin masih sakit karna kemarin tidak masuk 
sakit. Kalau yang di kelas IPS 1 biasanya yang tanya siswa baru 
namanya Rezaldi itu sering tanya, kalau yang perempuan itu 
khofifah. Kalau di kelas IPS 2 itu yang sering tanya Silma, 
Faisal, dan Farid. 
Researcher : Jadi bentuk keaktifan mereaka itu bertanya ya pak? 
Teacher : Iya bertanya 
Researcher : Lalu apakah kalau anda memberikan pertanyaan mereka juga 
menjawab? 
Teacher : Kalau yang IPA tadi karna ini materi baru, ini sebenarnya sudah 
di kasih di kelas 1 kurikulum kemaren, trus ini tak kasih lagi 
masalahnya itu nanti untuk persiapan ketika dia sudah kelas 3. 
Biasanya langsung saya kasih cara prakti menjawab soal. 
Researcher : Menurut anda seberapa pentingkah interaksi dalam proses 
pembelajaran? 
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Teacher : Penting banget mbak, karena tujuan mengajar adalah transfer 
ilmu, transfer knowledge kita, kalau tidak ada interaksi otomatis 
nanti hanya komunikasi 1 arah saja padalah didalam pembejaran 
diperlukan komunikasi 2 arah. Kita tanya nanti ada yang 
menjawab, anak tanya kita jawab juga begitu 
Researcher : Jadi bentuk interaksi yang terjadi di dalam itu kebanyakan tanya 
jawab ya pak? 
Teacher : Iya tanya jawab, dan ketika mengerjakan soalpun anak-aak juga 
ada yang bertanya 
Researcher : Selain tanya jawab itu bentuk interaksinya apa pak?  
Teacher : Dalam penjelasan materi ya kebanyakan ya interaksinya tanya 
jawab aja 
Researcher : Selama interaksi terjadi di dalam kelas, yang berperan aktif itu 
lebih ke gurunya atau muridnya pak? 
Teacher : Sebenarnya saya pengennya anak-anak yang student centre, 
jadinya anak-anak yang aktif tapi karna bahasa Inggris kan agak 
susah. Kalau yang angkatan dulu-dulu itu tak kasih games seperti 
role play tapi sekarang materinya tidak ada mbak makanya terus 
diilangi itu aku gak pakai lagi. Terus juga pernah tak kasih 
jigsaw.  
Researcher : Apakah anda menggunakan bahasa Inggris dalam membangun 
interaksi dengan siswa selama proses pembelajaran? 
Teacher : Kadang-kadang 
Researcher : Jadi kadang-kadang ya pak 
Teacher : Heem, seperti tadi aku tanya understood, any question, are you 
ready 
Researcher : Jadi interaksinya itu menggunakan bahsa campuran ya pak? 
Teacher : Iya, kadang bahasa Indonesia kadang bahasa Inggris tergantung 
moodnya anak. Kalau ini tadi kan anak-anak capek banget mbak 
karena habis ada kegiatan Maliska fair, makanya tak kasih materi 
yang santai dulu untuk pembukaan dulu. Untuk hari ini kan 
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seharusnya materi peminatan tapi tak kasih yang wajib biar tidak 
ketinggalan 
Researcher : Apakah yang anda lakukan untuk membuat siswa mampu 
brkomunikasi dengan guru? 
Teacher : Jadi sebenarnya udah pernah tak kasih kumpulan vocab, anak-
anak tak kasih itu tak suruh hafalin karena aku punya rencana 
setiap hari anak-anak tak suruh setor ke saya. Tapi kelihatannya 
aku yang kerepotan karena harus meluangkan satu jam atau dua 
jam pelajaran untuk setor satu kelas. Itu sebenarnya bisa 
diagendakan. Nanti insyaallah kalau enggak tahun depan untuk 
yang kelas satu. 
Researcher : Jadi itu salah satu rencana untuk membangun komunikasi pak? 
Teacher : Sudah dari dulu mbak, tapi yang setoran itu hanya berjalan dua 
tahun.  
Researcher : Menurut anda, bagaimana seharusnya siswa itu berperan 
didalam kelas? 
Teacher : Kalau saya boleh bilang, sebenarnya semuanya bisa berperan 
aktif, maksudnya ketika ada pelajaran atau ada materi yang dia 
tidak faham silahkan dia bertanya selama gurunya masih ada. 
Kalau saya tak kasih kebebasan anak silahkan kamu bertanya 
diluar jam kalau kamu misalnya ada materi yang belum jelas. 
Kalau bertanya disaat pembelajaran itu wajib karena kalau tidak 
tau dan tidak tanya maka ulangan tidak bisa mengerjakan. 
Researcher : Apakah juga ada yang menemui anda untuk bertanya diluar jam 
pelajaran pak  
Teacher : Ada, anak IPA kadang sharing tentang materi 
Researcher : Menurut anda apa saja dampak yang dirasakan siswa dari 
interaksi yang baik antara siswa dan guru didalam kelas pak? 
Teacher : Jadi sebenarnya interaksi itu kan bisa membangun karakter 
siswa. Karakternya ada banyak macamnya dari segi agama, 
sopan santunnya 
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Researcher : Jadi lebih ke pembangunan karakter ya pak? 
Teacher : Itu yang pertama, kalau yang kedua ketika jam pelajaran bisa 
membuat anak lebih aktif lagi, dengan interaksi, dengan 
komunikasi dua arah anak-anak bisa aktif didalam kelas, berani, 
dia bisa mempertahankan pendapat dia, ketika dia punya 
pendapat kemudian bertanya kemudian dijawab kemudian dia 
ngeyel lagi kan disitu dia bisa mempertahankan pendapatnya 
walaupun pendapatnya salah. Kemudian setelah dibetulkan lagi 
dia akan tau oh sebenarnya yang benar itu seperti ini to. Kalau 
saya yang pertama tetep untuk pembangunan karakter. 
Researcher : Terimaksih bapak atas waktunya Wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Teacher : Sama-sama mbak. Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS 
 
Time  : 29th July 2019 
Place  : library of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Interviewee : A (student) 
Interviewer : researcher 
 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Student  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb  
Researcher  : Disini mau bertanya beberapa hal terkait dengan pembelajaran ya 
Student  : Iya mbak 
Researcher  : Langsung saja ya, sebelum pembelajaran dimulai hal apa saja 
yang kamu siapkan? 
Student  : Buku pastinya, alat tulis ya standarlah 
Researcher  : Apakah kamu suka pelajaran bahasa Inggris? 
Student  : Suka  
Researcher  : Alasannya kenapa? 
Student  : Karena mudah aja 
Researcher  : Jadi menurut kamu bahasa Inggris itu mudah ya? 
Student  : Sebenarnya bahasa Inggris itu mudah di pahami tapi kalau 
memahami orang yang berbicara itu susah, karena logat orng 
berbeda beda apalagi orang asli sana 
Researcher  : Apakah ada kendala yang dihadapi ketika kamu mengikuti 
pembelajaran bahasa Inggris? 
Student  : Kendala, kalau kendala sih yang pertama itu verbnya, banyak 
banget kosakata yang masih belum tau sama ketika pengucapan 
itu masih susah masuknya, susah pahamnya. 
Researcher  : seperti itu ya, lalu bagaimana guru ketika mengajarkan bahasa 
Inggris, apakah membosankan atau menyenangkan? 
Student  : Menyenangkan, dari kelas satu sampai sekarang gurunya beda 
miss isna sama pak s tapi semuanya menyenangkan 
Researcher  : Jadi semuanya menyenangkan ya?  
Student  : Iya menyenangkan pembelajaran bahasa Inggris itu 
Researcher  : Jadi karena itu kamu jadi lebih mudah memahami gitu ya? 
Student  : Iya 
Researcher  : Apakah kamu pernah bertanya kepada guru? 
Student  : Pernah, sering 
Researcher  : Itu pertanyaannya gimana? Maksudnya contohnya kamu 
pertanyaannya seperti apa? 
Student  : Kalau Tanya itu biasanya kan guru menjelaskan lalu saya ada yang 
tidak paham, ya saya bertanya, biasanya gitu si 
Researcher  : Terus kapan atau pada saat yang seperti apa kamu itu 
berpartisipasi aktif dalam kelas? 
Student  : Maksudnya? 
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Researcher  : Jadi kan kamu pembelajaran didalam kelas, la kamu itu akan 
ngomong atau aktif itu waktu yang gimana? Waktu guru 
menjelaskan atau waktu bertanya yang tidak paham atau 
menjawab soal atau bagaimana? 
Student  : Kadang misalkan disuruh menjawab soal, siapa yang tau ini? Yo 
kalau saya bisa ya jawab angkat tangan atau kalau nggak ya kalau 
gurunya pas bercanda ya kita ikut bercanda juga. hehe 
Researcher  : Terus ketika guru memberikan materi, biasanya menggunakan 
bahasa apa? 
Student  : Kadang Inggris kadang Indonesia  
Researcher  : Jadi bahasanya campuran? 
Student  : Iya campur-campur 
Researcher  : Ketika ada materi yang kurang jelas, apakah kamu akan bertanya 
kepada guru? 
Student  : Heem bertanya 
Researcher  : Terus kamu itu bertanya menggunakan bahasa apa? 
Student  : Indonesia 
Researcher  : Bahasa Indonesia ya? 
Student  : Iya 
Researcher  : Ketika dikelas kamu lebih suka pembelajaran yang lisan atau 
pembelajaran yang lisan tapi juga ada gurunya nulis di papan tulis 
gitu? 
Student  : Pembelajaran yang gurunya juga nulis dipapan tulis 
Researcher  : Jadi yang lisan sama nulis ya? 
Student  : Iya setengah-setengah audiotori sama visual 
Researcher  : Kamu pernah gak disuruh atau ditanyai guru? 
Student  : Pernah sering 
Researcher  : Itu disuruhnya gimana? Ditanyai gimana? 
Student  : Ditanyai biasanya ya tolong jelaskan kepada temen-temenmu 
yang belum paham hehe 
Researcher  : Kalau disuruh biasanya disuruh ngapain? 
Student  : Contohnya ya disuruh wawancara ini 
Researcher  : Oh gitu ya, terus kalau waktu gurunya bertanya atau nyuruh kamu, 
guru menggunakan bahasa apa? Bahasa Inggris atau bahaa 
Indonesia? 
Student  : Kalau nyuruh biasanya pakai bahasa Indonesia 
Researcher  : Kalau tanya? 
Student  : Inggris bisa, Indonesia juga bisa 
Researcher  : Jadi pernah ditanya pakai bahasa Inggris dan pernah juga ditanya 
pakai bahasa Indonesia ya? 
Student  : Heem pernah semua  
Researcher  : Kalau kamu ditanya atau disuruh gitu respon yang kamu berikan 
gimana? 
Student  : Ya dijawab mbak 
Researcher  : Kamu menjawab pakai bahasa apa? 
Student  : Indonesia 
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Researcher  : Terus apakah guru suka memberikan reward atau pujian ketika 
siswa itu menjawab dengan jawaban benar? 
Student  : Heem pernah 
Researcher  : Kayax gimana coba contohnya? 
Student  : Yo kyax bilang wah bagus seneng aku iq, hehehe 
Researcher  : Apakah selama proses pembelaran guru itu pernah meminta kamu 
maju kedepan? 
Student  : Pernah 
Researcher  : Disuruh ngapain? 
Student  : Biasanya suruh menerangkan atau kalau gak suruh ngerjain soal, 
tapi kalau yang ngerjain soal itu gak sering Karen kan kalau 
mengerjakan soal itu yang disuruh maju yang belum paham, jadi 
disuruh maju biar paham 
Researcher  : Oh jadi seperti itu ya 
Student  : Heem mbak 
Researcher  : Ada manfaatnya gak kalau kamu itu ditanya atau disuruh guru 
maju kedepan gitu buat kamu ada manfaatnya gak? 
Student  : Ya ada pastinya 
Researcher  : Apa manfaatnya? 
Student  : Nilai tambahan hehehe 
Researcher  : Nilai tambahan terus apalagi? 
Student  : Ya public speaking juga, bicara didepan juga  
Researcher  : Owalah public speaking, jadi apakah kamu lebih bis percaya diri? 
Student  : Emm kadang, gak bisa menjamin 
Researcher  : Jadi kalau kamu disuruh maju kedepan itu menurut kamu apakah 
itu bisa membangun rasa percaya diri dalam diri kamu 
Student  : Ada pastinya ada dan bisa 
Researcher  : Dalam pembelajaran, apakah guru itu pernah membagi siswa itu 
dalam kelompok-kelompok gitu? 
Student  : Sering 
Researcher  : Sering ya, lalu apakah guru itu pernah menegur siswa kalau ada 
siswa yang melakukan kesalahan? 
Student  : Pernah 
Researcher  : Itu menegurnya gimana? Langsung dimarahi atau dikasih tau 
dengan cara yang halus? 
Student  : Ya pertama kan jarang melakukan kesalahan ya nanti ditegur yang 
halus dulu, misalkan ada yang ketiduran itu nanti ditegur ayo 
bangun le wudhu dulu, awal-awal kan seperti itu tapi kalau udah 
keseringan gitu kan yo agak tinggi dikit nadanya tapi yo gak 
sampai galak gitu.   
Researcher  : Jadi Cuma ditinggin nadanya sedikit gitu ya 
Student  : Iya 
Researcher  : Ketika didalam kelas, pernahkah berbicara menggunakan bahasa 
Inggris? Kamu pernah gak? 
Student  : Pernah 
Researcher  : Itu waktu yang gimana? Jawabnya tentang apa? 
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Student  : Saat menyaut guru, guru menggunakan bahasa Inggris ya jawab 
pakai bahasa Inggris juga kan kadang 
Researcher  : Ow seperti itu ya, jadi itu satu kata dua kata atau satu kalimat? 
Student  : Ya satu dua kata aja 
Researcher  : Apakah interaksi didalam kelas itu memberikan manfaat bagi 
kamu? 
Student  : Ya sangat 
Researcher  : Apa manfaatnya apa aja? 
Student  : Interaksi dalam kelas itu ya pastinya manfaatnya banyak sih,  
Researcher  : Ya contohnyaapa gitu? 
Student  : Ya terutama mempererat hubungan gitu komunikasinya lebih 
enak 
Researcher  : Terus apalagi kalau dari segi pelajaran 
Student  : Yo bisa saling membantu kekurangan semisal ada yang gak 
paham saling membantu 
Researcher  : Jadi interaksi bisa membuat kamu akan lebih bisa memahami 
materi gitu ya? 
Student  : Heem kan soalnya bisa tanya-tanya  
Researcher  : Terus menurut kamu bagaimana siswa bersikap dalam menjalin 
interaksi dengan guru  
Student  : Sebenarnya sikap itu tergantung guru masing-masing, kadang ada 
guru yang sangat menjiwai sebagai seorang guru sehingga kita 
haru hormat dan sopan pastinya tapi ada juga guru yang rasa teman 
tapi walaupun begitu tetep sopan gitu ya 
Researcher  : Jadi harus lebih menjaga kesopanan gitu ya? 
Student  : Iya tetep sopan harus  
Researcher  : Okey, terimakasih atas waktunya ya 
Student  : Sama-sama mbak 
Researcher  : Wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Student  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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INTERVIEW WITH STUDENT 
 
Time  : 29th July 2019 
Place  : Library of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Interviewee : S (student 1) & N (student 2) 
Interviewer : Researcher 
 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Researcher  : Kalau boleh tau siapa namanya satu persatu? 
Student 1 : Safna 
Student 2 : Nabila 
Researcher  : Sebelum pelajaran dimulai, hal apa saja yang disiapkan? 
Student 1 : Mempersiapkan diri sama buku 
Student 2 : Alat tulis 
Researcher  : Apakah kalian itu suka pelajaran bahasa Inggris? 
Student 1 : Suka, tergantung guru 
Student 2 : Tergantung gurunya si 
Researcher  : Kok tergantung gurunya itu kenapa? 
Student 1 : Soalnya biasanya kana da juga yang kalau ngajarnya itu bikin 
males, jadi kan gak semangat  
Researcher  : Karena hal itu jadi gak suka gitu ya? 
Student 2 : Iya 
Researcher  : Tapi bahasa Inggris itu mudah apa sulit menurut kalian? 
Students : Ada yang mudah ada yang susah 
Researcher  : Jadi ada yang mudah da nada juga yang susah ya, terus 
bagaimana guru mengajarkan bahasa Inggris apakah 
menyenangkan atau membosankan? 
Student 1 : Ya ada beberapa yang mbosenin tapi kan biasanya diselingi 
nonton film atau apa gitu jadi gak bosen ketika pelajaran 
Researcher  : Kalau kamu gimana? 
Student 2 : Sama 
Researcher  : Apakah kalian pernah bertanya kepada guru? 
Student 2 : Ya 
Researcher  : Pernah? 
Student 1 : Pernah 
Researcher  : Itu kapan? Pada saat yang seperti apa kalian itu bertanya kepada 
guru? 
Student 1 : Ya kalau dikasih soal mungkin gak tau ya tanya  
Student 2 : Kalau dapat vocabulary baru gitu kan biasanya Tanya artinya apa 
gitu  
Researcher  : Kapan atau pada saat yang seperti apa kalian itu berpartisipasi 
aktif didalam kelas? Kalian ngapain bentuk partisipasinya? 
Student 1 : Ya biasanya si kalau guru tanya ya jawab 
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Student 2 : Kadang kalau disuruh maju ya kalau bisa ya maju menjawab 
Researcher  : Ketika memberikan materi guru itu menggunakan bahasa apa? 
Student 1 : Bahasa Inggris 
Student 2 : Bahasa Inggris, Jawa, Indonesia 
Researcher  : Jadi bahasanya campuran ya? 
Students  : Iya  
Researcher  : Ketika ada materi yang kurang jelas, kalian itu apakah bertanya? 
Students  : Iya bertanya 
Researcher  : Kalian bertanya pakai bahasa apa? 
Students  : Bahasa Indonesia 
Researcher  : Kekita dikelas, kalian lebih suka pembelajaran yang seperti apa? 
Apakah lisan, lisan hanya ngomong aja ataukah lisan tetapi guru 
juga membuat tulisan di papan tulis? 
Student 1 : Lisan sama nulis 
Student 2 : Sama, tapi juga sama kalau ada praktek gitu jadi nanti juga 
disuruh maju kedepan  
Researcher  : Pernahkah kalian disuruh atau ditanyai guru? 
Student 1 : Pernah  
Student 2 : Pernah  
Researcher : Gurunya itu bertanya pakai bahasa apa? 
Student 1 : Bahasa Inggris pernah, bahasa Indonesia juga pernah 
Researcher : Terus bagaimana respon yang kalian lakukan? Kan kalian 
ditanya la kalian itu akan menjawab atau diam saja atau gimana? 
Student 1 : Kalau bisa ya dijawab 
Student 2 : Kalau tau artinya ya menjawab kalau enggak ya Tanya 
maksudnya apa 
Researcher  : Jadi kalian kalau ditanya, kalau bisa ya dijawab kalau tidak bisa 
ya ditanyakan maksud dari pertanyaannya apa gitu ya? 
Students  : Iya 
Researcher  : Terus selanjutnya, apakah guru suka memberi reward atau 
memberi pujian kekita kalian melakukan hal yang benar, semisal 
ketika kalian menjawab benar lalu guru itu suka muji kalian gak? 
Students   : Kadang-kadang 
Researcher  : Apakah didalam pembelajarn guru itu pernah meminta kalian 
untuk maju kedepan? 
Student 1 : Ya kadang 
Researcher  : Kadang? 
Student 1 : Heem kadang  
Researcher  : Itu waktu materi apa? 
Student 1 : Kalau sama pak S belum pernah 
Researcher  : Sama pak S belum pernah ya 
Students  : Iya  
Researcher  : Kalau kalian disuruh maju kedepan itu bisanya kalian disuruh 
ngapain? Membaca atau mengerjakan soal atau praktek? 
Students  : Prakter juga, jawab soal juga 
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Researcher  : Jadi pernah disuruh jawab soal pernah disuruh praktek gitu ya. 
Trus kalau kamu disuruh gurumu maju kedepan, kamu itu 
mendapatkan manfaat gak? 
Student 1 : Ada manfaatnya 
Student 2 : Dapat manfaat 
Researcher  : Seperti apa manfaatnya? 
Student 1  : Ya bisa lebih berani gitu  
Researcher  : Terus kamu dapat manfaat gak kalau disuruh maju kedepan? 
Student 2 : Dapat nilai plus juga  
Researcher  : Jadi manfaatnya dapat nilai pus ya 
Student 2 : Iya 
Researcher  : Terus dalam pembelajaran apakah guru pernah membagi dalam 
kelompok-kelompok?  
Student 1 : Pernah  
Researcher  : Apakah guru pernah menegur siswa ketika siswa melakukan 
kesalahan? 
Student 2 : Pernah 
Researcher  : Pernah itu gimana? Negurnya seperti apa? 
Student 2 : Ya dibilangin gitu  
Student 1 : Pernah si, biasanya kan pelajaran terus ada yang buka laptop gitu 
terus ditegur 
Researcher  : Negurnya pakai bahasa yang halus atau langsung dimarahi? 
Student 1 : Tinggal gurunya sih, kalau pertama itu ditegur tapi kalu lama 
kelamaan anaknya bandel ya nadanya agak tinggi 
Researcher  : Owalah gitu, lalu ketika didalam kelas pernahkah kalian 
berbicara menggunakan bahasa Inggris? 
Student 2 : Enggak hehehe 
Student 1 : Dikit  
Researcher  : Alasannya kenapa? Karena malu atau gak tau bahasanya atau 
gak tau vocabnya atau gimana? 
Student 1 : Yaa itu dua-dua nya 
Student 2 : Ya dua-duanya 
Researcher  : Apakah interaksi didalam kelas itu memberikan manfaat bagi 
kamu? 
Student 1 : Ya  
Student 2 : Ya ada 
Researcher  : Manfaat yang seperti apa? Yang kamu raakan kalau interaksi 
dikelas antara guru dan murid itu bagus 
Student 1 : Ya jadi lebih aktif,  
Student 2 : Lebih akrab 
Student 1 : Kadang kan kita nanya jadi bisa keinget gitu materianya 
Researcher  : Jadi materinya keinet gitu ya lebih memahami materi, terus 
menurut kamu bagaimana siswa seharusnya bersikap dalam 
menjadi interaksi dengan guru? 
Student 1 : Ya sopan walaupun misalkan gurunya itu seperti pak S kan 
friendly tapi kan tetep tau batasan sebagai seorang siswa 
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Student 2 : Sopan walaupun gurunya suka bercandaan  
Researcher  : Okey, terimaksih banyak atas waktunya ya. Wassalamu’alaikum 
wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS 
 
Time  : 3 rd August 2019 
Place  : Library of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Interviewee : A (student 1), N (student 2), R (student 3) 
Interviewer : Researcher 
 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Researcher  : Nanti jawabnya satu persatu ya, sebelum pelajaran dimulai, hal 
apa saja yang disiapkan? 
Student 1 : Menyiakan buku-bukunya 
Student 2 : Alat tulis 
Student 3 : Kan kalau pelajaran berdoa dulu to mbak jadi menyiapkan al-
quran  
Researcher  : Apakah suka pelajaran bahasa inggris? 
Student 1 : Ya 
Researcher  : Kenapa alasannya? 
Student 1 : Hanya suka aja 
Researcher  : Kamu suka gak? 
Student 2 : Agak-agak karena aku gak bisa bahasa Inggris hehehe 
Researcher  : Jadi agak suka agak enggak, terus selanjutnya kamu? 
Student 3 : Lumayan suka sih 
Researcher  : Lumayan suka kenapa? 
Student 3 : Lumayan suka aja 
Researcher  : Bagaimana guru ketika mengajarkan bahasa Inggris apakah 
menyenangkan atau membosankan? 
Student 1 : Menyenangkan 
Student 2 : Menyenangkan 
Student 3 : Menyenangkan  
Researcher  : Jadi menyenangkan ya lalu apakah ada kendala yang dihadapi 
ketika mengikuti pembelajaran bahasa Inggris? 
Student 1 : Ada karena belum tau banyak tentang kosa kata 
Researcher  : Jadi kendalanya lebih di vocabnya itu ya, la kamu ada kendala 
gak? 
Student 2 : Perbuahan verbnya itu lo dari verb 1 ke verb 2 terus ke verb 3 itu 
lho   
Researcher  : Jadi lebih ke perubahan kata-katanya itu ya, kalau kamu? 
Student 3 : Ada, kalau gurunya ngomong bahasa Inggris, gak tau artinya  
Researcher  : Jadi tidak mengerti artinya ya, okey selanjutny apakah pernah 
bertanya kepada guru? 
Student 1 : Jarang 
Researcher  : Kok jarang kenapa? 
Student 1 : Karena gak tau apa yang mau ditanyakan 
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Researcher  : Gitu ya, kalau kamu pernah bertanya gak sama guru? 
Student 2 : Pernah waktu saya gak tau  
Researcher  : Jadi kamu ketika ada materi terus kamu gak tau gitu kamu akan 
bertanya y, kalau kamu pernah gak 
Student 3 : Gak pernah  
Researcher  : Kapan atau pada saat yang seperti apa kalian itu berpartisipasi 
aktif didalam kelas? 
Student 2 : Sering ke waku prakteknya 
Researcher  : Ketika guru memberikan materi, guru itu menggunakan bahasa 
apa? 
Students  : Bahasa Inggris campur Indonesia 
Researcher  : Ketika ada materi yang kurang jelas, apakah kalian akan 
bertanya kepada guru? 
Students  : Iya 
Researcher  : Terus kalian bertanya menggunakan bahasa apa? 
Students : Bahasa Indoneisa 
Researcher  : Ketika pmbelajaran kalian lebih suka pembelajaran lisan atau 
yang guru Cuma ngomong, atau pembelajaran yang gurunya 
ngomong tetapi juga gurunya nulis di papan tulis? 
Students : Nulis sama ngomong 
Researcher  : Pernah disuruh atau ditanyai oleh guru tidak? 
Student 2 : Pernah 
Researcher  : Waktu apa itu? 
Student 2 : Ditanyai rumus-rumus gitu lho mau merangkai kalimat, rumus 
passive voice atau apa gitu  
Researcher  : Terus gurunya itu bertanya kepada kamu dengan menggunakan 
bahasa apa? 
Students  : Indonesia 
Researcher  : Terus apa yang kamu lakukan? Kan kamu ditanya guru terus 
kamu diem aja atau jawab atau gimana? 
Student 2 : Jawab tapi pas itu jawaban saya salah  
Researcher  : Terus apakah guru itu suka memberi reward atau pujian ketika 
jawaban yang kamu katakan itu benar? 
Student 2 : Iya, salah aja dipuji kok  
Researcher  : Memujinya seperti apa? 
Student 2 : Oh iya betul, salah  
Researcher  : Apakah didalam pembelajaran guru pernah meminta kamu maju 
kedepan? 
students : Belum pernah  
Researcher  : Kalau semisal ada guru yang meminta kamu maju kedepan terus 
menurut kamu apakah kamu akan mendapakan manfaat dai hal 
itu? 
Students  : Ada manfaatnya 
Researcher  : Apa manfaatnya? 
Student 2 : Manfaatnya menambah kepercayaan diri, melatih mental, dan 
pasti kita juga dapat nilai plus  
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Researcher  : Terutama nilai ya 
Students  : Hehehe iya 
Researcher  : Apakah dalam pembelajaran guru pernah membagi kelas dalam 
kelompok-kelompok? 
Students  : Belum  
Researcher  : Apakah guru pernah menegur siswa ketika siswa melakukan 
kesalahan? Pernah? 
Student 2 : Saat didalam kelas? 
Researcher  : Iya 
Students : Belum 
Researcher  : Apakah didalam kelas kamu pernah menggunakan bahasa 
Inggris saat berbicara didalam kelas? 
Student 2 : Paling kalau gak yes ya no 
Researcher  : Pernah tapi cuma yes dan no aja ya, lalu apakah interaksi 
didalam kelas itu memberikan manfaat bagi kamu?  
Student 2 : Ada 
Researcher  : Apa manfaatnya? 
Student 2 : Kita mendapat kosakata baru dari gurunya, terus lebih terbiasa 
medengar bahasa Inggris 
Researcher  : Lalu bagaimana siswa harus bersikap dalam menjalin interaksi 
dengan guru 
Student 2 : Sopan, santun menjaga tata krama 
Researcher  : Jadi lebih ke sopan santunnya ya? 
Students  : Iya 
Researcher  : Terimakasih atas waktunya, kamu namanya siapa? 
Student 1 : Anisa  
Student 2 : Nurmia  
Student 3 : Rana  
Researcher  : Terimakasih banyak ya. Wassalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb  
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INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS 
 
Time  : 3rd August 2019 
Place  : Library of MA Al-Islam Jamsaren 
Interviewee : Q (student 1), FT (student 2), A (student 3), FR (student 4)  
Interviewer : Researcher 
 
Researcher  : Assalamu’alaikum wr.wb 
Students  : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
Researcher  : Namanya siapa ini? 
Student 1 : Quisha 
Student 2 : Fatiha 
Student 3 : Annisa 
Student 4  : Farida 
Researcher  : Sebelum pelajaran dimulai, hal apa saja yang disiapkan? 
Student 1 : Alat tulis dan menyiapkan diri sendiri biar kalau guru nerangin 
aku bisa dengerin walaupun gak tau ngomong apa. 
Student 2 : Biasnya buku LKS, buku tulis, itu harus ada diatas meja 
Student 3 : Alat tulis, buku catatan pelajaran hari itu 
Student 4 : Alat tulis, buku-buku dan kesiapan mental menerima pelajaran 
Researcher  : Apakah suka pelajaran bahasa Inggris? Alasannya kenapa? 
Student 1 : Agak-agak, karena aku kurang bisa bahsa Inggris tapi kalau 
misalnya aku lagi mood bgt ya aku bisa tapi agak-agak gak suka 
gitu lho mbak 
Researcher  : Jadi suka gak suka ya 
Student 2 : Sama jawabannya, aku tu orangnya kalau bahasa Inggris susah 
buat nangkep vocabnya jadinya agak dong gak dong gitu, tapi 
kalau pelajarannya pas ak bisa gitu wah seneng banget aku bisa 
gitu. 
Student 3 : Sama mbak, suka gak suka karena gak tau artinya  
Researcher  : Jadi kendalanya karena gak tau artinya gitu ya 
Student 4 : Aku gak  terlalu suka karena dalam bahasa aku tu lemah, dalam 
menghafal juga lemah 
Researcher  : Apakah ada kendala yang dihadapi ketika mengikuti 
pembelajaran bahasa Inggris? 
Students : Ya itu gak tau artinya  
Researcher  : Bagaimana guru ketika mengajarkan bahasa INggris, apakah 
menyenangkan atau membosankan? 
Student 1 : Kalau pak S nerangin nyenengin si, interaksi sama muridnya 
kayak udah terbangun terus kalau njelasin juga enak tapi ya itu 
tadi aku agak-agak gimana gitu  
Student 2 : Menyenangkan, orangnya humoris, orangnya kalau njelasin 
membuat paham 
Student 3 : Menyenangkan 
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Student 4 : Ya menyenangkan tapi gak tau artinya kalau ngomong 
Researcher   : Apakah pernah bertanya kepada guru? 
Student 1 : Kalau kelas 11 belum pernah 
Student 2 : Belum pernah 
Student 3 : Belum pernah 
Student 4 : Kayax pernah tapi lupa 
Researcher  : Tapi pasti sebelumnya kalian pernah bertanya kepada guru kan? 
Bertanya menggunakan bahasa apa? 
Students  : Bahasa Indonesia 
Researcher  : Kapan atau pada saat yang seperti apa kalian itu berpartisipasi 
aktif didalam kelas? 
Student 1 : Pas materinya itu aku faham jadi bisa aktif 
Student 2 : Sama mbak, jadi nanti kalau guru bertanya dan ak bisa ya tak 
jawab tapi kalau gak bisa ya aku diam, terus sama semisal aku 
gak tau gitu biasanya aku maju terus Tanya sama gurunya  
Student 3 : Sama mbak 
Student 4 : Sama mbak 
Researcher  : Ketika guru memberikan materi, guru menggunakan bahasa apa? 
Student 1 : Bahasa Inggris 
Student 2 : Bahasa Indonesia 
Student 3  : Campuran  
Student 4 : Jadi pkai bahasa Inggris nanti yen gak pahm di artiin bahasa 
Indonesia 
Researcher  : Ketika ada materi yang kurang jelas, apakah kalian akan 
bertanya atau diam aja nanti tanya temen gitu? 
Student 1 : Diem aja nanti tanya temen 
Student 2 : Kalau aku semisal tanya temen gak tau aku nanti nanti langsung 
maju kedepan Tanya guru soalnya kalau tanya temen nanti 
kadang belum paham gitu mending ke gurunya langsung. 
Researcher  : Kalau kamu? 
Student 3 : Diem aja dan tanya temen 
Student 4 : Tergantung kondisi, kalau temennya bisa ya tanya temen, kalau 
temennya gak bisa ya tanya guru 
Researcher  : Kalau tanya itu biasnya lebih suka pakai bahasa Indonesia ya 
tadi?  
Students  : Iya 
Researcher : Kalian lebih suka pembelajaran lisan atau pembelajaran yang 
gurunya itu ngomong tapi juga nulis dipapan tulis? 
Students  : Gurunya ngomong sama nulis dipapan tulis 
Researcher  : Jawabannya sama ya? 
Students : Iya 
Researcher  : Selama dikels 11 ini kalian pernah gak disuruh atu ditanyai oleh 
guru? 
Student 1 : Belum pernah 
Student 2 : Belum pernah 
Student 3 : Belum pernah 
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Student 4 : Kayaknya pernah tapi lupa 
Researcher  : Guru itu kalau bertanya, kan kamu belum pernah to tapi kan guru 
pernah bertanya sama temen yang lain, itu menggunakan bahasa 
apa? 
Student 1 : Bahasa inggris 
Student 2 : Bahasa inggris tapi nanti kalau gak paham diganti pakai bahasa 
Indonesia 
Student 3 : Iya  
Researcher  : Jadi guru bertanya pakai bahasa Inggris dulu terus nanti yen 
mereka gak paham baru diartikan ke bahasa Indonesia ya 
Students  : Iya 
Researcher  : Terus temenmu itu responnya gimana setelah ditanya? 
Student 1 : Ya kalau ditanya pakai bahasa Inggris gitu mereka bingung tapi 
nanti kalau sudah diartikan bahasa Indonesia gak bingung lagi. 
Tapi nanti bales jawabnya pakai bahasa Indonesia  
Researcher  : Guru itu pernah gak memberi reward atau pujian ketika kalian 
itu menjawab dengan jawaban benar atau kalian kalau disuruh 
terus mau, itu guru memberi pujian gak? 
Students  : Iya ngasih pujian  
Researcher  : Terus ngasih pujiannya contohnya kayak apa? 
Student 1 : Ya luar biasa  
Student 2 : Sip bagus 
Student 3 : Sip bagus luar biasa  
Student 4 : Atau kalau enggak ya tepuk tangan gitu terus bilang cerdas gitu 
Researcher  : Apakah didalam pembelajan guru pernah meminta kalian untuk 
maju kedepan? 
Student 2 : Saat ini belum,  
Researcher  : Kalau waktu kelas 10 itu gimana? 
Student 1 : Pernah, sering  
Student 2 : Ya sering  
Student 3 : Sering 
Student 4 : Sering 
Researcher  : Terus kalau kalian maju itu biasanya disuruh ngapain? 
Student 2 : Biasanya kan guru itu ada soal terus nanti kita disuruh maju siapa 
yang mau jawab  
Researcher  : Berarti majunya itu kalian mengerjakan soal? 
Students  : Iya heem mbak 
Researcher  : Terus disitu kalian merasakan mnfaat gak buat diri kalian pada 
saat kalau kalian itu disuruh guru maju gitu? 
Student 1 : Ya menumbuhkan percaya diri sih 
Student 2 : Nambah mentalnya terbangun lebih berani 
Researcher  : Terus apalagi? 
Student 4 : Sama kalau maju itu kan kita bisa lebih ingat materinya, oh dulu 
itu saya pernah disuruh maju ini jadi paham gitu. 
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Researcher  : Jadi kalau kalian maju itu kalian lebih percaya diri, melatih 
mental terus juga lebih memahami materi yang disampaikan 
gurunya ya 
Students  : Iya 
Researcher  : Apakah guru pernah membagi kelas itu dalam kelompok-
kelompok? 
Student 2 : Pernah 
Researcher  : Itu pas materi apa? 
Student 2 : Kalau di kelas 11 ini baru satu kali ini tapi sekolompok satu kelas 
, kalau dikelas 10 itu materinya kayak buat diskusi gitu terus 
ngerjain soal buat kelompok 
Student 1 : Terus presentasi juga 
Researcher  : Kelompoknya itu berapa orang? Maksudnya 2 orang aja atau 5 
orang, 4 orang gitu? 
Students : 4 sampai 5 orang 
Researcher  : Jadi kelompoknya 4 sampai 5 orang ya lalu apakah guru pernah 
menegur siswa jika melakukan kesalahan? 
Students  : Pernah 
Researcher  : Langsung dimarahi atau gimana? 
Student 1 : Dikasih tau dulu, misalkan lagi nyetel video dilaptop gitu terus 
suaranya keras nanti dikasih tau jangan keras-keras  
Researcher  : Jadi dikasih tau dulu gitu ya 
Student 2 : Iya 
Researcher  : Terus kalian sendiri, apakah pernah menggunakan bahasa 
Inggris didalam kelas waktu berbicara? 
Student 1 : Jarang malah gak pernah sih 
Student 2 : Jarang, kalau aku paling yang ingkat-singkat kayak maybe kyax 
gitu hehe yes, no gitu thog 
Student 3 : Ya karena gak tau ngomongnya gimana 
Researcher  : Kalau semisal ditanya ini artinya apa gitu kalian jawab gak? 
Student 4 : Ya kalau tau ya dijawab 
Student 2 : Ya kalau tau ya menjawab 
Researcher  : Jadi kalian menggunakan bahasa Inggris itu cuma satu kata dua 
kata ya, gak serangkaian kalian gitu ya 
Student 1  : Ya karena gak bisa menyusun kalimatnya jadinya gimana gitu  
Researcher  : Apakah interaksi didalam kelas itu memberikan manfaat bagi 
kalian? 
Students  : Iya 
Researcher  : Manfaatnya apa? 
Student 2 : Lebih berani berbicara  
Student 1 : Ya lebih PD gitu 
Researcher  : Interaksi itu nambah vocab kalian gak si selama proses 
pembelajaran? 
Student 2 : Ya nambah 
Student 4 : Ya nambah sedikit  
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Researcher  : Terus apa lagi, apakah dari interaksi kalian bisa memiliki 
hubungan yang erat satu sama lain? 
Student 3 : Iya 
Student 4 : Iya bisa 
Student 2 : Ya lebih bisa mengetahui oh si A tu begini si B begini 
Researcher  : Menurut kamu, bagaimana siswa bersikap dalam menjalin 
interaksi dengan guru? 
Student 2 : Ya sopan mb 
Student 4 : Sopan tapi guru itu berusaha menjadi teman gitu tapi kita juga 
harus tetep menghargai guru 
Student 1 : Tetep jaga sikapnya, gak seenaknya gitu 
Student 2 : Ya walaupun guru ngajak gojek tapi ya kita harus saling 
meghargai  
Researcher  : Seperti itu ya, terimakasih atas waktunya. Wassalamu’alaikum 
wr.wb 
Students : Wa’alaikumsalam wr.wb 
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